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ABSTRACT 

In recent years several equivalences between nondeter-

ministic and concurrent processes have been proposed in 

order to capture different notions of the extensional 

behaviour of a process. Usually the equivalences are 

congruences wrt. the process constructing operations in 

order to support hierarchic development and verification of 

systems. With the purpose of achieving more flexible hie-

rarchic development methods we suggest parameterizing the 

equivalences with information about contexts. 

We carry this suggestion out in full for the bisimulation 

equivalence, which we parameterize with a special type of 

context information called environments. The resulting 

parameterized equivalence is shown to have a large number 

of pleasant properties including a useful characterization 

of the information ordering on environments and a construc-

tion for producing the maximal environment identifying any 

two given processes. 

Eased on an investigation of how contexts transform 

environments it is shown how to reduce parameterized 

equivalence problems over composite processes to paramete-

rized equivalence problems involving only the inner compo-

nents of the processes. These results constitute the main 

tools provided by this thesis for hierarchic verification of 

systems. 

All the results obtained for the parameterized bisimula-

tion equivalence are extended to a similarly parameterized 

version of weak bisimulation equiyalence. A worked example 

demonstrates the use of these extensions in correctness 

proofs. 
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BACKGROUND 

A major goal in the area of concurrent and sequential 

systems is to achieve semantic theories which support 

hierarchic and modular design and verification of systems. 

That is to say, given only the specification of components 

(not their implementation) it should be possible to deduce 

whether the components in a particular context or configu-

ration will implement (or satisfy) some overall specifica-

tion. 

For sequential systems such theories are by now well-

established. Perhaps most well-known is the theory of 

Denotational Semantics, founded by Scott and Strachey, 

which successfully has been used for describing the 

semantics of many sequential programming languages and 

systems /Gor79,Stoy77/. In Denotational Semantics, 

programs are basically modelled as computable functions 

from the domain of input values to the domain of output 

values. Also, the semantics of a composite program is 

expressed in terms of the semantics of its components 

thus satisfying the requirement of modularity. 

[S 



However, for concurrent systems this semantic theory is 

inadequate. A concurrent system may have many interesting 

properties which cannot be described by an input-output 

function semantics (e.g. liveness, deadlock). Indeed, 

the purpose of a concurrent system may be entirely dif-

ferent from that of computing a function; e.g. an operating 

system which, despite it being non-terminating, normally 

is regarded as being a useful system. 	Even if we were 

to only consider the input-output function behaviour 

of concurrent systems, the requirement of modularity would 

fail to hold: there is simply no way of predicting the 

input-output behaviour of a concurrent system from the 

input-output behaviours of its components. In order to 

determine the systems overall behaviour, it seems that 

further information about possible intermediate states of 

the subcomponents is needed. 

Concurrent systems are obviously more difficult to 

design and analyse than sequential ones, because they can 

exhibit very complicated behaviours. For this reason the 

requirement of modularity becomes a must for any semantic 

theory for concurrent systems. Though many new theories 

have been proposed recently, there is, as yet, no general 

agreement as to what a suitable theory is. A main dis-

agreement seems to be whether the theory should be inten-

sional in the sense that concurrency is a basic notion 

modelled in terms of causal independence and dependence 

of events or extensional in the sense that concurrency is 

viewed as unobservable and therefore indistinguishable 

from a non-deterministic interleaving of events. Represen-

tatives of the intensional approach are Petri Net /Fet80/, 

Event Structures /WBO/ and Mazurkiewicz Traces /I"1az77/. 

Spurred on by the success of the Scott-Strachey approach 

for sequential languages, the notion of power-domains - a 

domain theoretic equivalent to powersets - was introduced 

/P176,Smy78/ in order to allow for non-deterministic 



computations. Based on powerdomains a notion of resump-

tions /F176/ (which contains information about the 

intermediate states of a non-deterministic computation) was 

used by Milne and Milner /MNil79/ to give an interleaving 

based model of a system of processes and process construc-

tions. However, the model led to many unwanted identifi-

cations and was therefore abondoned in favour of an 

operational-based semantics. Out of this early research 

grew the calculus CCS /Mi180/ intended to serve the same 

purpose for concurrent computation as the lambda calculus 

does for sequential computation. 

The operational semantics of CCS is given in terms of 

a labelled transition system /K75,Fl81/  describing the 

observation, or action, capabilities of processes and 

the resulting dynamic evolution of processes. Based on 

the operational semantics several equivalences and pre-

orders have in recent years been proposed in order to 

capture different aspects of the extensional behaviour of 

a process. This results in semantic theories where both 

the requirements to a concurrent system (the specification) 

and its final realization (the implementation) can be 

expressed in the same formalism, e.g. CGS. 	The only 

difference, if any, in the two descriptions will be their 

computational feasibility in whatever model of computation 

of computation that is used. 	Based on the preorder and 

equivalence of the theory, the correctness of the implemen-

tation with respect to the specification can be stated and 

proved. Often the various theories provides (complete) 

algebraic laws useful for proving such correctness asser-

tions. To achieve the goal of modularity great care is 

normally taken to ensure that the preorders and equiva-

lences are substitutive with respect to the various process 

constructing operations. 

The following is a short account of some of the abstrac-

ting equivalences and preorders which have been proposed 
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recently. Generally all the equivalences 'and preorders 

are based on some idea of observation and how to use the 

result of an observation to either distinguish or identify 

processes. 

String or Trace equivalence: This is the traditional 

language-theoretic 	equivalence where two processes are 

identified if they permit or accept the same sequences of 

observations. The  equivalence has been used as the 

basis for a model of CSP /Ho81/. Unfortunately the equiva-

lence does not preserve deadlock properties, and is there-

fore normally considered inadequiate. 

Failure equivalence: In order to repair the deficiency of 

trace equivalence with respect to preservation of dead-

lock the failure equivalence was introduced /HoBroR84/. 

In addition to traces (= sequences of observations) of a 

process, also the set of observations which may fail 

(= deadlock) after each trace is taken into account. 

Testing equivalence: /NiHen82,Ni85/. Here the equivalence 

of processes is determined by what tests a process can pass. 

A test t is itself a process and applying t 	to a 

process p is a simple execution of t in parallel 

with p , i.e. p It . Then p can pass t in two diffe-

rent ways: 

p may t 	'p It may, in some execution, perform 

the action success" 

P must t 	lip I t must, in every execution, 

perform the action success" 

The two ways of passing tests give rise to the following 

two preorders: 

pç1 q p may t 	=, q jmaZ t 

p 2q p must t 	= q must t 

11 



Observational equivalence: This equivalence requires a 

strong relationship between the intermediate "states"  of 

two processes in order for them to be considered equiva-

lent. As a result the observational equivalence is more 

discriminating than any of the equivalences previously 

mentioned. Basically, two processes are observational 

equivalent if they have the same set of potential (first) 

observations and moreover can remain observational equi-

valent after the observation. The notion of observational 

equivalence was originally introduced by Robin Milner 

/Mil80/ as the intersection of a decreasing w-chain of 

(binary) relations. However, it turns out that the func-

tional F? used in constructing this chain is not conti-

nuous and the observational equivalence will therefore in 

general not be a fixed-point of El?. For this reason a 

slightly stronger equivalence (bisimulation equivalence), 

being the maximal fixed-point of IF, was introduced by 

David Park /F81B/ and later investigated by 

Michael Sanderson /San82/ and Robin Milner /Mil8/. 

Comparisons of (some of) the above equivalences and their 

operational implications can be found in /BroR83/ and 

/Ni85/. 

Recently, attempts have been made to give an alternative 

characterization of the abstract behaviours of processes 

in terms of the (modal) properties they enjoy. In this 

approach properties can be seen as providing the specifi-

cations, and the correctness of an implementation with 

respect to a specification is determined by the satis-

faction relation between processes and properties. Based 

on the set of properties enjoyed (satisfied) by a process 

this approach also generates (in the obvious way) an 

equivalence (and preorder) between processes. Many of the 

preorders and equivalences mentioned previously have been 

shown to be generated by some set of modal properties 

/HenMil8 , Fn85 , B1Tr85 , BroR83 , GrSifB4, GrSif85 , Mi181/. 
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In order for this approach to provide the required modu-

larity, sound and complete (compositional) proof systems 

for the satisfiability problem have been given for various 

combinations of process system (some subset of CCS) and 

property domain /St8 ,5t85,St84,W85,W85E/. 

MOTIVATION 

The motivation for the work presented in this thesis is 

the possibility of achieving more flexible and easy-to-use 

hierarchic development methods for concurrent systems 

by parameterizing the equivalences with information about 

contexts. This idea of using information about contexts 

have proved successful in other connections: In 

/BK83,EKFn84/ a similar technique lead to decomposibility 

of temporal logic specifications, and in /St84/ a relati-

vized (with respect to information about other parallel 

components) satisfaction relation is used in order to 

obtain a sound and complete (compositional) proof system 

for CCS with concurrent composition. 

Now consider the following hierarchic development method, 
the so-called stepwise refinement method: A specification, 

SPEC, of some desired non-deterministic or concurrent 

process has been given. The task is to find an impl.emen-

table version of SPEC, IMP, such that IMP= SPEC (= being 

the equivalence under consideration). Using the stepwise 

refinement method IMP is constructed in the following 

way. First decide on which process construction, C, to use 

and write down a sub-specification, SUBSPEC, such that 

C[SUBSPECJ = SPEC. Now find - using the stepwise refine-

ment method recursively if SUBSPEC is not computationally 

feasible already - an implementation SUBIMP of SUBSPEC, 

i.e. SUBIMP=SUBSPEC. Then taking IMP to be C[SUEINP 

will clearly give an implementation of SPEC under the 

assumption that = is a congruence. 
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Looking carefully at the stepwise refinement method as 

stated above we notice that it requires SUBTMF and SUIBSFEC 

to be proved congruent, i.e. interchangeable in any context 

and not just interchangeable in the context C in which 

they actually are going to be placed. We are therefore 

brought to prove more than seems necessary. Moreover, 

the subspecification SUESFEC may have to specify beha-

viour which is not at all relevant in the context C. 

Again it seems that we are imposing a stronger requirement 

than necessary. 

In order to reduce this work, we will parameterize the 

equivalence = with information about contexts. The 

required proof of SUBIMFSUBSPEC can then be replaced 

by a proof of the more specific SUBIIVIF=eSUIBSPEC  where 

e is information about the context C. Now assume that 

all the possible information relevant to parameterizing our 

equivalence 	is collected in a domain of information I. 

Then for any context C we may associate a subset Inf(C) 

of I defined by: 

eInf(C) 44
A$ 

Vp,qcFr. p= e  q 	C[p]=C[q] 

where Pr is the set of processes. Thus any eclnf(C) can 

be seen as valid information about C and can as such be 

used in the proof of SUIBIMP=0 SUBSFEC. However, not 

all elements of Inf(C) contain the same amount of infor- 

mation about C. In particular if e,fclnf(C) such that 

we would consider e as being more (or more 

accurate, not less) informative than f since e agrees more 

closely to the equivalence induced by C: namely that 

of "interchangeability in the context CTr.  Thus we define 

the preorder < on information as follows: 

fe 	 fe 

We shall denote the opposite ordering of < by E, and 

read e 9 as "f is at least as discriminating as e" . 
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Now define for any information ezI the set of contexts 

Con(e) of which e is valid information, i.e.: 

Con(e) = Ic I edlnf(C) J 

Let us assume that the domain of information I does not 

exceed the expressive power of contexts., in the sense that 

incompatible information can be distinguished by some 

context. Then the following is easily shown to hold: 

ef 	Con(e)Con(f) 

i.e. e is at least as informative as f if and only if 

any context for which e is valid information f is also 

valid information. As such, if there exists an element U 

in I such that LU  = = then U will be a member of 

Inf(C) for any context c, since = is a congruence. Thus  

U will be the maximal element under 	or equivalently 

for all elements e of I 	= 	= -' —U -e 

Let us now return to the stepwise refinement method. As 

already mentioned SUBIMP may itself have been obtained 

by a stepwise refinement. I.e. for some context D 

SUBIMF is DCSUBSUBIMFJ where SUBSUBIMP is an implemen-

tation of SUBSUESFEC with DrSUBSUBSFEC =SUBSFEC. 

However, by using the parameterized equivalence we only 

have to prove SUBIMF=eSUBSFEC  so the above can be 

replace by taking SUIBINF as DE'SUBSUBIMF where 

DESUBSUBIMFI = e D[SUBSUBSPEC] and DESUBSUBSFEC e SUIBSFEC. 

When C is a context and e is information then we 

define Inf(C,e)I as: 

ddInf(C,e) =4 

vp,qdFr. pq 	CEp=CEq 

(Note that Inf 	generalizes Inf since Inf(C) =Inf(C,U)). 

Then, in order to obtain a proof of 

DSUBSuBIMF:=e D[SuBSUBSPEc] it should be enough to 

prove SUBSUBIMP 	SUBSUBSFEC for some dcInf(D,e). 

15 



So far we have tried to motivate the idea of paramete-

rizing process equivalences with information about contexts, 

by indicating its use in the stepwise refinement method. 

However, much is still left vague by the above description. 

First of all, what is information about contextsT!  and 

secondly, how is this information used in parameterizing 

existing equivalences ? Once these two questions have 

been answered we must provide ways of deducing when some 

information e is valid with respect to a context C or 

more generally when eInf+(C,d)  for a context C and 

information d. In case there exists a minimal discrimina-

ting element, min(C,d), in Inf(C,d) we can reduce this 

problem to: 

min(C,d) [:e 

since Inf+(C,d)  is upward closed under 	. Note, that 

this reduction emphasizes the importance of the ordering 	. 

As an analogy to ]Dijkstra's weakest precondition /Dij76/, 

we could term the element min(C,d) the weakest inner 

information of d under C, and view contexts as weakest 

inner information transformers. 

Assume that the equivalence, =, considered is property 

generated, i.e. two processes are equivalent if they enjoy 

the same properties. Then, already at this early stage, we 

can give some indication as to what a parameterized version 

of = could be. Intuitively a context relates properties 

of processes placed inside it to outside properties of the 

combined process. If an (inner) property is not related 

to any non-trivial (outer) property under C it should 

not matter whether an inner process of C had that property 

or not. Thus, it seems that an appropriate information 

dOmain I simply consists of sets of properties,with two 

processes being equivalent with respect to a set of proper-

ties A if they enjoy the same properties of A. 

16 



The main object of this thesis is to find, and investigate 

suitable parameterized versions of the bisimulation equiva-

lence /F81IB ,P4i183/. 

It is well-known that bisimulation equivalence can be 

generated from a set of modal properties /HenNil83/, hence, 

by the remarks from the previous section, we can obtain 

a first parameterized version of bisimulation equivalence 

by simply using sets of modal properties as parameters. 

In the next chapter (chapter 2) we shall parameterize the 

bisimulation equivalence with another type of information 

called environments. First we give a short description of 

how to model processes and their operational behaviour in 

terms of labelled transition systems. We present and 

investigate the (abstracting) notions of simulation and 

bisimulation. The operational behaviour of environments 

is also described in terms of a labelled transition system. 

Intuitively, an environment is thought of as consuming 

(in a limited manner) actions produced by the inner 

processes. Based on environment as action consumers a 

notion of parameterized bisimulation and the parameterized 

bismulation equivalence it generates is introduced and 

investigated. It turns out that this parameterized bisimu-

lation equivalence has all the properties expected in the 

last section. A modal characterization of the parameteri-

zed bisimulation equivalence is given showing an agreement 

between the two versions (environment contra sets of modal 

properties as parameters) of parameterized bisimulation 

equivalence. Finally, we present two main theorems. The 

first thorem gives a useful and simple characterization 

of the discrimination ordering, 	, between environments. 

The second theorem shows that there for any two processes 

exists a maximal environment (with respect to the simulation 

ordering) under which the two processes are identified. 

17 



In chapter 3 we look more closely at the way contexts 

translate information. In order to make this investigation 

easier and more general we give an abstract semantic 

account of contexts as action transducers. As an example 

it is shown how the standard CCS-contexts can be expressed 

in this formalism. In case the information is given as 

sets of modal properties we can for any context C define 

a function I which maps (desired) "outer" properties 

of C[p] to "inner" sufficient and necessary properties 

of p. Extending I 	to sets of modal properties gives 

the desired weakest inner information transformer. The 

function I 	can also be used as a basis for complete, 

compositional proof systems similar to those recently 

given in /St83,St84,St85,W85,W85B/.  For information given 

as environments slightly weaker results are obtained 

depending on the structure of the environment system. 

In chapter 4 we present complete axiomatizations of the 

(environment) parameterized bisimulation equivalence for 

various combinations of the process and environment system. 

Chapter 5 extends the definition and properties of 

(environment) parameterized bisimulation equivalence to the 

weak bisimulation equivalence, 	, /Mil83/. A main problem 

in performing the extension is that 	is not preserved 

by all contexts - especially not sum-contexts. This 

makes the existence of weakest inner information (regardless 

of how the parameterization is done) impossible in general. 

Therefore conditions on the operational behaviour of 

contexts ensuring preservation of 	is given. All the 

standard CCS-contexts except sum-contexts satisfy these 

conditions. Finally, the parameterized weak bisimulation 

equivalence is used in proving the correctness of a simple 

scheduler (a simplification of the scheduler presented in 

/Ni180/). 
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In chapter 6 the complexity and implementation of the 

(environment) parameterized bisimulation problem is 

investigated. For general CCS-processes.the problem is 

undecidable. However, for regular processes and environ-

ments the (restricted) problem is shown to be solvable 

in polynomial time, a surprising result considering 

that inequality of regular expressions is PSPAOE-complete 

/GJ79/. The polynomial complexity result is obtained by 

a polynomial time reduction to a GENERALIZED PARTITIONING 

problem, for which a polynomial time algorithm has been 

designed in /KaSm8/. The GENERALIZED PARTITIONING problem 

is used in /KaSm8/ to show that the weak bisimulation 

equivalence problem can be decided in polynomial time for 

regular processes. Finally, an alternative decision 

procedure for bisimulation equivalence is implemented 

in PROLOG. A formal correctness proof of the implementa-

tion is given. A large subset of CCS and its operational 

semantics is also implemented in PROLOG. The usefulness• 

of the resulting system is. demonstrated through several 

examples. 
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Th1Ii'II1Wi1Iu1$ 

In this chapter we shall parameterize the bisimulation 

equivalence /PIil80,Nil83,P81B/ with a special type of informa-

tion called environments. First, in section 2.1, we give a 

short description of how to view processes and their 

behaviour as labelled transition systems. We define and 

investigate the notions of simulation and bisimulation 

together with the (simulation) preorder and (bisimulation) 

equivalence they generate. 

In section 2.2 we introduce the concept of environments 

as elements of a labelled transition system. An environment 

consumes actions produced by an inner process. However,. 

an environment's ability to consume actions may be limited, 

hence only part of the inner process' behaviour will be 

exploited by the environment. Using environments as para-

meters we then define and investigate a notion of parame-

terized bisimulation and the parameterized (bisimulation) 

equivalence it generates. 

In section 2.3 we present a modal characterization of 

the parameterized bisimulation equivalence pointed out to 

us by Cohn Stirling. The characterization extends in a 

natural way the existing modal characterizations of the 

simulation preorder and the (unparameterized) bisimulation 
20 



equivalence, /HenMil83/. 

In sections 2.4 and 2.5 we present two Main Theorems. The 
first theorem gives an important and simple characteriza- 

tion of the discrimination ordering, 	, between environ- 

ments. The theorem simply says that the discrimination 

ordering is nothing more that the simulation preorder 

from section 2.1. 	Though easy to state the theorem was 

by no means easy to prove: only after several months 

search a proof was, found. Unfortunately, the proof found 

only applies to environments satisfying certain finiteness 

conditions (the image-finiteness condition). Whether the 

theorem holds for general environments is left as an open 

problem. However, we prove that the present proof cannot 

be extended (in a direct way) to general environments. 

The second theorem shows constructively that for any 

two processes there exist - in a sufficiently large 

environment system - a maximal environment (with respect 

to the simulation preorder) under which the two processes 

are equivalent. Thus the question of equivalence in an 

environment can be reduced to a question of simulation. 

It turns out that we can extend any environment system to 

a Heyting Algebra under the simulation ordering. We 

indicate briefly how to use this extended system as the 

interpretation for more complex formulas than merely - 

(parameterized) equivalences between processes. 
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2.1 PROCESSES, SIMULATION AND BISIMULATION 

2.1.1 Labelled Transition Systems. 

A major goal in the area of concurrency is to achieve 

semantic theories that support hierarchic development and 

modular decomposition of programs. That is to say, given 

only the specification of a programs components (not their 

implementation) one should be able to deduce whether the 

program will implement (or satisfy) some overall specifi-

cation. 

For a sequential language a suitable semantic theory 

would be a theory of state-functions computed by programs 

written in that language. This is the view taken in 

Denotational Semantics /Gor79,Stoy7/.  However, when 

concurrency is introduced this semantic theory is no longer 

adequate because of our modularity requirement: there is 

simply no way to predict the state-function behaviour of 

a concurrent program from the state-function behaviour of 

its components. 

Thus, new semantic theories are needed, and in recent 

years a variety of such have been put forward. Under-

lying many of the proposed theories is the model of 

labelled transition systems /K75/. Labelled transition 

systems are a simple model of nondeterminism based on 

the two primitive notions of state and transition. In 

spite of (or maybe because of) their simplicity, labelled 

transition systems have proved an extremely general 

model for defining operational semantics of programming 

languages (see /F181,Fl82/). 

By varying the definition of transition one can 

obtain a whole range of semantic descriptions, ranging 

from very concrete to more abstract. Also, various 

preorders and equivalences between nondeterministic 

programs, based on labelled. transition systems, have 
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been defined in order to abstract even further, /Bro83E, 

Bro83, NiHen82, Ni85, HoBroR81, Mi180, Ni181/. 

Definition 2.1-1: A labelled transition system is a 

sfructure (St,Act,-3), where St is a set of states 

or configurations), Act is a set of actions (or labels 

or operations) and —4StxActxSt is the transition 

relation. 

Notation 2.1-2: For (s,a,t)c-3 we shall usually write 

s-t which is to be interpreted in the state s the 

system can perform the action a and in doing so reach 

the state t". Oftenwe shall write s-4  as an abbre-
viation for 3tv-St. s-t. Thus s-24 reads: "in the 

state s the system can perform the action a". 

Occationally we shall extend —3 to strings of actions 

using the following definition: 5al. .an3t if f there 
al a2 	 an exists s 	Oin, such that 	 5n_lt• 

For complements of s-3t, s-3 resp. 
5a1..an>t we shall use the notation s4t, s4 resp. 
sy.a>t. For ssSt and a Act, SaSt is the set 

of a-successors of s, i.e. 	= (test s_tJ . 

Definition 2.1-3: Let R be a binary relation over the 

set St; Then R is image-finite iff for each element 

s of St the set {t I sRtJ is finite. 	 o 

Definition 2.1-4: We shall say that a labelled transition 

system is image-finite in case for all actions a the 

binary relation 	= ((s,t) I stJ is image-finite. D 

2.1.2 'Processes, Simulation and Bisirnulation. 

As argued in the previous section we will model processes 

and their operational behaviour by labelled transition 

systems. We shall in this section introduce, the general 

notions of simulation and bisimulation as means of 
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abstracting the operational behaviour of a process, and 

we shall state some of their properties. For more 

detailed treatments and motivation we referthe reader 

to /Ni171 ,Mil8O ,Ni183 ,HenMil83/. 

Let EP= (Fr,Act,—) be the labelled transition system 

modelling the operational semantics of a system of 

processes. We shall alternatively refer to the transition 

relation, -4, of IP as the derivation relation. Now, 

let p and q.  be two processes of EP. We then say that 

q simulates p or p is simulated by q if every 

derivation of p can be simulated by a derivation 

of q in such a way that the simulation property is 

maintained. We can formalize this by the following: 

Definition 2.1-5: A simulation R is a binary relation 

on Fr such that whenever pRq and acAct then: 

(i aa  )sq'. qq 	p'R q' 

A process q is said to simulate a process p if and 

only if there exists a simulation H with pRq. In this 

case we write p<, q. 

Now for R9Fr2  we can define 	(R)cPr2  as the set of 

pairs (p,q) satisfying for all acAct the clause (i) 

above. With this definition we can state the following 

properties: 

Proposition 2.1-6: RFr2  is a simulation iff R(R). 

Proposition 2.1-2iffi  is a monotonic endofunction on 

the complete lattice of binary relations (over Pr) 

under inclusion. 	 0 

Using the standard fixed-point result, originally due 

to Tarski /1a55/, this implies: 
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Proposition 2.1-8: 	has a maximal fixed-point given 
by U [R I Rc(R)J 
	

Moreover 	equals this maximal 
fixed-point. 	 us 

Proposition 2.1-9: 	is a preorder on Pr2. 

Proof: Show that Id Pr is a simulation and that com-

position of simulations yields a simulation. The propo- 

sition will then follow from the definition of 	. 	 a 

Note that the above definition of the simulation ordering 

admits an elegant proof technique: to show that pq 

it is sufficient and necessary to find a simulation 

containing (p,q). 

Example 2.1-10: Let IP be given by the diagram below: 

at 
po 	 q0 

P2 

 

b 	
I 	 V \~ 
c 

P 	 p4 	 q2 	q 

Then R = ((p0,q0),(p1,q1),(p2,q1),(p,q2),(p4,q)J is 
a simulation. Thus p 	On the other hand q0 p0. 
Assume namely that R is a simulation containing (q 0,p0), 
then either (q1,p1) or (q1 ,p2) must be in R. However, 

in the former case q1- but p1- so if R is to be a 

simulation (q1,p1) cannot be in R. Similarly it can be 

argued that (q1 ,p2) is not in R. Therefore if R is a 

simulation it cannot contain (q0,p0). 	 a 

Definition 2.1-11: Let EF be a function on a complete 

lattice D with greatest lower bound (glb), 11, and least 

upper bound (lub), Li. Then EE is continuous iff for 

every increasing sequence x1 x2Q ... xn; ..., of D 

elements IF( [Jn x) = Lin (xn). El? is anticontinuous iff 

for every decreasing sequence, x1Q x2 a... Qxn 
of D elements El?(Ilnxn) 
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Now, if ffi is anticontinouous on the complete lattice 

of binary relations (with fl as gib) it follows from 

classical fixed-point theory that the maximal fixed-point, 

is given as: 

n a3 n n(2) 

where ffi O = Id and ffi n+l 	 A sufficient condition 

for ffi to be anticontinuous is that the transition 

system IP is image-finite (see definition 2.1-4). 

Theorem 2.1-12: If 	is image-finite then SS is 

anticontinuous. 

Proof: Let RiIR2  ... Rn;?... be a decreasing sequence of 

binary relations over Pr. We must prove(cRn)=f( Rn). 
The uc?rdirection  follows directly from the monotonicity 

of 	and fl R n  g R. for all ico. For the "=-)"-direction 

let (p,q)En(R) and let pp'. We must find a matching 

move for q such that (p',q')cnR. Now (p,q)cn(R) 

iff for all ncoi, (p,q)(R ). Thus for all n there 

exists some q such that qq and (p',q)R. By 

image-finiteness of W this means that there exists a q' 

such that q--).q' and (p',q')cR for infinitely many nc. 

Since R   is decreasing in n, (p', q')eR for all new and 

thus (p',q')€flR.  By symmetry we conclude that 

8SS 	 0 

Corollary 2.1-1: If HP is image-finite then 

fln(Pr2). 	 0 

Now, two processes p and q could be considered equi-

valent if they simulate each other, i.e. pq iff 

p q and qp. However, this equivalence does not 

preserve deadlock properties as is demonstrated in the 

following example (see also /Mi180/). 
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Example 2.1-14: Let IP be given by the diagram below: 

' 
pl  

a  l / % 
q2 	 p.2 	p4  

bJ,  bj 

q 	 p. 

Then R1 = 	 i=112,) and 

= (p,q) I i=112,33 U [(p4,q2)J  are both simulations. 

Thus pq and q<, p. However, p can perform an a-action 

and reach a state where a b-action is impossible, 

whereas q cannot. Thus, p and q have different  deadlock 

properties. 	 o 

To obtain an equivalence that does preserve deadlock 

properties the notion of bisimulation is introduced. 

Under this notion, two processes are considered equiva-

lent if they have the same set of potential first actions 

and can remain having equal potentiality during the course 

of execution. More formally we have: 

Definition 2.1-15: A binary relation R on Pr is a 

bisimulation iff both R and RT = ((p,q) I (q,p)eR 

are simulations. Two processes, p and q, are said to 

be bisimulation equivalent iff there exists a bisimulation 

R 	with pRq. In this case. we write p-q0 	 o 

Now forR=-Pr 2  define 
	

(R), EB (R)cFr2  as: 

(R)= ((RT))T 
	

and 	}E(R)= 	(R)fl(R) 

Then we have the following properties: 

Proposition 2.1-16: Rr2  is a bisimulation iff 

Rqffi 

Proof: By proposition 2.1-6 and definition of bisimula- 

tion. 	 0 
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Proposition 2.1-17: EB is a monotonic endofunction on 

the complete lattice of binary relations over Pr. 

Proof: By proposition 2.1-7 and the fact that fl and 

are monotonic functions. 

Proposition 2.1-18: EB has a maximal fixed- 

point which equals 	 Al 

Proposition 2.1-19: - is an equivalence relation. 

Proof: Id Pr is a bisimulation. Bisimulations are closed 
under composition and (-)T . 	 o 

Proposition 2.1-20: If IEP is image-finite then lEE is 

anticontmnuous. Thus -- = n EB n (Pr2 ) where 113o = Id and 
n+l n 

Proof: From theorem 2.1-12 M is anticontinuous when IEP 

is image-finite. Both n and (_)T are anticontinuous so the 

proposition follows sincecomposition preserves anticon- 

tinuity. 	 0 

As for simulation the definition of bisimulation equiva-

lence provides an elegant proof technique due to proposi-

tion 2.1-18. This was first pointed out by David Park. To 
prove that p'-'-q it is sufficient and necessary to find a 

bisimulation containing (p,q). 

Example 2.1-21: Let EP be given by the diagram below: 

q, 	q2% 

/ ~c 	

b 

qL1 q5 	q6 

Then R = 

(p,q5)J is a bisimulatioh with p0Rq0. Thus p0 q0. In 

example 2.1-14, Ri/ RT so there is no reason to conclude 



p1 -'-q1. In fact it can be shown that the two processes, 

p1  and q1  of example 2.1-14 are not bisimulation equiva- 

lent. 	 0 

The above example gives some indication of the relation-

ship between the simulation ordering and the bisimulation 

equivalence . The following proposition shows that 

is smaller than . 

Proposition 2.1-22: If p--q then pq 

Proof: p-Sq iff there exists a bisimulation B containing 

(p,q). Since obviously I(R)(R) for all binary relations 

R, B is also a simulation. Thus p<-q. Since BT  is also 

a bisimulation and thus a simulation also qp and hence 

p::q. 	 LEI 

Besides being an equivalence, - has been shown to be a 

congruence wrt. all of the standard CCS-constructions /Mi180/. 

Obviously this is an essential property if hierarchic 

development of systems is to be possible. From the results 

of next chapter it will follow that 	indeed is a congru- 
ence wrt. any "natural" construction. 

In Robin Nilner's original work on CCS /Ni180/, 	and 
were defined as 	= 	(Fr2) and = 	n(Fr2new

).  
nEw 

However, unless IEP is image-finite, neither < nor - will 

in general be fixed-points if these definitions are used. 

The definitions given here in terms of simulations and 

bisimulations are due to David Park /P81B/ and - besides 

defining fixed-points - have the distinct advantages 

of providing useful proof techniques. Obviously the 

originally suggested definitions of and - yield coarser 

relations than the versions suggested by David Park. 
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Example 2.1-23: Let p, q and r be processes with the 

following behaviour: 

Tfl: 
i.e p= Z  a 	q=aW and r=p+q. Then it is easily 

verified that for all new, qp and r - -"p where 

e=Mn(pr2) and nn(Fr2) . However, q-/-p and r-/p. 

For the former assume namely that qp . Then for some 

aak. But this implies that for all new, aak 

which is false when n>k. A similar argument applies in 

the latter case. 	 a 

2.1.3 Nodal Characterizations. 

Matthew Hennessy and Robin Milner showed in /HeriJYIiI83/ 

that both and can alternatively be characterized by 

identifying a process with the properties it enjoys. For 

image-finite processes the relevant properties are formulas 

from the following modal languages: Let the language 

N (of formulas) be the least set such that: 

TrgN 

FGsN whenever F,GCM 

-FEM whenever FCN 

<>FM whenever aAct and FM 

Let L be the sublanguage of N consisting of the formulas 

not containing -. In /HenNil83/ the authors define a 

satisfaction relation = PrXN as the least relation such 

that: 

(i) 	p k Tr for. pcFr 

p F,G iff p F and p G 
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p:  -,F iff pF 

p = (a>F iff 3p'. p--24p' & p' 	F 

Now define for pCPr  the following two sets: 

M(p) = 1. FM I p k F) 	and 	L(p) = IFF-LI p P F) 

Then K, and - have the following characterizations: 

Lemma. 2.1-24: If Iis image-finite then: 

p--q iff M(p) = M(q) 

pq iff L(p) L(q) 

Proof: See /HenNi183/. 	 a 

By extending the modal languages with an infinite con-

junction the above modal characterizations can be shown 

to hold for image-infinite process systems as well, /Mi184/. 

Recently, complete proof systems for correctness assertions 

of the form p F have been given for various subsets 

and variations of 008 /St8,St84,St85,w85,w85B/,  with 

special emphasis on obtaining compositional proof 

systems. In the next chapter we will indicate how com-

plete compositional proof systems for new languages could 

be obtained. 
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2.2 PARAMETERIZED BISIMUI1ATION 

The previous section shows us that - is a property-

generated equivalence. As such we can apply the general 

procedure suggested in the previous chapter to obtain our 

first parameterized version of -: as parameters we use 

sets of modal properties from N and for AM, 
A  is simply 

defined as: 

if  M(p)nA = M(q)flA 

In this section we shall define a parameterized version 

of - based entirely on operational considerations similar 

to the definitions of < and 	in 2.1-5 and 2.1-15. The 

operational definition will give us a simple and elegant 

proof technique similar to the proof techniques for and - 

In the next section it will be demonstrated that this 

parameterized version of 	agrees with the above .parame- 

terized version of - based on subsets of N as parameters. 

Following our initial motivation from chapter 1, 

is to. be parameterized with (partial) information about 

contexts so that proofs of interchangability of processes 

can be simplified. For this purpose we shall introduce 

the notion of environments as a mean of representing such 

partial information about what behaviour (of an inner 

process) a context is able to "explore". 

Operationally we take the view that an environment 

is an object with the ability to consume actions produced 

by an inner process. However, an environment's ability 

to consume actions might be limited, so if p-p'  but 

e is an environment which cannot consume the action a, 

then the derivation p-p' will never be considered when 

p is executed in e. Similar to the assumption that a 

process can change after having produced (performed) 

an action we shall assume that an environment may change 

after having consumed an action. Thus environments and 
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their behaviour can be described by a labelled transition 

system EE= (Env,Act,=), where Env is the set of environ-

ments, Act is the set of actions (identical to the set of 

actions used in the transition system of processes) and 

=4 is a subset of EnvxActxEnv called the consumrtion 

relation. ee' is to be read: Ile may consume the action 

a and in doing so become the environment e 'r. 

Let us now approach the question of how to parameterize 

-with environments. Let e be an environment and let p 

and q be processes with behaviours given by the following: 

a %b 

In the environment e only a-actions can be consumed and 

after the consumption of one a-action e will change into 

an environment which is capable of consuming no actions 

at all. It therefore seems natural to expect p and q to 

be equivalent in e, i.e. 	As the next example let 

us consider the following slightly more complicated 

behaviuours: 

/ \a 

	/aa\ I  a 

p2  q1  q2  q5  

bJ 	ci 	bJ, 	
ci 	

b 

e3 	 p 	p 

In order to determine whether 	e q we consider in turn 

all the possible ways e can consume an action. Let us 

consider the one consumption e=el.  For this particular 

consumption only a-derivatives of p and q will be examined. 

However, in order for 	q to hold, for each a-derivative 

q' of q (q say) p must have a matching a-derivative p' 

(here p2) in the sense that P'-1'. Similarly q must 

have a match (under el) for each a-derivative of p. 



Following this procedure the reader should be able to. 

convince herself that p and q ought to be equivalent in 

e. Similarly, it can be argued that p and q should be 

distinguished in the following environment f: 

f. 

2 

To satisfy the intuition indicated above we define a 

parameterized version of - such that two processes, p and 

q, are considered equivalent in an environment e if they 

have the same set of potential first actions that can be 

consumed by e and they remain having equal potentiality 

during the course of execution under all environment 

changes of e. More formally we define the parameterized 

version of - as follows: 

Definition 2.2-1: Let EE= (Env,Act,) be an environment 

system. Then an IEE-parameterized bisimulation, R, is an 

Env-indexed family of binary relations, ReFr  for ecEnv, 
such that whenever pRq the following holds: 

a For all aAct if e=4 e' then 

pp' 	sq'. qq' & P'R' 	 (*) 

q-q 	p'. p- p' & p'Rq' 

Two processes p and q are said to be equivalent in an 

environment e iff there exists an EE-parameterized bisi-

mulation, R, such that pR5q. In this case we write 

p 

Since we shall be dealing with Env-indexed families and 

operations on such extensively in the following we adopt 

the following convenient notations. For Env-indexed 

families R and S let: 

- RS iff for all ecEnv, ReS 

- RA  is the Env-indexed family with 
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(RnS) = RflS. 

- RUS is the Env-indexed family with 

(RUS) = RUS. 

Now, for R an Env-indexed family of binary relations over 

Pr, let 1W(R) be the Env-indexed family of binary relations 

over Pr such that IW(R)e  is the set of pairs (p,q) 

satisfying (*) above. Then the following properties hold: 

Proposition 2.2-2: An Env-indexed family R is an 

1W-parameterized bisimulation iff Rc1W(R). 	 o 

Proposition 2.2-3: lB is a monotonic endofunction on the 

complete lattice of Env-indexed families of binary rela- 

tions over Pr (ordered by componentwise inclusion). 	o 

Then, using the standard fixed-point result /Ta55/, we 

get: 

Proposition 2.2-4: 1W has a maximal fixed-point given 

as U(R I RclB(R)J . Moreover this maximal fixed-point 
equals the Env-indexed family (-el  ecEnv) . 	 0 

Proposition 2.2-5: For all eEnv, 	is an equivalence 
relation. 

Proof: Show that the Env-indexed family of relations Id, 

with Id   being the identity relation on Pr, is an 

FE-parameterized bisimulation. Show that composition and 

converse of EE-pararneterized bisimulations (composition 

and converse taken componentwise) are lEE- parameterized 

bisimulations. The proposition will then follow from the 

definition of parameterized bisimulation equivalence. 0 

As expected in chapter 1, 	is for all environments e 

a weaker (and thus perhaps easier to prove) equivalence 

than the original (unparameterized) bisimulation equiva-
lence: 
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Proposition 2.2-6: For all eEnv and all p, qcFr, if 

p—q then also 	e q. 

Proof: Take for all eeEnv, Re=•  Then F is an 

EE-parameterized bisimulation. 

Note that proposition 2.2-4 provides us with a useful 

proof technique: to show that 	simply find an 

lEE- parameterized bisimulation, R, such that PRq. 

Example 2.2-7: Let us verify that our initial expectation 

is fulfilled. So let lEE and IEP be given by the diagrams 

below: 

FF 	e 	IP 	p 	 q 

	

a 	 /. 
p \c

Va \Ib 

1  p2 	q1  
ci 

Then the Env-indexed family with Re= (p,q)J and 
Rf= f(p1,q1))  is a parameterized bisimulation. Thus, 
as expected, 01 

Example 2.2-8: Let EE and EP be given by the diagrams 

below: 

qj \a 
q 

b 
cr 

b/\ 

q3 	q4. q6 	q7  

Then the Env-indexed family R with: 

R53=(p3,.q 0 ) ,(p3,q3) 

R 1_j 1,q1), 2,q2), 1,q5) R 4 (p4,qy),(p4,q4) 
R2=f(p2,q2),(p1,q1) '2'5J 

is a parameterized bisimulation. Thus PQ;00.  Note, 
that p0 q0. 	 0 
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To insure anticontinuity of EB only image-finiteness of 

the process system EP is required: 

Proposition 2.2-9: If IEP is image-finite then EB is 

antic ontinuous. 

Proof: Let be a decreasing sequence of 

Env-indexed families. We must prove(Rn)= 	(R). 
The "'-direction follows directly from monotonicity of 

and flnRRi  for all jEw. For the 	"-direction let 

(p, q),, [fln  EB  Rn]e  . We must show (p,q)e[(nR) 	. So 

let e= 	and p-p' e' 	 . We must find a matching move for 

q such that (p', q')e[flRl, = 
n[ne']. Now, 

(p,q)[fl(R)]5  iff for all ncw (p,q)(R) . Thus, 
for all new there exists a q sucht that 	and 
(p',q)e(R de' . Under the assumption of EP being image-

finite there exists a q' such that q-q' and 

for infinitely many n. Since (R 
de'is  decreasing in n, 

(p',q')c(R) 	for all n and thus (p',q')fl[(R)j. By 

symmetry (pq)c[(n n n F n)-le' , . 	 D 

Corollary 2.2-10: If IP is image-finite then fl is - 	 flew 
the maximal fixed-point of 	where for all ecEnv, 

and for ne, n+l = (n) 	 0 

A particularly simple environment system is that of 

language environments, IL , consisting of (all) deterministic 

environments. 

Definition 2.2-11: IL= ((Act*),Act,)  is the labelled 

transition system, where 	is the smallest relation 

satisfying for all LeAct and acAct: 

aL/aa 0 

where 8L/8a = w 1awFL) 
	

FOC 
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Obviously a language environment has at most one deriva-

tive for any action, and is thus deterministic. Also: 

Lemma 2.2-12: IL is image-finite. 	 o 

Now let for ]iAct
* 
 , Lp  denote the prefixed closure of 

L, i.e.: 

p 	 * 
uL 	# 	vEAct . uvcL 

then the following properties are easily shown to, hold: 

Lemma 2.2-13: 

LP= øL=ø 
()P  is monotonic wrt. 

LL 

8(L)/aa = 	alp 	 E3  

We can now give a simple characterization of simulation 

between language environments based on their prefixed 

closures: 

Theorem 2.2-14: For language environments L and N: 
LM if  

Proof: TT: We show that S=f(L,N) I LPNPJ  is a simula-
tion. So let (L,M)cS and assume L==L'. Then L'3L/8aø. 

By lemma 2.2-13 (ii) and lemma 2.2-13 (iv), 

ø(a.L/aa)Pc (aM/aa)P and hence by lemma 2.2-13 (i), 

SN/3aø. Thus, N8M/3a and obviously (8L/aa,aN/aa)cS. 
Assume 	 Then for some string v, vF-LP but 

v/Np. Since M is prefixed closed also vu/MP  for any 
extension, vu, of v. By  induction on lvi it is now 

easily shown that L=4 but Nr. Thus - since simulation 
implies string inclusion - LM. 	 o 

Recall from chapter 1 the definition of the discrimination 
ordering between environments: 

ef 	4= 	- 
f__ e 
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In some environment systems there are minimal and maxi-

mal environments wrt. : 

Lemma 2.2-15: 

If e is an environment such that for all acAct, 

e 	then e is minimal wrt. 	. Actually 'e = Fr2. 

If e is an environment such that for all as Act, 

e=e then e is maximal wrt. 	. Moreover 

We shall callany environment with this 

property a universal environment. 	 0 

As a corollary of this lemma it follows that 0 •is a mini-
mal language environment and Act

* 
 is a universal language 

environment. We shall later, in section 2.4, vastly 

improve our knowledge about E. 
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2.3 MODAL CHARACTERIZATION OF PARAMETERIZED BISIMULATION 

In this section we shall present a modal characteri-

zation of the environment parameterized bisimulation 

equivalence pointed out to us by Cohn Stirling. Let us 

first recall the standard characterization results for 

- and < given in section 2.1.3. Provided EP is image-

finite the following holds: 

p-q 	M(p)=M(q) 

pq 	L(p)cL(q) 

Now, 	e q means that p and q are equivalent when exe- 

cuted in the restrictedenvironment e; i.e. only certain 

behaviours of p and q are being examined in e. From the 

characterization result (A) we expect a characterization 

of 'e  to be of the form: 

M(p)flH(e)= N(q)nH(e) 

where H(e) is a set of formulas corresponding to proper-

ties of processes which can be examined by e. From 

lemma 2.2-15 we know two things about H already. First, 

if e is the totally inactive environment, then 	e q 
holds for all p and q. Thus, we expect H(e) in this case 

to have the same effect on M(p) I for all processes p. 

Secondly, if e is auniversal environment, then P--- e q iff 

p--q. Thus, we expect H(e)=M in this case. We now offer 

H: 

Definition 2.3-1:  For FL define FcM inductively as: 

Tr = Tr, -TrJ 

(FG) = {CD, . (CAD) 
I 
CF and DcGJ 

(<a F)+  = 	<a), <a>C I CFJ 	 o 

Thus, F is simply the set of formulas derived from F 

by inserting arbitrary negations. We extend (-) to sets 

of L-formulas by defining for XL,X = U(F 
I 
FcX). 



We can now state the Nodal Characterization Theorem: 

Theorem 2.3-2: Provided ll is an image-finite transition 

system then for all p, qcPr and eEnv: 

N(p)flL(e) 	= M(q)flL(e) 	 0 

Hence, the set H(e) is simply L(e)t Intuitively this 

seems correct since L(e)+  only contains formulas based 

on what e can perform and thus detect. It also matchs 

the two things we know already. If e is the empty environ-

ment then L(e)+ = (Tr, Tr,TrTr,TrTr,...J and if 

e is the universal environment then L(e)=L and therefore 

clearly L(e)+=M. We now outline the proof of theorem 

2.3-2: 

Proof: 	=": Suppose 	We prove by induction on 

F that FcM(p)flL(e) iff FM(q)flL(e). We consider only 

the cases F= -,G and F=(a>G leaving the two simpler cases 

to the reader: 

F=--,G: If 	GeM(p)flL(e)an easy argent shows that 

GcL(e.) and GN(p). Thus G/N(p)flL(e) and therefore by 

the induction hypothesis G%M(q)flL(e). Since GCL(e) 

GM(q) and thus. -iGCN(q). Hence, -iGCM(q)flL(e). 

F=<a>G: If <a>GM(p)flL(e)  an easy argument shows that 

there exists a CcL such that <a>CCL(e) and GCC+.  Hence, 

e=4 e' with e'C for some e'. Also pp' with p'G for 

some p'. However, 	q. Hence q-q' with 'e' q' for 

some q'. We know GcCL(e') and GN(p'). So by induc-

tion hypothesis GN(q'). Hence <a>GM(q) and finally 

<a)GcN(q)flL(e). 

TtIT: We show that the E-indexed family R with: 

Re = (p,q) I N(p)flL(e) = M(q)flL(e)J 

is a parameterized bisimulation. Assume not. Then for 

some e, p and q pRq but: 

ee' and p a-p' and Vq'. q-+q' 	-,(p'R,q' ) 
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Using the image-finiteness assumption for EP let 

= (q' 
I qq'). If this set is empty 

<a>TrcM(p)flL(e) but <a)TrjM(q)nL(e), contradicting 

Otherwise 3Al,••AnCM  and 	 such that: 

Vi. 

Vi. B.cL(e') 

Vi. p'=A and qVA 

Clearly B1  ... B11cL(e') and by definition 

We know p= <a)(A1  ... ,-A)  whereas 

qV <a) (A1.. •An)•  Moreover <a)(B1,-.. .Bn)L(e) and 
.A)c((a)(B1. •Bn))• However this contradicts 

0 

It is worth noticing that the above theorem establishes 

an agreement between the environment parameterized version 

of 	from definition 2.2-1 and the general idea from 

chapter 1 of parameterizing property generated equivalences 

with subsets of properties. 
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2.4 CHARACTERIZATION OF 

In this and the next section we shall present two main 

theorems about the parameterized bisimulation equivalence. 

The first theorem gives a characterization of the dis-

crimination ordering under the assumption of image-finite-

ness. The characterization will be very useful when we 

axiomatize'.parameterized equivalence problems in chapter 

4. Moreover, the characterization proved to'be quite a 

technical challenge despite its obvious appearence: only 

after several months search a proof was found. 

The second theorem shows constructively that, for any 

two processes there exist a maximal (wrt.) environment 

under which the two processes are equivalent. As such 

the theorem gives a way of reducing parameterized equiva-

lence problems to problems of simulation.and can therefore 

be used as the basis for an axiomatization of parameterized 

equivalence problems. It turns out that an (sufficiently 

rich) environment system forms a Heyting Algebra under 	. 

Thus we can use environment systems as the interpretation 

for an intuitionistic propositional logic where the atomic 

propositions are equalities between processes. 

2.4.1 Preliminary Definitions. 

In order to enable the various constructions in the 

proofs of the two main theorems certain minimal structure 

on the transition systems involved is required. 

Let TP= (T,Act,-3) be a labelled transition system. 

We say that ']T is closed under action prefixing, summation 

resp. join if whenever acAct, (t1) 1  is some indexed 

family of states and t is a state then there exist an 

element a.t, 	resp. 	in T with the opera- 

tional semantics of ID satisfying: 
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a.t 	t' iff t'=t and a=b 
aa 1t j -- t' 	if I icI. t. 	t' 

&1t - t' iff 

(vi el. t.--t 	t'= 	t) 

We shall say that TP is closed under finite sums (joins) 

if (b) ((c)) only holds for finite index sets, I. We 

shall use the following abbreviations: 

	

- t 	 t t - 
i<O j 	 Q 	1 - i<2 i 

	

U= .t 	 t &t = &t m<O i 	 0 	1 	i<2 i 

By (b) we see that D has no actions at all, which means 

that D as an environment is minimal in the sense of lemma 

2.2-18. By (c) it follows that U-U for all actions a. 

Thus U is a universal environment in the sense of lemma 
2.2-18. 

It turns out that Z and & are very special construc-

tions wrt. the simulation ordering <. 

Lemma 2.4-1: Let TP = (T,Act,—) be closed under sum- 
mation. Then 	t. is the least upper bound of (t)1 
wrt. <'. 

Proof: We must prove that (a) ViI. 	 and 
(b) (VicI. t.t) 	t. 	t. 1 	icli 

follows from the fact that the set 

= Ett) I jcij U IdT is a simulation. Similarly 
follows from the fact that 

= 
 f
(t. t) VicI. t.tJu~ is a simulation. TLC I1' 	 1 4 

Lemma 2.4_2: Let TI? = (T,Act,-.->) be closed under jam. 
Then 	t. is the greatest lower bound of (tm)mi wrt 
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Proof: We must show (a) ViI. 	t. and 

(b)(VicI. tt.) 	t 	& ti. (a) follows from the 

fact that S = (( 1t1,t) I jiJ is a simulation. (b) 

follows from the fact that S = ((t,1t) I VicI.ttJ 
is a simulation. 	 0 

All three constructions - action prefixing, summation and 

join - are monotonic wrt. 	. 

Lemma 2.4-3: LetTr be closed under action prefixing, 

summation resp. join. Then whenever t,scT  for id, 
t,sCT and acAct the following holds: 

(i) 	ts s a.ta.s 

(VicI. t 	S) 	t. id 1 

(VicI. 	 & t. 	& s id 1 id 

Proof: (i) follows directly from the operational seman-

tics of action prefixing. (ii) and (iii) follows from 

lemma 2.4_1 and lemma 2.4-2. 	 0 

Lemma 2.4-4: Let IEP be a process system and let EE be 

an environment system closed under summation. Then: 

[VicI. 

Proof: Follows directly from the operational semantics 
of E. 	 0 

From a later theorem the reverse direction will follow 

as a corollary. Thus if EE is closed under summation 

be continuous in e since: 

= n 

	

id 	e. 
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Lemma 2.4-5: Let IEP be a process system closed under 

summation and let EE be an environment system. Then: 

[CI.
ie 	 q 

id i e isl i 

[vidI. 	
iIie 

Proof: Again directly from semantics of Z and  

For this lemma the reverse directions do not hold in 

general.. The definitions of simulation and bisimulation 

(definitions 2.1-5 and 2.1-15) enables us only to compare 

(the behaviour of) processes or environments from the 

same transition system. However, the two notions are 

easily generalized so that comparision of processes or 

environments from different transition systems is possible. 

Definition 2.4-6: Let EE= (E,Act,—) and IEF= (F,Act,-.F) 

be two transition systems over the same set of actions, 

Act. A generalized simulation between EP and IF is a 

relation REXF such that whenever eRf and acAct then: 

(i) 	e -Ee'' sf'. 	>Ff'& e'Rf' 

If REXF  is a generalized simulation such that eRf we 

write ef. 	 . 	 0 

Definition 2.4-7: Let M and EP be two transition .systems 

over the same action set, Act. Then REXF is a genera-

lized bisimulation between EE and IF if R is a generalized 

simulation between EE and IT and.RT  is a generalized 

simulation between R and FE. If REXF is a generalized 

bisimulation such that eRf we write ef.  . 	 a 

Note that the notions of simulation (bisimulation) and 

generalized simulation (bisimulation) between FE and FE 

coincide. We shall therefore simply use the term simula-

tion (bisimulation) instead of the more cumbersome gene-

ralized simulation (bisimulation). Using the new notion 

of generalized simulation we can relate the processes 



and environments in a parameterized equivalence: 

Lemma 2.4-8: If 	q and eq then e<p 

Proof: Show that S=((e,p) I ]qF-Pr. 	q ^ eqJ 	is 
a generalized simulation between FE and FE . 	 0 

Definition 2.4-9: Let FE= (E,Act,_E)  and FE= (F,Act,—) 

be two transition systems over the same action set, Act. 

Then FE is an extension of FE provided F and 

fl ( D< Ac tx B) = 	 0 

Note if FE is an extension of FE then Id   is a generalized 
bisimulation between FE and FE 

2.4.2 Characterization of . 

Let FE and FE be the systems of processes and environ-

ments under consideration. Definition 2.2-1 then gives us 

a notion of equivalence between processes of FE relative 

to environments of EE. Based on an environment's ability 

to distinguish between processes we can define the 

discrimination ordering 	as: 

ef 	f-  e 

We shall in this section show that provided FE is image- 
finite and FE is sufficiently rich, 	is nothing more than 

the simulation ordering --<. 

Already at this point certain things indicate that this 

is the right characterization of : As a first weak in-

dication lemma 2.2-18, lemma 2.4-1 and lemma 2.4-2 shows 

that minimality and maximality wrt E and < coinside. 
More substantial evidence is given by the modal charac-

terization of parameterized equivalence in theorem 2.3-2 

which shows that for image-finite process systems: 
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P 5 q 	iff 	M(p)flL(e)= M(q)flL(e) 

By the modal characterization of 	(lemma 2.1-24) we 

know that ef iff L(e)L(f) provided the environment 

system is image-finite. Since (_)+ clearly is monotonic 

wrt. 	, ef therefore implies L(e)cL(f) and hence - 

by the modal characterization above - that 	is more 

likely to hold than p -- q or equivalently ef . Thus for 

image-finite processes and environment systems ef 

implies ef. This result is easily generalized to image-

infinite systems.: 

Theorem 2.4-10: ef implies ef. 

Proof: Prove that the Env-indexed family R, with 

Re  = ((p,q)I f. efp f q) is an 	-parameterized 

bisimulation. Then if ef and pfq  we have pRq and 

thus 	 0 

Proving the reverse direction however turns out to be 

far more involved and difficult as already hinted. There-

fore, as a warming-up exercise, let us give a direct 

proof of the reverse implication in the simple case when 

the environment system is that of language environments, 

see definition 2.2-11. 

Obviously the system of processes IP must be sufficiently 

rich (wrt. IL). If IP only contains one process all 

language environments will be the same wrt. 9, but of 
course not wrt. . 

Theorem 2.4-11: Let R1  contain an inactive process ID 

and be closed under action prefixing. Let L and N be 

two language environments. Then LcM implies LN. 

Proof: Assume LN. By  theorem 2.2-17 	thus for 

some string uELP  but for all extensions, uv, of u 

uv'N. Since Mp  is prefixed closed u. Thus u is of 
* 	 * 

the form wa for some wcAct and acAct. Define for ucAct 

on 



the process u inductively as: 	= D and au = a.u. 

Then - by induction on 1wl - it is easily shown that 

w M wa but W$LWa. Thus LM. 	 D 

Let us now return to the general problem, where IP and 
EE are arbitrary process and environment systems. We 

want to prove that whenever ef then also ef or equiva-

lently that ef implies ef, which is the same as: 

(1) ef 	implies 	p,qeFr. p-q 

Thus, we must construct or at least prove existence of 

a pair of processes , p and q, distinguished by e but 

not f. Assumming image-finiteness of HE , ef holds if 

and only if for some n&w e"f. Thus, we may attempt 

constructing the processes p and q required in (1) 

inductively in n: 

For n=O no construction is needed since e 0f is false. 

If ef then e=4 and f>f or some action a. Hence, by 

simple taking p=a.D and q=® the conclusion in (1) is 

fulfilled. 

If e"f for some n>l, then for some acAct and e'cEnv, 

such that whenever ff' then eL_lf. 

e 	n 

al 	 a 

& 	n-1 	

/ ""~% 

e 	 fl 
"• 

Let 	l''•'k) be the set of all a-derivatives of f. 

Then we may apply the induction hypothesis to all the pairs 

(e' ,f1),... ,(e' 
'k constructing k pairs of processes 

such that 	 but Pj' j 
for all i=l..k. The task is then to uniformly construct 

the required processes p and q distinguished by e but not 
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f from the 2k processes 
lI 	 • ,q. However, 

from the knowledge of e 11 f and 

alone, it seems impossible to find such a uniform/general 

construction, though we succeeded in finding applicable 

constructions for all the instances of e and f we considered. 

Therefore, the construction has been divided into two 

stages: a prestage where e and f are transformed into 

two environments with a stronger relationship than merely 

and a construction stage where the two transformed 

environments are used as the basis of the construction of 

p and q. Let F be the predicate on pairs of environments 

which describes the desired relationship between the trans-

formed environments. Assume F satisfies the following 

properties: 

F(e,f) = ef 

ef 	= 	Ie',f'. e'e , ff' ,. F(e',f') 

F(e,f) 	p, q. p f q 

then we can conclude that (1) also holds: 

Let e and f be environments such that ef. Then 

by (3) there exist environments e' and f' such 

that e'e, ff' and IP(e',f'). Apply ('-t-) to e' and 

f' gives processes p and q such that p'f' q and 

p/-e- q. However, since e e and ff and we already 

know 	(theorem 2.4-10) also p—fq  and 

e q. 

Note, that by 	, if (4) is to hold then F(e,f) implies 

ef. So if F satisfies (3) and (4), (2) is automatically 

satisfied too. 

In the above strategy the choice of the predicate F is 

obviously the key factor. On the one hand, we want F as 

strong as possible, in order to make the construction in 



(4) as easy as possible. From past experience we know 

that we want F(e,f) to be stronger than simple e.f. On 

the other hand F cannot be to strong since the transfor-

mation in (3) is to be possible too. 

The present proof of (1) requires EE to be image-

finite. We shall later see what is required in order to 

extend the proof to image-infinite systems. Also IEP 

must obviously have a certain richness 

in order for (1) to hold. Thus we shall in the fol-

lowing assume that EE is image-finite and that IEP is 

closed under action prefixing and finite sums. Also, for 

technical reasons we shall assume that lEE is closed 

under action prefixing and finite sums and that for all 

ecEnv and acAct there exist an environment e anv such 

that ea=r>f  iff ba and ef. Note that ea 

Fortunately, an environment system can always be exten-

ded to a system with these properties, and clearly if 

(1) holds in the extended environment system it will 

be even more true in the original one. 

Let us first state the definition of the predicate 

PEE= 2: 

Definition 2.4-12: 

t-O(e,f) always false 

iff 

acAct. i en,.. ,em i,fO,. ,f 1,gcEnv. 

e = a.(e0+...+e 1) 

f = a.f0  +... + a.fmi + g ; 
g 	; 

Vi<m.k<n. Fk(e,f) ; 
vi,j<m. ij 

F(e,f) iff 	
0 



Thus for Pn(e,f)  to hold e and f must have the following 

form: 

1 

where the ei's are mutually incompatible under , for 

all - 	 holds for some k<n and g 

We state without proofs the following properties of 

P. 

Lemma 2.4-1: 0 = PO 	 0 

Lemma 2.4-14: For all ncw and e,fcEnv: 

e'1f 

Proof: By induction on n. 	 o 

Lemma 2.4-15: If P(e,f) then e = a.e' for some aAct 
and e'cEnv. 	 0 

We want to show that P enjoys the following two proper-

ties: 

ef 	= 3e',f'. e'e 	ff' 	P(e',f') 
L(e, f 	I p,q.p f q 
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Property (A): 

In order to obtain property (A) we need to prove a 

stronger result: 

Theorem 2.4-16: Let e0,f0, ... ,erni,fmi  be rnO pairs 
of environments such that: 

Vi<m. e 1  . 11f 1. 

Then there exists hrn pairs of environments 

such that: 

Vj<h. 

Vj 	 F  <h.i<m. e -.e. 
U 

Vi<m.j<h. f.f' 
1 J 

Vi,j<'h. ij 	eje 	 o 

Applying theorem 2.4-16 to a single pair of environments 

gives the following corollary from which property (A) 

trivially follows. 

Corollary 2.4-17: Let e and f be environments such that 
e 11 f. Then there exists e' and f' such that 

ee and ff'. 	 0 

Proof (of theorem 2.4-16): The proof is by induction 

on n with an inner induction on m: 

Base n=O: Trivial since e. °f. is false. 

Step: As our induction hypothesis we assume the theorem 

is true for all k<n. We prove the induction step using 

a subinduction on m. 

Subbase m=O: Then e0,f0, ... ,e rn-i' rn-i f 	is the empty 
set. Take 	 to be the empty set 

as well trivially satisfies the theorem. 

Subbase' m=l: Let e, f be such that ef. Then: 

F (ee' & Vf'. ff'. e'f' ) 
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Let 	 =' ff'J (using the image-finite 

property) then for all i< k, e 	 Thus we can 

apply the induction hypothesis to the k pairs 
+ + 	+ + e 	e'lf 	to obtain hk pairs e0,f0,.. .,ehl,fhl 

such that: 

Vi<h. P 	(e,f) —n-i i i 

Vi<h. ee' 

Vi<k.j<h. f.ft 
1 J 

Vi,j<h. ijee 

Now take: 

e = a.(e +... + e) 

f = a.f + ... + a.fhl + 

then e and f satisfies- (l)-(4) for e lf. Clearly 
F11(e,f) by the definition of e and f and (a). (2) 

is ee which holds by (b). (3) is ff which holds by 

and the definition of f. (4) is trivial since we 

have only one pair. 

End Subbase' 

Substep: As our Sub-Induction Hypothesis we assume the 

theorem is true for kn when we have at most m-1 pairs of 

environments. As our Sub Induction Step we must prove the 

theorem true for kn when we have at most m pairs of 

environments. So let e0,f0, ... ,e 	 be m pairs of 
environments such that: 

Vi<m. e.f. 
1 	1 

By the Sub Induction Hypothesis we can apply the theorem 
to e0,f0,... ,em 2,fm 2 to obtain hm-1 pairs of environ- 

ments ,e 1,f 1  such that: 

Vi<h. P (et ft) —n 1' 1 

Vi<h. j<m-1. ee 
j 
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Vj<m-1. 3i<h. f.ft 
3 	1 

Vi,j<h. i.j = e.+e + . 1 	3 

We can also apply the theorem (using the subbase') to 

he single pair em l'm i to obtain a pair e+,f+  such 
that: 

F(e,f) 

(f•) 

 

e+< eml 

(g) 	f m-1 

If e+  does not simulate or is not simulated by any of the 

environments 	 then the set: 

+ + 	 + .L 	 ++ 
eO,fO,...,ehl,±hl,e L 

will clearly make the theorem hold for e0,f0,...,emi,f1. 

Otherwise assume e+  is simulated by e say. Since 

F11(e,f) and F(e0 	—n;f) lemma 2.4-14 and ee gives: 

+ n_+ e0 	 and 

Since e is of the form a.g (by lemma 2.4-15) we have: 

+n + 	+ e0  e0+f 

Now, by the Sub-Induction Hypothesis we can apply the 
4  theorem to the hm-1 pairs e+0,f + 0 	 , hl, +f + ,e + l,± 
+ 
l,...e + 
	

f + hl 
to obtain ph<m pairs: 

	

++ f++ 	++ 4++ e0 , 

such that: 

 Vi<p. P (e 	++ ,f 	) —n 	i 
 Vi<p. 3 j<h. e.++ 	e+ . 1 3 

() I i<p. f+ff :and 

V j .O<j<h. <• 	f 

(k) Vi,j<P. 	i'j e++ e++. iO 
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We claim that the pairs . 	 will make 
the theorem hold for e0,f0,...,em i,fm i. We only need 
to check (2) and (3) since (l) (h) and (4)(k). Now 

follows from (i) and (b) and transitivity of 	. 
follows from (c) and (j) using transitivity of 

together with the fact 

The case when e+ simulates some et is similar. 

End Substep. 

End Step. 
	 LM 

Property (B). 

We prove the following stronger theorem: 

Theorem 2.4-18: If F(e,f) then there exists p and r 
such that: 

P fP+r 

e  

e  
(Lv) pe 

(5) re 	 0 

Then property (B) is easily obtained as a corollary: 

Corollary 2.4-19: If F(e,f) then there exists p and q 
such that p 	q but p e  q. 

Proof: F(e,f) implies F(e,f) for some nO. Thus theorem 

2.4-18 gives p and r with properties (l)-(5). Now, 
taking qp+r will give the corollary. p -'f q is simply 
(1) and (2) and (3) together with lemma 2.4-8 gives 

P7t. 	
0 
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Proof of theorem 2.418: The proof is done by induction 

on n. 

Base n=O: Trivial since P0(e,f) is false. 

Step: As induction hypothesis we assume the theorem is 

true for all k<n. We must prove the theorem true for n 

as well. So let e and f be environments such that 

Thus: 

a. 	e0,... ,em 

e = a.(e0  + ... + em i) 
f = a.f0  + ... + a.fmi + g 
Vi<m. 3 k<n. 

gr> 

Vi,j<m. i 	e..e. 

By induction hypothesis there exists pairs p0,r0, ... , 

Pm_l,rm_l such that: 

(a) 
1 

 

 e.p. 

 

 

Now let for i<m q=p+r. Then taking: 

p = a. (p0  + q1  + ... -F q 1) + 
a.(q0+p1+ 	_1) ± 

a.(q0± q1± ... + pm_,)  

and 	r = a.(q0+ q1± ... + q 1) 

will make the theorem hold for e and f. To see this let 

us check that the properties (l)-(5) holds for p and r. 

(1) p - p+r: The only way this could be false is by 

ff and p+ r-+ 	However: 
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will match p+r's move, since q— f..pby (a). (and 

q and 	e q implies p+ 	e q+ q ) 

(2) er: I.e. a.(e0+...+e 1)a.(q0+...+q 1). This 

follows from (b) (e.r.) and r.q. 

(3) ep: If m=o then e=a.0 and p=D and clearly e% p. 

Otherwise we must prove that for all j<m: 

eO+...+em l 	q0+...+p+...+q 1  

This will follow from 	 which, 

since e has the form a.e, will follow from: 

Vi<m. ij 

ep 

(y) is simply (c). To see (x) assume 	for some 

i'j. I.e. 	 Then from (d) and (e) we have 

ee which contradicts F(e,f) clause (5). 

(4) pe : Again if m=O the clause follows easy. Other-

wise we must show that for all j<m: 

e0+...+e_1  

However, this follows trivially since p e and 

by (d) and (e). 

(5) re : We must show that: 

eO+...+em l 

Again this follows from (d) and (e). 

End Step. 	 Lik 

Having now proved that F enjoys the two properties (A) 

and (B) we can state the following Main Theorem: 



Theorem 2.4-20: If ]E is image-finite and 1FF is closed 

under action prefixing and finite summations then for 

all environments •e and f: 

ef 	ef. 

Example 2.4-21: Let e and f be environments with the 

following behaviours: 

al 	 a/\s  

b/\ cy 

Obviously, eO f. We want to use the constructions of 

theorem 2.4-16 and theorem 214-18 to find processes, p 

and q, distinguished by e but not f. 

First we apply theorem 2.4-16 to find transformed 

environments, e' and f', such that e'e, ff' and 

2(e',f'). Obviously, e1 f1  and e1 f2, so we first 

apply theorem 2.4-16 to find transformed environments 

eI',fj and e',f 	such that e'e1  and ff for 

For i=1 e1 	but f1 	. Thus e'=d. and 

= f1  = b.D+c.CD are the transformed environments. 

Similarly for i=21  e"-d.$ and f = f2=c.D are the 2 7
transformed environments. 

In order to obtain pairs of environments making theorem 

2.4-16 true for e1,f1;e1,f2  we must combine e',f and 

We note that e'e' thus we must apply theorem 

2.4_16 to the pair e  'if I+f; i.e. d.,b.+c.D+c.cD. 

This gives d.cD,b.D+ c.®+ c.D (no changes) as the pair of 

environments making 2.4-16 true for e1,f1;e1,f2. 

To obtain a pair of environments making 2.4-16 true 

for e, f we apply the construction of the subbase', 

giving a.d.©,a.(b.D+ c.D+ c.(D) as the transformed environ- 
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ments e' and f': 

e' 

al, 	 al 

d "'/ ~. 	
/bc- \c 

We can now apply theorem 2.4-18 to e' ,f' in order to 

obtain a pair of processes distinguiãhed by e' (and 

hence e) but not f' (and hence not f). For e'',f'' 

we find that p'=® and r'=d.© will make theorem 2.4-18 

hold. Hence for e',f' the pair p=a.p'=a.D and 
r=a.(p' + r')=a.(D+ d.) makes 2.4-18 hold. Thus the 

processes, p and q, distinguished by e but not f are: 

0 

Example 2.4-22: Let e and f be environments with the 

following behaviours: 

e)\ 

Obviously e 2% f. Moreover F2(e,f) so we can apply the 

construction in theorem 2.4-18 directly to obtain processes, 

p and q, distinguished by e but not f: 

pnc

q

b  



2.4.3 Extension to image-infinite case ? 

A natural next step at this point would be to gene-

ralize the main theorem 2.4-20 to include the image-
infinite cases as well. However, we shall show that as 

far as the present proof technique is concerned an exten-

sion is impossible. More precisely: we will show that 

even with a generalization of the predicate F to include 

image-infinite environments the property (A) fails to 

hold. I.e. there exist environments e and I' such that 

ef but there are no transforms e' and f' such that 

e'<e, ff' and F(e',f'). Thus either a new predicate 

F with the properties (A) and (B) or a totally new proof 

technique is needed. However, as far as this thesis is 

concerned the extension of the main theorem 2.4-20 to 
image-infinite cases is left as an open problem. 

Let us first see why property (A) does not hold in the 

image-infinite case with the 	sent definition of F. 

For this purpose consider the following two environments: 

e Ia 

ja 

From example 2.1-23. we know that ef but e'f for all 
new. Now assume e' and f' are transformed versions of 

e and f, i.e. e'e, ff' and F(e',f'). I.e. for some 
ncw 	n(e',f') which by lemma 2.4-15 implies 
However, this contradicts e'e, ff' and e 1f for all 
nC0. 

A possible reason for the above failure might be that 

for image-infinite environments the definition of F is 

not continuous and F is therefore not a fixed-point of 
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its own definition. However - as we shall show - 
extending F to be a fixed-point of its definition will 
not make (A) hold for the above environments e and f. 

Definition 2.4-2: Let 	: (Env2) 	(Env2) be defined 
as: 

	

(e,f)effi(R) 	if  
a& Act. 	iF  g. 

e = a. 

f = 	a.f. + g ; id 	1 

g4>; 
VicI. (e,f)cR 

Vi,jcI. ij 	 ; 	 o 

It is easily shown that H is monotonic on(Env2) and 
as such has a least fixed-point, 41R. We shall use this 
least fixed-point as our generalized predicate F. 

Now.,define the dual of H? , TF , as (R) = ( H?(Rc))c  

Using -p''q p=q, IR satisfies: 

	

(e,f)(R) 	if  
VacAct. V (e,f)1i.  Vg. 

	

If 	(i) 	e= a. 1 e . 	. 

f = 	1a. f1 + g ; 

g==> 	; 

then (iv) 	id. (elf)ER 	or 

(v) 	i,jel. i.j 

Obviously TF is monotonic since H? is. Also, if R is 
a fixed-point of IR, R  is a fixed-point of T . Thus 
if TiTF is the maximal fixed-point of 7 then 	(p)c 

Note, since pffi is a least (pre) fixed-point, if H?(R)R 
then iffiR. Also, since TiTF is a maximal (post) fixed- 
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point if R(R) then 

In order to show that the environments a and 

flCW an cannot be transformed into environments with the 

relationship F (i.e pffi) we show the following lemmas: 

Lemma 2.4-24: If (e,f)8ji1R then ef 

Proof: This is equivalent to: if ef then (e,f). 

Let R = f(e,f) I efJ. We show that F is a postfixed-point 
of !T. Thus let (e,f)cR and assume: 

- e = a 	e 

— f =a.f + g 

-g 

for some adAct, (elf) 1 and g. We must show that 
either: 

— idI. (e.1 fj1 dR 

or 	 - i,j. ij ,. ee 

Since ef and g=r> there must exist iEI such that 

e 	f 	and hence ef 	Thus (e lf)ER. 	 o jdIi j 	 i i• 

Lemma 2.4-25: For all f, (a,f)F 

Proof: Since F 	Lffi this is the same as for ll f, 

(a,f)c. This follows from the fact that 

R = ((a~O,f)j fdEnv 	is a postfixed-point of TF . So let 
(aW,f)dR and assume: 

_aW = a idl i 

— f = 	i1a.f + g iF- 

-g 

Obviosly Iii = 1 with a°=a.a° , f=a.f' + g and g 

Thus all we have to show is (a',f') R which is trivial. o 
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Lemma 2.4--26: Assume ea and for some fcEnv that 

(e,f)cP. Then for some Xu+l, e = a 

Proof: The above is equivalent to: if eaX  and  eaW 

then for all fcEnv, 	 Thus we simply show that 
R = f(e,f)! fcEnv vXcl. eaX ^ eawJ is a postfixed-
point of T. Thus let (e,f)cR and assume: 

- e = b. 7  e. ic.I 1 

- f = 	 + g 

for some bcAct, (e,f)i  and g. We must show that 
either: 

(1) icI. (e,f)cR 

or 	 (2)i,jcI. i'j 

Obviously, since eaW , b=a. Assume that (1) does not 

hold. I.e. for all iEI there exist some X.c+l such that 
1 

1 
e.aX1. If III=0 then e=a and thus (e,f) %R which is 
a contradiction. If III =1 then e=a.a kland therefore. 
(e,f) R. Again a contradiction. If III > 1 consider 
e1=aX1 and  e2=aX2  then obviously 	e iff 	. Hence 
(2) holds. Thus either (1) or (2) holds. 	 13 

We are now ready to prove that there are no transforms 

corresponding to the two environments: 

e 

Theorem 2.4-27: Let e=a'°  and f= 1Ian. Then there new 
are no environments e' and f' such that e'e, ff' 

and F(e',f')0 
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Proof: Assume e' and f' are such that e'e, ff' and 

P(e',f'). By lemma 2.4-26, e=aX  for some 	+l. 
Since ff' obviously f' 

an 
> for all new. Thus, since 

P(e',f') implies e'f' (lemma 2.1+24), eF=aW 

However, by lemma 2.4-25 F(aW,f) does not hold for any 

f'. Thus, we have obtained a contradiction. 	 0 

Theorem 2.4-27 shows that the technique used in 

proving the Maiñ Theorem 2.4-20 for the image-finite 

case does not generalize to the image-infinite cases. 

However, it does not show that the Main Theorem 2.4-20 

is false in the image-infinite case. This is still an 

open problem (which the author conjectures to be true). 

As a matter of fact, even though we cannot find 

transforms of the two environments e=a°  and f= 
fl&) 

it is quite easy to find processes, p and q, distinguished 

by e but not f: take namely p= 11  a+ a°  and 
q=Ia' then it is easily shown that p and q are nEw 
identified under f but not e. 

2.5 MAXIMAL ENVIRONMENT 

We shall now show that for any two processes, p and 

q, there exists - in a sufficiently large environment sys-

tem - a maximal (wrt. ) environment, /p,q/, under 

which p and q are equivalent. This means that a para-

meterized equivalence problem can be reduced 

to the simulation problem e/p,q/. With the maximal 

environment construction, /p,q/, we can reformulate 

theorem 2.4-20 from the previous section as: 

whenever ef then there exist processes 

p and q such that f/p,q/ but e < /p,q/. 

Thus - provided the conditions of theorem 2.4-20 is meet - 

this says that the maximal environments, /p,q/, are "dense" 
inH. 
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Obviously, for /p,q/ to exist in general the environment 

system EE needs to have a certain richness relative to 

the system of processes IEP : let EE consist of the four 

environments (U,a.©,b.®,J and let IP contain the two 

processes p=a.a.cD and q=a.© (with the obvious operational 

semantics) then clearly both a.D and b.D identify p 

and q, whereas U does not. Thus, in HE there is no 

maximal environment under which p and q are identified. 

Let us now give an informal description of the be-

haviour of /p,q/. The description consists of three 

cases depending on the behaviour of p and q: 

If p- 	and q44 then we can safely let /p,q/A  without 

distinguishing p and q. To obtain maximality we let 

/p , q/= U. 

If p-4 and q45  or  p44  and q-- we cannot allow 
/p,q/=4 since this would lead to p and q being distin-

guished in /p,q/. 

If both p-4 and q-4 we allow /p,q/= . Clearly if only 

/p,q/=4 ® p and q will be identified in /p,q/. However 

this will in most cases not give maximality. Thus let 

us assume /p,q/= e for some e. What bounds on e will 

ensure equivalence of p and q in /p,q/. Obviously, 

for the equivalence to hold there must exist a total 

surjective relationocpxq such that whenever (p',q')co 

then 	 Thus for all (p',q')€o we must have 

e/p,q/ or equivalently 

Thus, if e 	 for some total surjective 

relation 	 then /p,q/=e will maintain equivalence 

of p and q. To obtain maximality of /p,q/ we let 

/p,q/=> for all total surjective 

relations OPXq 	(using lemma 24-1 and lemma 2.4-4. 

in a justification). We can now formally define the 

environment system in which these maximal environments 



exist. 

Definition 2.5-1: 	Let EP= (Fr,Act,-4) be a system of 

processes. Then define the environment system 

(EF,Act,=) as the transition system where 
is the smallest set such that: 

p,qPr 	/p,q/E 

(viI. ecE) 

(VicI. ecE) = 

aAct, eCEF 	= a.eCEF 

and ==> is the smallest relation on EFXAOtXEF  such that: 
a (a) 	a.e=e 

( 	
[eie 

b)  & a& 
iclei =.51e. 

a e ==1 	e. 1 id 

=ø 

/p, q/==4a  U 

pa/0 	/ø 

/p,q/ 

where for any two sets A and B A—B is the set of 

all total surjective relations between A and B, i.e. 

ocA-B iff crAxB and VadA.ThCB. (a,b)ecr and 

VbcB.adA. (a,b)Ea. 	 0 

From the above definition EE() is clearly seen to 
be closed under action prefixing, summation and join 

(se section 2.4.1). Also, if EP is image-finite then 

/p,q/ is an image-finite environment for all processes 

p and q (since there are finitely many total and surjective 
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relations between p and 	/p,q/ is easily seen to 

satisfy the following: 

Proposition 2.5-2: 

/p,q/ 	 a.0 	+ 
a: 

a. 
a:p /ø rcp *—..q 

a 

& 
(p', qF)5/P,q/ 

where 	is the direct equivalence in the Sense of 

/Nil80/. I.e. ef iff VacAct.VgEnv. egf=g. 	0 

We can now verify that /p,q/ endeed is a maximal environ-

ment identifying p and q. I.e. if e is an environment 

from any environment system such that 	then e/p,q/, 
where 	is the generalized simulation of definition 

2.4-6. first, however, let us show that p and q are 

actually identified in the-environment /p,q/: 

Theorem 2.5-: 

Proof: We show that the family R with: 

Re  = ((p,q)J e/p,q/J for 

is an EE(R)-parameterized bisimulation. 	Thus let 

(p,q)cR, ef and p-p'. Since e/p,q/ also /p,q/4 
Since P= 	and therefore also q??ø.  This means 
that /p,q/ only has a-moves caused by the (e)-rule. 

Thus for some 	 /p,q/4 	q+)/P,q/ with 

Since 	is total and surjective 

(p',q')ccr for some q'sq. We must show.that (p',q')Rf  
or equivalently that f/p',q7 . However this is trivial 

since 0 
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Theorem 2.5-4: 	Let EE be any environment system and 
let e be any environment of EE such that 	Then 
e <,/p, q /. 

Proof: We show that the relation: 

S = ((e,if) I Vie I. f=U or 

(f=/p,q/ and p.
e  

is a simulation between 	and E(H). Obviously if 
then (e,/p,q/)cS and thus - provided S is a 

simulation - e/p,q/. 

Let (e,if)cS  and let e4e'.  Let J be the set of 

indices, j, of I such that f=/p,q/. Then we need to 
find a move 	 such that (e',g)cS. Since for all 

J Pjej  either pd—> and q-4 or p44  and 
q4 . 	Thus we write J as j'Uj"  where J' is the subset 

of J such that the former is the case and J" is the 

subset of J where the latter is the case. For jJ" 

we have by (d) /p.,q./zU. Thus we have reduced the 
problem to find a move 	 such that 
(e',g')S. For jEJ'  there must exist some total surjec-
tive relation o c(Pj)8,4_>(q.) such that whenever 
(p,q)co-. then p 

je'  q. By (e): 

/p,q/ 4 
and thus by the rule for join: 

jej /Pi 	/ a . 

which is the matching move. 	 13 

Example 2.5-5: 	Recall example 2.4-22, where e and f 
are the environments: 

e 	 f 

a /\a A bc 



and p and q are the processes: 

yP 

pl 	
c bJ, 	,2 

7q 

q1 	q 	q 

b , 	c 	b/ 4,  
We want to show that p—f q but p75 q. By theorems 2.4--20, 
2.514. and 2.410 we know that it is necessary and 

sufficient to show that f/p,q/ and e/p,q/. Let us 

therefore calculate /p,q/ using proposition 2.5-2. 

During this calcultion we find: 

/p1  ,q1/ U 
/p1,q2/ {b,c °.0 
	

U 
/p1,q/ 
	

/p2  ,q/ 

where for mcAct and eEF m.e is an abbreviation for 
a.e . It is then easily calculated that: az m 

/p,q/ 	a1 c.0 + a.b°.0 + ajc?°.0 

from which it is obvious that e/p,q/ and f/p,q/. 	o 

We state without proof the following algebraic properties 
of /p,q/: 

Proposition 2.5-6: 

/a.p,b.q/ 	[a,b.0 	; ab 
a °.0 + a./p,q/ ; otherwise 

/p,p/ U 

/p,q/ 	/q,p/ 

/p1,q1/ & /p2,q2/ /p1+p2,q1+q2/ 
/p1,q1/ & /p2,q2/ /p1&p2,q1&q2/ 	 o 

More complete laws than (iv) and (v) can be obtained 
by introducing sumforms. 
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Not only does the maximal environment construction 

provide a way of deciding parameterized equivalence 

problems it also allow us to consider more complex 

questions; e.g. the Horn Clause: 

u15 it true that whenever 

p1=q1  and ... and p=q11  
in an environment then also 

p=q 

is equivalent to: 

/p1,q1/ & ... & 	 /p,q/ 

To deal with even more complex problems with possible 

nested implications we can extend () to a Heyting 

Algebra (see /G079,Da8l/) by introducing an implication 

construction, 	, being the right adjoint to Sc. We 

shall in the following briefly indicate how to extend 

IEE(H) and demonstrate its potential use. However, 

amore complete investigation is left as future work. 

The extended environment system E() = (E,Act,==) 

is obtained by adding an implication construct, - 

Thus we add the rule: 

(v) 	e,fEF 	==> 	(e - f)cE 

The operational semantics of (e -f) is given by the 

following rules very similar to the rules (d) and (e) 

for /p,q/: 

e a 

eaø 1'a Tcea_fa 

(ef) 

where for two sets A and B A---.),B is the set of functions 

from AtoB. 
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Similar to the proofs of theorem 2.5-3 and  2.5-4 
it can be shown that (e— f)is the maximal environment 

wrt. < such that: 

e & (e-f) :;; 1' 

Thus E(IE>) 	is a Heyting Algebra with D as zero, & as 

conjuncion and - as the relative pseudo-complement 

(see /Go79/).  As such the following (among many other) 

property holds: 

ef 	iff 	(e - f) 	U 

Define -,e = (e - D) then: 

TU 	 -,(e--e) 

and 	-,D = ((D— (D) 	U 

We can now use EE() 	to TTinterpretT?  an intuitionistic 

propositional logic with connectives 	and -1 and 

with environments and equalities of processes as atomic 

propositions. The semantics of a sentence, q , is an 
environment L1 defined inductively,  as: 

=e 

P=qj= /p, q/ 

ft4]1 =IE]a()]I 
)I4]1 =DOT + DI 

= 	- 

B = 	= 

We say that a sentence 'P is valid in EE(I) 	iff 

U in which case we write 	. Thus, by the 

property above: 

ef iff = Df 

Since P-5q  iff e/p,q/ we also have: 

iff 	J= e (p=q) 
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Since (R) 	is a Heyting Algebra all the theorems 

of Intuitionistic Propositional Logic are valid in E(I) 

Also, Modus Ponens preserves validity in EE() 	(if 
U then by above property 	. Thus 

[4 	U). Thus, we know that (among many other) the 
following are valid sentences: 

(i) (,pD (D6)1 (o) 

Let us indicate how these valid sentences can help us 
in formulating 	interesting properties of paramete— 
rized equivalence: 

If we in (i) let ço=e, =f and o=(p=q) we get the 
instance: 

[(eDf)(f(p=q)) 	(e(p=q)) 

which means that: 

ef 	and p -f q implies 

In (ii) let rp=e1, E=e2 and=(p=q) then we get the 
instance: 

[(e1D(p=q))(e2 (p=q)) 

((el e2) D (p=q)) 

which translated" gives lemma 2.4--4: 

and 	implies 

Since the reverse implication of (ii) is also a theorem 

of IPL we also have: 

implies p — q and  P 5 ~ 	impl 	e1 
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In (iii) let =e, =(p1=q1) and 6=(p2=q2) then we get 
the instance: 

[(eD(p1=q1)) (eD(p2=q2)) 

(e((p1=q1) (p2=q2))) 

From proposition 2.5-6 (v) we know that: 

[(p1=q) (2=2) 	(p1&p2  q1&q2) 

thus by (i): 

[(e(p1=q1)) (e(p2=q2)) 

(e 	(p18'p2 = q1 q2)) 

which means: 

le q1  and p2' 5  q2  implies Pl&P2 e  q1&q2  

From proposition 2.5-6 (iv) we know that: 

((p=q) (p=q2)) 	(p1+p2  = q1+q2) 

Thus: 

[(en (p1=q1)) (e (p2=q2)) 	D 

(e D (p1+p2 = q1+q2)) 

which says nothing more than lemma 2.4-5: 

p1 Th q1  and P2e q2  implies 	l2e q1+q2 

Obviously, none of the above derived properties of 

parameterized equivalence are new or could not have been 

just as easily established by other means. However, it 

might be that there are other theorems of IFL which 

would bring new insight into the parameterized bisimula-

tion equivalence. This remains a subject for future work. 
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So far we have put forward two parameterized versions 

of the bisimulation equivalence, -'--; one version - 

mentioned in section 2.2 - parameterized with subsets of 

the modal property domain N, and another version - studied 

at length in the last chapter - which uses environments 

as parameters. The Nodal Characterization Theorem (theorem 

2.-2) demonstrates an agreement between the two versions 

in the sense that parameterizing - with environments is 

the same as parameterizing - with certain subsets of N. 

Now recall the initial motivation from chapter 1 and 

especially the stepwise refinement method described in 

that chapter. According to this we want parameterized 

congruence laws, which for any given context C and 

information i (in our case the information i is given 

either as an environment or as a set of modal properties) 

will describe some information j such that for all 

processes p and q the following holds: 

(1) 	p  

Moreover, in order to make the proof p - q as easy as 

possible we will prefer j to be as weak as possible with 

respect to the discrimination ordering (i.e. -- is as weak 
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as possible). 

As an analogy to Dijkstra's weakest precondition 

/Dij76/, we shall call the weakest information j satisfy-

ing (1) for the weakest inner information of i under C. 

The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the existence 

of such weakest inner information when the information 

used is either an environment or a set of modal formulas. 

However, before the above investigation can be undertaken 

a deeper understanding of contexts as autonomous semantic 
objects is needed. In section 3.1 we describe contexts 
semantically as action transducers. This description 

enables us to derive the operational behaviour of a 
combined process, CIA, from the behaviours of the context 
C and the inner process p. As an example it is shown 

how a class of CCS-contexts is represented in this frame-
work. 

In section 3.3 we consider contexts as transformers of 
modal properties. It is shown, that for any context C 

there exist a function I which maps "outer" properties 
to "inner"  sufficient and necessary properties, i.e. 

for any property F and process p C[pF iff pIC(F). 
Extending 'C  to sets of modal properties turns out to 

give the desired weakest inner information transformer 
associated with C. 

In section 3.4 we investigate contexts as environment 
transformers. In this case slightly weaker results are 

obtained: given a context C and an environment e we 

search for environments f such that for all processes p 
and q: 

(2) 	p fq 	<C,p> Th 

where (C,p><C,q> informally means that C[pJC[q] 

with C interacting identically with p and q. The existence 



of weakest (wrt. the discrimination ordering) environments 

satisfying (2) depends heavily on the structure of the 

environment system. For environment system closed under 

a non-swallowing context system there always exists a 

weakest environment satisfying (2). For environment systems 

not closed, we give conditions sufficient for ensuring 

the existence. Finally, a denotational semantics of 

CCS-contexts in terms of how they transform language 

environments is given. 

+ The notion of non-swallowing context systems will 
be defined later. Informally it means that a context 
cannot consume an (inner) action without producing 
an (outer) action. 
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.l OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS OF CONTEXTS 

.l.l Context Systems. 

We shall in this section study contexts as abstract 

semantic objects/agents on the same footing as processes 

and.environments. This will make the problem of how 

contexts translate environments/subsets of modal formulas 

much easier to deal with as we shall see in the following 

sections. 

If C is a context and p is a process, ther we 

want C[p] to be a process which behaviour can be derived 

from the behaviours of p and C. But what is the behaviour 

of a context? Informally, in the behaviour of the process 

C[p] the context C acts as an interface between an exter-

nal environment experimenting on the combined process 

C[p] and the internal process p in the sense that C 

consumes actions produced by the internal process p in 

order to produce actions for the external environment. 

Thus, we shall semantically describe contexts as action 

transducers (similar to the concepts of transducers from 

Automata Theory -- see for example /AU72/  vol 1). 

If p-3p', and C by consuming the a-action can produce 

a b-action, we will expect C[p]  to be able to produce a 

b-action. Similar to the assumptions made about processes 

and environments it seems reasonable to assume that a 

context may change as a result of consuming and producing 

actions. This is reflected in the way we expect the 

process C[p]  to change: if C can change to C' after having 

consumed the action a and produced the action b, we will 

expect C[p]-C'[p'J. 

In order to obtain .a sufficiently general notion of 

contexts, which will enable us to express the operational 

behaviour of all the standard CCS-contexts, we shall allow 



a context to produce actions on its own without the need 

for consuming any actions produced by an internal process. 

Also, for reasons of symmetry, we shall allow a context 

to consume inner actions without producing any actions 

for the environment. Thus, processes and environments can 

be viewed as two extreme types of contexts: processes 

correspond to contexts which totally ignore the internal 

process and environments correspond to contexts which 

never produces any actions. If C can produce the action 

b and change to C' in doing so without consuming any 

inner actions, we will expect Cp]-Zc'[p] ;  i.e. the 
internal process p is unaffected. On the other hand, 

if p -p' and C can consume the action a changing to C' 

without producing any outer actions, the process C[p] can 
change to the process C'[p'] without producing anything. 

Thus, if C'[p']-5q then also c[p]- qG We shall assume 

that a context can always produce nothing by consuming 
nothing. 

Formally, the operational semantics of contexts is 

described by a labelled transition system of the form 

= (Con,Act0xAct0,—*), where Con is the set of contexts, 
Act is the set of actions, Act0  =AU(0) where o is a 
distinguished no-action symbol (O%A), and i- is the 

transduction relation satisfying (C,(O,O),C)c—, for all 

contexts C 

For (C,(a,b),C')c 	we will usually write CC' which 

for a,bcAct is to be read: "the context C can by consuming 

an inner action a produce the outer action b and become 

the context C' in doing so". 

For bAct, CC' is to be interpreted: T!C  may produce 
the outer action b without consuming any inner action 

and become the context C' in doing so". 

Similarly, for acAct, CC' is to be read: UC  may consu-
me the inner action a without producing any outer action 
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action and become the context C' in doing so". 

3.1.2 Contexts and Processes. 

We now know what the operational behaviour of contexts 

is. It remains therefore only to formalize how the 

behaviour of a combined process, C[p] , can be derived 

from the behaviours of C and p. First, let us extend the 
transduction relation to a relation over ConXAct*XAcb*xCon 

in the natural way: For u,vcAct and C,C'cCon define 
CC' 	if f IuI= lvi and u=a1...a11, v=b1...bn and for some 

contexts C bl 	b2 	b3 	 bn 1,... ,C1: 	 •• Cn1 C,. 

Then define the relation f_>Cow<Act*xAct*xCon as: 

u,vcAct. =x,.. =yA C -- C' 

where _:Act3Act* is defined inductively as: 	and 
i=i3 if a=O and =a 	otherwise. (Thus = simply cancels 

all occurrences of 0 in a string). 

We can now introduce the concept of a process system 

being closed under a 6ntext system in order to formally 

express how the behaviour of C[p] is derived from the 
behaviours of C and p: 

Definition 3.1-1: A process system EP= (Pr,Act,—*) is 

closed under a context system E= (Con,Act0xAct0,—) 
with respect to the map 	[]:ConXPr-3Pr if whenever 

p,qcPr, bAct and CeCon the following holds: 

(i) Clpl-5q 

ueAct*.peFr.CF
eCon. 

 

C)C' & 

p - p' & 
q = C'[p'] 
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where -4 has been extended to strings over Act as defined 

in notation 2.1-2. 	 13 

We shall later show that any process system can be 

extended to a closed system under a given context system. 

Lemma 3.1-2: For all contexts C,C"cCon, u1,u2,vcAct*:  

Ciu 2)>C 

__ ,u2 3vl,v2cAct*.CCon. v=v1v2 	C>C 	2>>C 

__________ f-1 Ci v ul u2 

v1,v2cAct.C'cCon. v=v 1v2  

Proof: Direct from the definition of 

We can now extend condition (i) of definition 3.1-1 

to strings: 

Lemma 3.1-3: Let EP be a process system closed under 

the context system W . Then for all p,qcPr, vcAct+ and 

CF-Con: 

C[p]-  q 
* 

ucAct .p'cPr.C'eCon. 

CI-3> C' 	& 

q = 

Proof: Induction on jvj with (i) for the base case 

( M=l) and use lemma 3.1-2 in the induction step. 	o 

Note that the above lemma does not hold for v=c (especial-

ly not the = 11-direction). The next lemma says that if 

a process system is closed wrt. two different maps 

_[L ():ConxPrPr then there is a very strong 

connection between the two maps: 



Lemma 3.1-4: Let EP be closed under E3I wrt. 

[J:ConXFr—Pr and <):ConXFr—Fr then for all pEPr 

and CcCon: C[pJ--C<p) 

Proof: Show that R = ((C [p] ,C(p)) I pcPr, CConJ is a 

bisimulation using clause (i) of definition 3.1-1. 	13 

We can now verify that our expectations for the behaviour 

of C[P] in terms of the behaviours of C and p indeed has 

been fulfilled by the above defintion: 

Proposition 3.1-5: Let W be a process system closed 
under the context system G . Then for all p,p',qcPr, 

a,bcAct and C,C'cCon the following holds: 

(i) 	p-p' & CF-SC' 	C[pJ-C'[p'] 

(ii) I CC' 	C[p - 	C'[p] 

p-p' & C-C' & C'[p']-q 	= 

FrOof: Direct from definition 3.1-1 (i) and the 

definition of I-*. 	 0 

The next definition and proposition shows that any process 

system can be extended to a closed system under a given 

context system: 

Definition 3.1-6: Let EP= (Fr,Act,—) be a process 

system and let T= (Con,Act0 xAc-b0,i--_) be a context 
system. Then we define IP, to be the process system 

(Pr Con' Act,_) where Pr Conis the smallest set satis-
fying: 

Pr Fr Con 

pcFr 	& CcCon 	(C,p)cFr Con 	 Con 

and —5 is the smallest relation on Fr 
Con  xActxFrCon  

satisfying for p,p'cFr, q,q'cPr 0  and C,C'cCon: 



P -- p' 
(i) 

p 

q -L4 q , 
beAct, uAct

* 
 

(C,q)(C',q') 
IMI 

Proposition 3.1-7: iEI 
	

is closed under T with 

- L] : ConxFr0on_4  Pr Con defined as: 

C[p] = (C,p) 

Proof: That condition (i) of definition 3.1-1 is satis-

fied follows directly from the definition of [] and 

rule (ii) of definition 3.1-6. 

We can now prove the longstanding claim that any 

"natural" process construction preserves bisimulation 

equivalence, -, provided "natural" is interpreted as: 

"can operationally be described by a context system". 

We shall in the next section show that all the standard 

CCS-constructions are endeed "natural" in this sense and 

as such preserve -. However, as we shall demonstrate 

later, there are ("unnatural") constructions which 

operational behaviour cannot be described by any context 
system. 

Theorem 3.1-8: Let EP be a process system closed under 

a context system CO. Then, whenever p--q and C is a 

context, also C[p]C[q. 

Proof: We prove that the relation: 

R = f(C[p],C[q) I pqJ 
is a bisimulation. So let C[p]-r. By definition 

3;11 (i) then C* C' and pp' with r=C'[p']for some 

C ,r and u. Since pq, q—q for some q with p'-  q 
Again by 3.1-1 (i), C[q] 	C'[q'] which is the matching 
move. 	 13 
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.1.3 Contexts and Environments. 

So far we have described how to derive the operational 

behaviour of a combined process, C[p], from the behaviour 

of the inner process, p, and the behaviour of the context 

C. However, contexts are semantically viewed as inter-

faces between external environments and internal pro-

cesses. Thus, an execution of a combined process, C[p, 

in an environment, e, may - from the internal process' 

point of view - alternatively be viewed as an execution 

of p in a combined environment, e[C]. 

But what is the behaviour of this combined environment, 

in terms of the behaviour of the outer environment, 

e, and the behaviour of the context C ? Our answer to 

this is completely dual to the answer given for the 

behaviour of a combined process. Thus, we define the 

(dual) notion of an environment system being closed 

under a context system. 

Definition .1-9: An environment system '= (Env,Act,=) 
is closed under a context system GI 	(Con,Act0xAct0,i—~) 
with respect to the map 	[1:EnvxCon-_Env if 
whenever e,fcEnv, bcAct and CF-Con the following holds: 

(i) 	e[C] 	f 

3ucAct
* 
.Je'cEnv.]C'eCon. 

ee' 

C->C 	& 

f = 
e" [C'] 

where ==> has been extended to strings over Act as 

defined in notation 2.1-2. 	 o 

As a dual to lemma 	we can extend the condition (i) 

in the above definition to strings: 



Lemma 3.1-10: Let FE be an environment system closed 

under the context system T Then for all e,fcEnv, 

vcAct+ and CF-Con: 

e[C]f 

uAct* .e'cEnv.C'cCon. 

ee' 

CI-C' 	& 
V 

f = e'[C'] 
	

[Ii 

As a dual to proposition 3.1-5 we have: 

Proposition 3.1-11: Let EE be an environment system 

closed under the context system X . Then for all 

e,e',fcEnv, a,bcAct and C,C'cCon the following holds: 

ke' e 	& C - C 	e[C]4 e'[C'] 

C 1_0:~, C' 	e
[Cjr4 e[C'J 

eke' & C-5C' & e'[C'1r f 	e [ C1 I> f 0 

Again as a dual we can extend any environment system to 

a closed system under a given context system: 

Definition 3.1-12: Let ]EE= (Env,Act,) be an environ-

ment system and let cc= (Con,Act0xAct0,i—) be a context 
system. Then we define IEE to be the environment 

system (Env Con' Act;=) where Env Conis the smallest 
set satisfying: 

Envc Env Con 

ecEnv0on & CF-Con = (e,C)eEnv on 

and == is the smallest relation on Env Con xActxEnvCo
n  

satisfying for e,e'cEnv, f,f'cEnv0011 and C,C'cCon: 

e4e' (in Env) 
(i) 

e=e' (in Env 	) Con 



ff' 	C>C' 

(f,c)(f',c') 	 o 

Proposition 3.1-13: HE is closed under CC with 

- L1:Env Con xCon— 	Con 

	

Env 	given as: 

	

e[C] 	(e,C) 	 13 

3.1.4 Composing Contexts. 

If C[p] is to be a process whenever C is a context 

and p is a process, then given a second context D, 

D[C[p]J must also be a process. In some sense, the two 

layers of contexts surrounding p act as one single 

combined context. In order to express this forma11 we 

may assume that there is a binary composition, o, on 
contexts such that: 

D[C[p]] = D-C[p] 

Since then: 

E°(DoC)[p] 	E[D[C[pfl] 

= (EoD)oC[p 

it seems  natural to assume that ° is associative. 

The question is now: what is the behaviour of D0C 

in terms of the behaviours of D and C ? The most 

straightforward way of combining behaviours of contexts 

seems to be the following: 

Definition 3.1-14: Let E= (Con,Act0xAct0 ,F—) be a 
context system. Then o:ConxCon-_Con is a context 

composition iff ° is associative and for all C,D,EcCon 

and a,ccAct0  the following holds: 



(i) 	CoDE 	. 

bcAct0.D' ,C'cCon. 

C c' & 

	

D - ]D' 	& 

B = C'-D' 	 0 

In order to insure C[D[p]] = 00D[p] we define the following 
notion of closure: 

Definition 3.1-15: A process system IP is said to be 

closed under a context system EI with composition o  jff 
EP is closed under EC and for all pcPr and C,DcCon, 
C[D[p]] = COD[p]. 

We can extend the condition (i) in definition 3.1-14 to 
strings over Act: 

Lemma 3.1-16: Let OD be a context system with composition 

Then for all x,zcAct
* 
 , C,D,EcCon: 

CoDE 

]Y& Act*  . C',D'Con. 

x 

E = 

Proof: 1TTT: Easy by the definiton of -> and condition 

(i) of definition 3.1-14. 
1r4t1: Let 	and CC'. By definition of -* then x 	* y 
for some u,v',v,wcAct0 : 

& 

CC' & =x, ='=y, =z 

Unfortunately, we cannot compose D's and C's move 

directly since there is no guarantee that v=v'. However, 
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F if we can find u,  ,vF,  ,w cAct such that: 
OR 

	

DlV,]J 	& U 
F 

,-i' 	 -, 	 - F 	- l w 	& U 	, 
v =y, w

,  =z V 

then by applying (i) repeatedly we get: 

CoDf 0'°]D' 

and hence by definition of I->: 

C °D 	]D' 

By definition of context systems we can always add 
0-moves into a transduction, i.e. if DD' with 

vi=Iui i=l,2, then also DI 0 )D'. 
Thus, if y=bl ... hn, then by adding C's we can for any 

obtain: 

	

k k 	k blO 	b2 ... bn0 	D' 

for some u' (dependent of k) and similar for any l>jv'I 

1 >C 
0 biG b2...bn0 

for some w'. Thus by taking l=k>max{jvl ,fv'j} we obtain 
the desired common v' as Okbl0kb2  ... bnOk. 	 o 

Now let us assume RP is a process system closed under 
a context system EI with composition o 	Then for all 
pCFr and C,]DCon C[]Dp]] = COD[p] 	By definition 3.1-1 
and lemma 3.1-3 we have: 

C[D[p]] 

iff 	[sc'. CE - C' & q=c'[D[p]] 1 

or  
[ucAct+.vcAct*.CF ,D'Con.p'cPr. 

CF- C' 	& 

& 

p -4p' & 

q = C'[D'[p']] 	] 



and by definition 3.1-1 and lemma 3.1-16: 

CoD[p] --q 

iff 	3u,vcAct* .C' ,D'c Con.p'cPr. 

C 	& 

D}--D' & 
V 

& 

q = C'oD'[p'] 

From this it follows that in general it is not possible 
for C[D[p]]  and C-D[p] to have the same behaviour: If 

CC' then in C[D[p] D and p are left unaffected 

whereas D and p may change in C-D[p]  in case D has a 
move of the form D- 	D'. Thus, it seems that if there 

is to exist any closed process systems wrt. a context 

system W with composition, 0,  the contexts of CD must 
have the property that they never produce a no-action, 0, 

from a real action, i.e. for all aAct0, all C,C'cCon: 

C' = a=0 & C=C' 

(Note, that the reverse implication is always satisfied 

by the definition of a context system). Fortunately, 

we shall later see that all CCS-contexts have this 

property. We call a context with this property non-swallowing. 

Now as a dual to definition 3.1-15 we could define the 

notion of an envirortnent system being closed under a 

context system with a composition. However, this would 

impose the following dual restriction on contexts: for 
all acAct0  and all C,C'cCon: 

CC 	a=0 & 0=0' 

i.e. if a context is producing an (real) action it must 

have consumed some (real) action. Since this restriction 

is not fulfilled by all CCS-contexts we shall not 

introduce this dual notion. 	However, we can manage 
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without it: if FE is an environment system closed under 

a context system EU in the sense of definition 3.1-9 
and EU moreover Is equipped with a composition, o , there 

is a sufficiently strong relationship between combined 

environments of the forms (e[C])[]D]  and e[COD]. 

Lemma 3.1-17: Let FE be an environment system closed 

under a context system EU . Then whenever f,e,e'cEnv, 

ucAct* and C,C'Con the following holds: 

ef = e[C] f[C1 
[e= e' & CE-->C'1 = 	e'[C'] < e[C] 

Proof: (i) Show that S=[(e[C],f[C]) I efJ is a 
simulation using definition 3.1-9. 

(ii) Assume e'[C'f. Then by definition 3.1-9, 
e'3e" , C'k->C" with f=e''[C''] for some e'', C'' 

and v. Obviously er3e' and by lemma 3.1-2, C- 	C ". 
Thus by definition 3.1-9, e[CJ=f  as well. 	 o 

Lemma 3.1-18: Let FE be an environment system closed 

under the context system EU and let ° be a composition 

for EU . Then, whenever ecEnv, C,DcCon the following 

holds: 

(e[C])[D] 

Proof: -< 1T: We prove that: 

= {((e[C])[D],e[C0D1) I ecEnv, C,DcCon 

is a simulation. Assume (e[C)[Df . Then either: 

D}-5>D' & f = (e[C])[D'] 

for some D' or: 

e3e' & CI--'>C' & 

& f=(e'[C'D[D'] 

for some e', C  ,D and vcAct , ucAct 

In (a), C°D 	C0JD' since C - C. Thus, since ee, 
e[C-D] 	e[C0D'] which is the matching move. 
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In (b), C°D - C'- D" 	Thus, since ee', 
r 	

= eLCoDJ 	e LC
'  oD j which is the matching move. 

u.?t: We prove that: 

= 1(e[C0D],fEDl) I e[C]f J 

is a simulation. So assume e[C-D]f.  Then: 

e3e' & Ci-->C' & D-D' & f=e'[C'oD'] 

for some e',C',D' and v,uct*. 

If u=c then by lemma .1-17  (ii), e'[O'] e[C] f. Since 
D- 	D', f[D] 	f[D'] which is a matching move. 

If uLc then by lemma .l-lO, e[C]=4 e'[C'] . Since 

e[C]f, f=f' for some f' with e'[C']f'. Since 

Df->D', f[D]f'JID']  which is the matching move. 	o 
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.2 C C S 

In this section the syntax and operational semantics 

of CCS-processes and -contexts will be introduced 

formally. For more motivation and a full treatment of 

COB (-processes) the reader is refered to /Mil80/, in 

particular chapters 5 and  7. As the main results of the 

section it is shown that CCS-contexts are equipped with a 

composition and that CCS-processes are closed under 

CCS-contexts with this composition. 

The system of OCS-processes is closed under action-

prefixing together with binary summation and join. 

Beyond this, CCS-processes are build up from a number 

of operators one of which is the parallel operator, I. 

The I operator represents the parallel composition of 

two processes, enabling communication to occur between 

them, and at the same time allowing their behaviours to 

interleave freely. Together with the J operator a 

structure on the action set Act is introduced: it is 

assumed that Act is a disjoint unioun of three sets 

, 	and a singleton ill . The two sets, A and A, are 

isomorphic and for a zA (ac), 	(c) is the 

complementary action where - denotes both isomorphisms. 

Hence, whenever aFAU A, a =a. Communication of two 

processes in parallel may then take place if they can 

perform complementary actions. As a result of the 

communication the combined system will produce a 1-action 

(a so-called "silent" or "internalaction). 

Another class of operators is the restriction_opera-

tors, S for ScAct, which restrict a process' actions 

to a set S. Normally it is assumed that icE and that 

S is closed under -. A restriction operator is useful 

for ensuring that certain communications of processes 
composed by the J operator occur internally. 
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The last class of operators is the renaming operators, 

[, where 	is a function Act —Act. A renaming 

operator relabels an inner process actions according to 

a function :Act—Act. Normally it is assumed that 

preserves 1 and -. For reasons which will be explained 

later we shall assume that 	is co-image finite, i.e. for 

all acAct the set (b-Pb = a) is finite. 

Using the above six operators processes with quite 

complex behaviours can be defined, but the behaviours will 

in all cases be finite. In order to obtain processes 

with infinite behaviours a form of recursion is intro-

duced: when x is a variable and p is a process with. x 

as a possible free variable, lix.p is a process which 

behaves as a solution to the equation x-p 

We can now introduce the syntax of CCS process expres-

sion; FE0ø: 

P ::= ® I x I a.p I p+p' I p&p'  I 

p p•  i prs  I pC] 	I px.p 

where xcVar (a set of variables), acAct (the set of 

actions), SçAct and 	is a co-image finite function 

Act —Act. 

In p.x.p the prefix x binds every free occurrence of 

x in p. The concepts of free and bound variables are 

defined as usual. p(q/x} stands for the substitution of 

the expression q for the variable x in the expression p. 

The definition of substitution is as usual with bound 

variables of p being renamed when capturing of free 

variables of q can occur (see /Mi182/). 

In order to obtain an image-finite process system a 

syntactic restriction is imposed on 4x.p, that x is 
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guarded in p: every free occurrence of x in p is within 

some subexpression a.q of p. 

Let P CCS  be all closed CCS process expressions. Then 

we define the process system EP 	as the transition 

system (P0,Act, - fl (P08xActxP8) ), where - is 
the smallest relation on FE00XActXFE8  satisfying the 
following rules: 

ACT 	a.p-p 

BUN 	
pl-p1,. 

-3P 

JOIN 	
pl  - p 	p2- p 

p1  & p2 - p & p 

P l.- +p .  
PAR 

p1Ip2 -  pIp2 

pl-p1'_p2j_p 

I, i'2 

p a - p 
REST 

	

	 ; aB 
p r S - p'IB 

p - p' 
REN 

pE] - 	p'C] 

pfx.p/x - q 
REC 	

iix.p - a q 

p2 - p 

pl+ P2 

p2-  p 

P1IP2 	p1IP 

A CCB-context is a process expression with free variables 

contained in the singleton set Lc} (thus we assume there 
is a distinguished variable [3). Our goal is to make 
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OCS-processes closed under CCS-contexts with a combined 

process, C[p],  simply being the process obtained by 
substituting . p for the place-holding variable, [J 
in C; i.e. C[p] = Cp/E}. 

However,, if this goal is to be achieved we cannot 

accept all process expressions with free variables 

contained in(Ell -as contexts. In particular we must 
avoid expressions of the form []&[] and LIlE] : the 
obvious semantics of the context D&] is 
[&[]j- []&[] for all acAct0. Nowconsider a combined 
process of the form (E]& D)Cpj then by definition 3.1-1 
and the above semantics of []&t] the behaviour of 
([]&[])[p must satisfy: 

(fl& [)[p - q 

p'. pp' & 

However, if we insist that C[p1  is given by C{p /[j then 
the above becomes: 

p&p - q 

& q=p'&p' 

which is false in general, since the two instances of p 

in p&p might choose different a-derivatives. 

Also, to avoid the above situations ([]&[I , ][] ) 
to occur during an execution, we shall not allow [] to 

occur inside a recursion (this restriction can be loosened 

slightly so to allow certain expressions with LI ocurring 
inside a recursion as contexts; e.g. i-'x.(a.x+[])). 

The grammar specifying CCS-contexts, .Q, is as follows: 

C ::= p I [] I a.0 I C+D 

p&C I C&p  I C  I  p I p I C I 
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where acAct, SAct, 	is a co-image finite function 

Act----)-Act and. pcF 5. We can now define the context 

system CCCCS  as the transition system (C05,  Act  0 xAct0 , -_) 

where F- is the smallest relation on C 5XActXActXC 5  
satisfying the following rules: 

NOACT 	Cp- ->C 

p - 	p' 
CONST 

P l-4 p' 

ID a 

ACT 	a.CFC 

CC' 	 _________ 
;bO 	a s 	

C+DC' 	 C+DD' 

CC' 	p - p' 
JOIN 	a 

C&pC'& p' a 

CC' 	 p - p' 
PAR 	a 

 b b CpF- C'Ip 	 CpCJp' 

C1 -3C' 	p-p' 

CIpC' p' 

bcAct 

C C' 
REST 	a 	 ; bcS 

Cr8  }- -C'r s a 

CC' 
REN 	Pa4  

C[]F 	
; bO 

The operational semantics of p&C and pC are given by 

rules symmetric to JOIN and PAR. 
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Now, let 11Pbe  the endofunction on (PECCSXACtXPECCS) 

defined by the rules for -. I.e if 

RPEccs>(Act <FEcc5 then (p,a,p')e.(R) 1ff there is some 

rule with p-3p'  as conclusion and such that if -4 is 
replaced by R the premisses of the rule holds. Then 

is monotonic wrt. ' and -9 is the smallest fixed-point 

of 	. As such if R is another relation over 

PE5cActxPE0ø5 closed under the rules, i.e. 	(R)R , 

then —R . This gives us a way of proving properties of 

-. (similar to the bisimulation proof technique). 

It is easily seen that all the rules of - are finitary. 

Consequently 	is continuous (for more information 

about inductive definitions we refer the reader to 

/A83/). Thus, - = Un4n where -4=0 and 

n+l 	 . This allow us to prove properties of 

- by "the number of rules applied". 

Similarly, an endofunction, 15CI  on 

(CCCSxActOxActO xCCCS) can be derived from the rules of 

such that F9 is the least fixed-point of 	All 
the rules of -3 are finitary. Hence, 	is continuous 

and 	= U new h_ n.  with 	= 0 and 	n+l = 

We can now prove some properties of -+ and F- 

Proposition .2-1: For all CCS process expressions, 

P, the set [(a,.P') I p-4p"] is finite. 

Proof: By structure on p. The only non-trivial case is 

the recursion-case, i.e. when p is of the form p.x.r.  

Since x is guarded in r it is easily shown - by structure 
a 	 a on r - that r{p 	-k x.r/x} 	q iff for some r', 

and q=r'x.r/x. Since r by the induction hypothesis 

is supposed to have finitely many derivatives so has 
rpx.r/x 	and hence Fix.r . 	 0 
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For the above proposition to hold it is crucial that 

the guardedness condition for recursive definitions is 

fulfilled, e.g. for the process x.(a.D Ix), the propo-
sition fails to hold. 

Corollary 3.2-2: The process system IP 
CCS  is image-

finite. 

Proposition 3.2-3: For all CCS contexts C,C' and a8Act0 : 

Cr-C' 	 a=O & C=C' 

Proof: By structure of C. 	 13 

Proposition 3.24: For all CCS-contexts C and actions 
aAct0  the set [(b,C')l C 	C') 	is finite. 

Proof: By structure on C using the previous proposition 

3.2-1. We prove three cases leaving the rest to the 
reader: 

CONST: C=p: Then the set ((b,C') I C-C') is equal to 
either 0 (if aO) or f(b,p') pp 	which by proposi- 
tion 3.2-1 is finite. 

JOIN: C=D &p: Then the set ((b,C')I Cf.3C') is equal 
to {(b,D'&p')l DD' 	pp') which is finite since 
(b,p') I p--b-->p`  J is finite by proposition 3.2-1 and 

(b,D') DD'J is finite by induction hypothesis. 

REN: C=DI: Then the set 	(b,C') CC'J is equal to 
(b,D'[]) D.D') which is easily seen to be finite 
by the induction hypothesis. 	 0 

Proposition 3.2-5: For all CCS-contexts C and actions 
bcAct0  the set 	(a,C') ICC') is finite. 

Proof: For b=o the above set is just the singleton 

(O,C)) by proposition 3.2-3. For bAct the proof is by 

induction on the structure of C. We prove three cases 

leaving the rest to the reader. 



OONST: C=p: Then the set 1(a,C') I cc'J is equal to 
[(O,p') IP44P'3 which as a consequence of proposition 
3.2-1 is finite. 

JOIN: C=D&p: Then the set f(a,C') I c - c'J is equal 
to 1(a,D'&p') I DD'& pp'J which is finite by 
induction hypothesis and proposition 3.2-1. 

REN: CD]: Then the set f(a,C') ICc'J is equal 
to 	(a,D'[)I I cAct. 	& b=c} 	or: 

U' (a,D'[])Fa 
	3 cCAct.c= 

For each c the corresponding set is finite by the induction 
hypothesis. By the co-image finiteness of there are 

only finitely many ceAct such that c=b. Thus the full 
set is finite. 	 0 

Let 	:Act*xAct*(Act*) be the shuffling operator 
defined by: 

I a(x4 by) u b (ax y) U 1(xy) 
ax by = 	 if a= 

a(xby).ub(axy) ; otherwise 

with action prefixing generalized to sets of strings. 

Proposition 3.2-6: The following equivalences hold for 
CCS-contexts, when veAct+:  

 pC' u=c 	& 3 p'.  p - 	p' & p'= C' 

 fl 	>C' v = u 	& []= C' 

 a.C>C'I w. 	C>C' & v=aw 

 C + DI-v C or 	D 

 C&p - 	C' ICIIJ  p'. C>C" & p--?p' & C'=C"&p' 

 Cp-t"C' C",p',x,y. C- 2 >C" & p1p' & 

vcxy 	& C'=C" 



CTS>C' 	VF- S* & 3 C". 	& C'=C"S 

C[J >C' 	3 C 	w. 	& v=w & C'=c"[] 

Proof: From the definition of F—> and the rules for 

0 

Proposition 3.2-7: For all 008-contexts C and bcAct 
the set fj(u,C') I C>C' 	is finite. 

Proof: B  proposition 3.2-3 and definition of 	> 
IuI<l and CC'. By proposition 3.2-4 we then conclude 
that the set is finite. 

Note, that the opposite proposition does not hold. I.e. 

it is not in general true that the set [(u,C') I C - >C'IJ 
is finite for a CCB-context C and action a. The reason 

is 	that the opposite proposition to 3.2-3 does not 
hold for CCS-contexts. 

We can now prove that X CCS is equipped with a 

composition, which is nothing more than substitution. 

Proposition 3.2-8: Let -:C CCS XC 
	

be defined by: 

CoD = 

Then o  is a composition for 

Proof: We must verify the conditions of definition 3.1-14. 
Obviously o  is associative by properties of substitution. 
It remains to show that for all C,]D,ECC008, and a,cAct0 : 

C°D-E 

bAct0.D' ,C'cC 8. 

CE4C' & 

DI-D' 	& 

B = C'°D' 

This is easily proved by the structure of C using properties 
of substitution. The details are routine. 	 0 
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Theorem 3.2-9: RI 
CCS 

 is closed under cC CCS with o,  by 
defining the map flas C[p]= C{p/[ 

Proof: We must verify the conditions of definition 3.1-15-

and definition 3.1-1. Obviously, by properties of substi-

tution, C[D[p]= COD[p]. That: 

C[p] - q 

4 

C-C' &p - p' & qC'[p'] 

is shown by induction on C using properties of substitu-

tion and proposition 3.2-6. The details are routine, a 

As a corollary to theorem 3.1-8 and the above theorem 

3.2-9 we can conclude that all the CCS operations preserve 

Corollary 3.2-10: Let p,q,p1,p2,q1  and q2  be CCS-proces-

ses such that p-q , p1-q1  , p2—q2. Then: 

(i) a.pa.q 

p1+p2 q1+q2  

p1&p2 q1&q2  
 p1  I p2 q1  I q2  
 pS--qfs 
 p[} 	q[4] 

where ScAct and is a co-image finite function Act—Act. 

Proof: Let us just prove (iii). The remaining clauses 

are proved similarly. By definition of [] and theorem 

3.1-8: 

= (p1&[])[p2] (p1& [J) [q2 = p1&q2  
and: 

p1&q2  = ([]&q2)[p1] (L]&q2)[q1  = q1&q2  

Hence, by transitivity of —, p1&p2-.q1&q2. 13 
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3.3 CONTEXTS AS MODAL PROPERTY TRANSFORMERS 

In this section we shall investigate how contexts 

transform modal properties. More specifically, the fol-

lowing two problems will be treated: 

Assume we want to construct a process r such that 

r satisfies some given property FcN and such that r is 

a combined process of the form C[p] where C is a given 

context. We shall constructively show that there exists 

a property GE  (depending on C and F) such that a 

necessary and sufficient condition for C[p  to satisfy 

F is that p satisfies G. The construction of G from 

C and F can be used as the basis for complete, decompo-

sitional proof systems of correctness assertions, pF, 

similar to those recently presented in /St84,St85,W85,W85B/. 
Our construction is actually a generalization of the 

decomposition of assertions given in /W853/. 

Recall the parameterized version of - where the para-

meters simply are subsets, A, of the property domain M, 

with A  defined by: 

M(p)flA = M(q)nA 

Given a context C and a set AcM we want to reduce the 

parameterized equivalence problem, CEp-.C[q], to a 

parameterized equivalence problem involving the inner 

processes: i.e. we want to find a set BM such that for 

all p and q: 

(*) 	 C[p]AC[q 

In order to make the proof of p 	q as easy as possible 

we prefer B as small as possible wrt. the discrimination 

ordering, 	, between sets of modal properties. Using 

the construction from problem A it turns out that we can 

find a set B9q such that for all processes p and q: 
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Obviously, this set B is the (desired) least discriminating 

set satisfying (*) 

We shall for the remainder of this section assume 

that IP is a process system closed under a context system 

In order to make the construction in A possible the 

following finiteness restriction on contexts is imposed: 

(F) 	 Whenever C is a context and bcAct, 

the set: 

((u,C')cAct
* 
 xCon J C 

b  ->C' 3 
is finite. 

Note, that by proposition 3.2-7 all CCS-contexts satisfy 

the above restriction. By extending the modal language N 

with an infinite conjunction the construction of A can 

be generalized to arbitrary context systems. 

Definition .-l: For a context C define the transformer 

M—+N mapping "outer" properties to "inner"  properties 
inductively as: 

Ic(Tr) = 

Ic(<b>F) = 

() I0(F,G) = 

Tr 

\/ <u>ID(F) 
C D 

Ic(F) Ic(G) 

(4) 	IC( -,F) = 	I(F) 

where F, G is an abbreviation for 	(-F,--1G) and for 
ucAct* and FcN, (u>FcN  is defined inductively as: 

(c>F=F and <au>F=<a>(uF. Also /F=  Tr by 
convention. 	 0 

Note, that our finite ssrestriction (F) on contexts 

ensures that the above definition is welldefined: 

especially that the disjunction in (2) is finite and thus 
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expressible in N. 

Our next theorem shows that Ic(F) is the construction 

required in A, i.e. a sufficient and necessary condition 

for a property F to hold of C[p] is that 10(F) holds of 
p: 

Theorem 3.3-2: 	C[p] = F 	iff 	Pk IC  (F) 

Proof: By structure on F. 

F=Tr: Since 10(Tr) = Tr this clearly holds. 

F= Kb> G: 	0 [p] )z <b'> G 

iff (defn 	) 
q. C[] - q & qG 

iff (IH, defn 3.1-1) 
bU 

	

C',p',u. C 	& pp' & p'I0,() 

iff (defn = ) 

sc'. 0)G' & pH<u>10,(G) 
iff (defn 3.3-1 (2)) 
I(<b>G) 

C[pG,G' 

iff (defn )=) 

C[p]=G and c[p] 
iff (IH) 

pI0(G) and pI0(G') 

iff (defn )=) 
10(G) ^ 10(G') 

iff (defn 3.3-1 (3)) 
p I0(G,G') 

iff (defn = ) 

G 

iff (Iii) 

PV 10(G) 
iff (defn 1=) 

p 	10(G) iff (defn 3.3-1 (4))  pI= 10(-,G) ENI 
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Proposition .-3: For CCS-contexts the following 
holds: 

 I[]  (F) 	F 

 I(F) 	
tTr 

rTr ; 	pF 

; 	otherwise 

() Iac(Kb>F) 
I-,Tr 	; 	ba 

; 	otherwise 

() IcD(<b>F) Ic(<b>F)vID(<b>F) 

 Ics(<b)F) 
-1  Tr 	; 	b8 

; otherwise 

 I0[(<b>F) V I((a>F) 
a. w= b 

 Ic(<b)F) IP C 

V 	I(F) 
p - 	p' 

[ 

	
V <u> I, 	P, (F) 

=l 

P 

 Ic&(<b>F) V  u>Ic #(F) 
C 

p- 	p' 

where FSG if  YpPr. pbF pG. 

Proof: By structure of F using definition .3-1  and 
proposition 3.2-6. 	 0 

Example 3.3-4: (From /St83/) Using the above proposition 

3.3-3 let us verify that: 

a.p+b.q 	<a>Tr,\Kb>Tr,..<c>Tr 

By theorem 3.3-2 it is sufficient and necessary to prove 
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that: 

b.q p Ia.p+cj[<a)Tr<b>Tr<c>Tr 1 
We calculate, using proposition 3.3-3 and definition 
3.3-1: 

Ia•p+j[<a)Tr <b>Tr<cTr 

= Ia.+j (<a>Tr) I 	(<b>Tr) Ia.p+[](<c>Tr) 

(Ia.p(<a>Tr) I(<a>Tr)) 

(Ia.p(<b>Tr) Ij(<b>Tr)) 

, (Ia.p(<c>Tr) I (<c>Tr)) 

(Tr <a>Tr) (Tr<b>Tr) 	(Tr<c>Tr) 

(b>Tr<c>Tr 

Thus, we must prove: 

b.q k <b)Tr, I<C>Tr 

By theorem 3.3-2 it is sufficient and necessary to prove 
that: 

q 	 [<b>Tr <c>Tr 

We calculate again: 

1b [] [<b>Tr,  (c)Tr 

= 'b.[J (<b>Tr) 	b.CJ (<c>Tr) 

Tr ^ -T(-lTr) 

Tr 

Obviously, qTr. This concludes the proof. 	 o 

According to theorem 3.3-2, definition 3.3-1  gives a 
uniform and universal way of translating modal properties 
of a combined process into sufficient and necessary 
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properties of the inner process. As such we have the 

basis for a complete axiomatization of correctness asser-

tions, pF, as long as the process constructions opera-

tionally can be described as contexts. The axiomatization 

would simply have a rule of the form: 

p F- 10(F) 

Cp] - F 

for each ("basic") context. For an acceptable system 

it still remains to find an expression for Ic(F), uniform 

in F and structurally defined in C without any explicit 

reference to the operational behaviour of C. However, 

we know what the.expression should be semantically and 

have thus a guide for our search. 

From theorem 3.3-2  a solution to the second problem, 
B, is easily obtained. Extending I to subsets (of modal 

formulas) in the usual way we have the following lemma: 

Lemma 3.3-5: Let C be a context and B a subset of N. 

Then for all processes p and q: 

C[p]C[q] 

Proof: 	.Ic(B) q iff M(p)fllc(B) = M(q)flI(IB) iff 

VFcB. PIc(F) 	qI(F) 	iff (thm 3.3-2) 
VFcB. C[p]F 	C['q] 	F 	if f c[p]-c[q . 	o 

From the above lemma it follows immediately that A=IC(B) 

gives the least discriminating set of formulas such 

that whenever p and q are processes then: 

C[p]- C[q] 

Corollary 3.3-6: Let C be a context and B a subset of N. 

Then for all processes p and q: 
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(i) P I () 	C[p]— C[q] 

Moreover, if A is a subset of M such that (i) holds, then 

A is more discriminating than 10(B). I.e. whenever p 
and q are processes, then: 

P I (B) 

Example 3.3-7: Consider the CCS-context: 

C = (x.a.x I [])ba 

We want to prove that CEp]-'C[q]for all processes p and 
q (and thus C[p]—C[cD}jx.a.x for all processes p). 
We first note that the operational behaviour of C is 
given by: 

CF- 4C 	and 	C}.-C 

Now C[p-.c[q]  if   CEp1-CUql so by lemma 3.3-5 a 
necessary and sufficient condition is: 

P I(N) q 

We prove by structure that for all formulas F either 

I(F)_Tr or I0(F)-1 Tr. The only interesting case is 
when F is of the form <b>G: 

If ab then 10(<b>G) = -  iTr. Otherwise 10((a>G) = 

<a>IC(G) Ic(G). By induction hypothesis either IC(G)Tr 
or I0(G)-1Tr. In the former case I(<a>G)Tr.. Otherwise 

IC(<a>G)_<a>_7Tr ' -Tr -,Tr, since <a> -Tr -1Tr. 

Thus I(M)c1F[ Vp. pFVp. pF I and therefore 
always p —IC 

C(N) 
q. 	 a 
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3.4 CONTEXTS AS ENVIRONMENT TRANSFORMERS 

In this section we shall investigate how contexts 

transform environments. More specifically, we are 

interested in the following problem: 

Given a context, C, and an (outer) environment, e, 

we want to find an (inner) environment, f, such that 

for all processes p and q: 

(*) 	P f  q 	C[p]C[q] 

Preferably the environment, f, described is as small 

as possible wrt. the discrimination ordering 	. 

From the results of the previous section and the modal 

characterization result of section 2.3,  f will satisfy (*) 
if 

However, we know very little about the discrimination 

ordering between sets of modal properties so the above 

condition will be difficult to verify in general. Instead 

we would like a condition based directly on the operational 

behaviours of e,f and C and ideally a condition of the 

form: 

min(C,e) Q f 

where min(C,e) is a minimal environment wrt. 9 satisfying 
(*). Such a condition should be simple to check since 

(for image-finite environments) we know by theorem 2.2120 
that 

Now, by the very definition of parameterized bisimu-

lation (definition 2.2-1), in the antecedent of (*), f 

must interact identically with p and q whereas the 

equivalence C[p]C[q] may hold by C interacting diffe-

rently with p and q (see example 3.3-7 for such a 
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situation). For this reason we expect the behaviour of 

min(C,e) - when and if it exists - to be extremely com-

plicated. We shall therefore instead look for a weakest 

environment f (wrt. 	) such that for all processes p and 

q: 

(**) 	p—f  q 	<C,p> Th 

where<C,p><C,q> roughly means that CpJ 	C[q with 
C interacting identically with p and q. Thus any 

environment, f, satisfying (**) will also satisfy (*). 

We shall call the weakest environment (wrt. 	) satis- 

fying (**) for the weakest inner environment of e under 

C, and use the notation wie(C,e). The questions to be 

investigated in the following are then: "When does 

wie(C,e) exist ?TT and if it does exist: "What is 

its behaviour ?Tt Clearly, the answers will depend upon 

the environment system, HE, in question. 

For environment system, EE, closed under a non-swal-

lowing context system T it turns out that we can find 

an environment f such that for all processes p and q: 

(***) 	p f q 	(C,p) Th 

In this case f is obviously a suitable choise for 

wie (C,e). 

For cases when IF is not closed under T we give 

various sufficient conditions which will ensure existence 

of wieIF(C,e). It is shown that language environments, 

, satisfies these conditions wrt. (a subset of) 

CCS-contexts. 
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3.4.1 Wie for Closed Environment Systems. 

First let us formally define the (parameterized) 

relation, , used in (**). 

Definition 3.4-1: Let 11= (Pr,Act,—) be a process 

system and let CC = (Con,Act0xAct0,.-.) be a context 
system. Then define the process system 	as 
(Con Fr,ConxAcb<Act*, 	), where for all C,C',C''Con, 
p,p'cPr, beAct and uAct*, 	satisfies: 

<C,p) 	,b,u)><cp> 
bU C"=C' & C>C' & pp' 	 a 

The intuition is that we encode information about the 

interaction between C and p in the labelling of derivations 

of (C,p> (following a suggestion by Peter Aczel). 

Definition 3.4-2: Let EE= (Env,Act,=) be an environment 

system and let E= (Con,Act0 xAct0,f_) be a context 
system. Then define the environment system 	as 
(Env,ConxActxAct*, 	), where for all e,e'eEnv, CeCon, 
beAct and ueAct*, ==> satisfies: 

e (C,b,u)>e 	ee' 	 o 

Since EE-G is an environment system over the same 

action set as W-ø we have the notion of an EE-CE-parame-

terized bisimulation (definition 2.2-1) over 1P-G. We 

shall write <C,p><C,q> iff there is an EE--para-
meterized bisimulation, R, over EP-M such that 

((C,p>,<C,q>)eR. 

By the construction of the action set and the restric-

tions made on the derivation relation of H-G it is 

clear that if <C,p><C,q>, then C must interact 

identically with p and q. Thus, we might have a situ-
ation where C[p] -e C[q] but not (C > =

eKC ,q>. 
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Example 3.4-3: Recall example 3.3-7. That is, let C 

be a context with the operational behaviour given by the 

two rules: 

	

CC 	and 	C - C 

Then we know from 3.3-7 that C[a.'-'C[U]. However, 
in the above equivalence C does not interact identically 

with a.® and D: in the behaviour of C[D] the transduction 

CC is never used whereas it can be used in the 

behaviour of C[a.cD]. For this reason we would expect 

<C,a.> <C,>.  To verify this, note that U (C,a,a)> 

and <C,a.®> (C,a,a)<C> (since and 

but (C,>'' 	(since 	 0 

On the other hand if <C,p><C,q> has been established 

then C[pHC[q] will also hold: 

Theorem 3.4-4: Let W be closed under EU . Then when- 

ever <C ,P> 	<C,q> also C[p] e C[q]. 

Proof: It is easily shown that the Env-indexed family, R, 

with: 

Re  = ((Crp,C) IKC,p><C,q>J 

is an EE-parameterized bisimulation. 

If HE is closed under EU and EU is non-swallowing, then 

for any context C and environment e, we can find an 

environment f such that for all processes p and q: 

p - f q 

Not surprisingly, it turns out that a suitable choice 

for f is simply the combined environment e[C] (see 

definition 3.1-9). 

Theorem 3.4-5: Let ]E be closed under EU . Then when-

ever CF-Con, p,qFr and eEnv the following holds: 

(1) 	e[C] q 	(C,p>(C,q> 
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If EC moreover is non-swallowing then also: 

(2) (C,p>5<C,q) 	 L!J 

Note that the system of CCS-contexts, CC 	is non- 
swallowing. 

Corollary 3.4-6: If EE is closed under CC and CC is 
non-swallowing then for all contexts C and environments 
e, we can define wie(C,e) = e[C]. 

Proof (of theorem 3.4-5): 
We show that R with Re = (<C,p>,<C,q>) 	CC] q 

is an E-EC-parameterized bisiinulation. 
So let (<C,p>,0,q)cR5. Assurne e 	'bUe and 

,b,u <CF,p>. Then eke' (in M), C"=C' 
b U C>C' and pp'. There are two cases to consider: 

u=: Then p=p' and by lemma 3.1-17 e'rC'e[C]. Thus 
also 	 Obviously, <C,q> (C bC)<0q> is 
a matching move. 

u4.: Then by lemma 3.1-10 e[C]re'[C']. Since 

e[C 	
qq' with P' 5 [C F3 ' for some q'. Hence, 

<C,q> 	b)(CF,qF> which is a matching move. 

Recall that a context C is non-swallowing iff 
C3C' 	a=O & C=C'. We show that R with: 

Rf  = f(p,q) I 1C.1e. f=e[C] & <C,p>5<C,q>J 

is an EE-parameterized bisimulation. So let (p,q)cR 
Assume e[C] =f and p—p'. Then for some ucAct 
e' Env and C' Con, eke', CC' and f=e'[C'J.  Since 
C is non-swallowing ull. 

Then in -CC e 	'UeF and in p-CC 

<C,p> (c,u,b)><CFp> (we have actually extended 
and —3 to be labelled with elements of ConxAct*xAct* 
in the obvious way) 
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Since <O,p>5(C,q>,  therefore <C,q) 

with <C',p'> 0,<C',q'> for some q' such that qq'. 
This is obviously a matching move for q. 	 D 

It is important to realize that the second, part of 

theorem 3.4-5 only holds provided M is non-swallowing. 

Let namely: 

2  

a e0= e1  

then both <CO3a.D> and <CO3®> has no moves at all. Hence 
trivially <CO3a.D> e  <CO3@>. However, e0 C0] = 	, and 

0 
therefore a.®-/ r-0 

3.4.2 Wie for General Environment Systems. 

In the previous section we showed that wie (C,e) 

always exists provided the environment system 	is 
closed under the context system G , and W is non-swal-

lowing. If EE is not closed under T the weakest inner 

environment may not exist. We shall in this section give 

(sufficient) conditions which will insure existence of 

wie(C,e) in such cases. 

Our strategy is very simple: first close EE under 

T (which is assumed to be non-swallowing) giving the 

extension EE (see definition 3.1-12). From the previous 

section we know that wie 	(C,e) exists and is simply 
EU 

e['C]. Since lEEEU  is an extension of lEE , wie (C, e) exists 

iff there is a smallest environment, f, of EE with respect 
to 	such that e[C]f. 

Now assume we can find a smallest (wrt.) environment 

f of HE such that e[C]f. We shall use the notation 

baEE(C,e) (best approximation) for this environment. 
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Since 	(theorem 2.4-10) we always have e[C]ba(0,e). 

If moreover iEE is image-finite, then by the Main 
Theorem 2.4-20, 	. Hence if g is any environment of 
EE such that e[Cg  then by the property of baE(C,e) 
also ba(C,e)g. Thus ba(C,e) is the smallest 
environment of }E wrt. 9 such that e[C]bajEE(C,e) and we 
can therefore take wieEE  (C,e) =ba(C,e). Note, that 
if the Main Theorem 2.4-20 should extend to image-infinite 
cases, we can in all cases take wieIE(C,e) to be ba(C,e). 

What remains to be done now is to find conditions 
which will ensure image-finiteness of 1E cc  and existence 
of ba(C,e). For the former the following will suffice: 

Lemma 3.4-6: If 1E is image-finite and for all contexts, 
C, of CD and actions bAct the set ((u,C') I C--)C' 	is 
finite, then 11 is image-finite. 

Proof: Directly from lemma 3.1-10. 	 0 

Unfortunately not all CCS-contexts have the above 
property, especially not contexts involving the I  opera-
tor: let. C = (px.a.x [1) then obviously for any n -w: 

cib>c which violates the above property. However, for 
COB-contexts with no occurrences of Ithe property can 
be shown to hold. What we really need in order to allow 
all CCS-contexts, is to extend the Main Theorem 2.4-10 to 
image-infinite cases. However - as we have mentioned 
earlier - such an extension is left as an open problem 
(which we conjecture to hold). 

For existence of ba (C,e) it suffices that EE is closed 
under &: 

Lemma 3.4-7: If 1E is closed under & then: 

ba(C,e) 	& 	f 
fcEnv.e[C]f 
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Proof: Follows directly from the greatest lower bound 

property of & wrt. 	 0 

Now let (L)i  be any family of language environments. 

Then: 

- n 
LP ieI iF-I 1 

since it is easily shown that iI L? is a greatest lower 

bound (wrt. ) of (L)i  using the characterization of 
< for language environments given in theorem 2.2-17. 

Thus, IL is closed under & and from the previous lemma 

baIL (C,L) therefore always exists. 

As a simple generalization of theorem 2.2-17 it can 

be shown that if e is any environment and L is any 

language environment, then: 

e 	D(e)L 

where D(e) is the"language" of e, defined by: 

D(e) = (ucAct* I e - J 
(Note, ]D(e) is always prefixed closed). Hence, from 
lemma 3.4-7 and proposition 3.4-8 it follows that for C 

a context and L a language environment: 

baIL(C,L) 	 M 
LCC]<M 

fl M 
L[C]M 

]D(L[C]) 

Using lemma 3.1-10 we have: 

D(L[C]) = (Fl U fusAct HvcAct*. L=X> & C- J 
= (usAct I vcL . C> J 

Thus, we can simply define: 
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Definition .4-9: ba(C,L) = up- Act* l  I vcL. C 	J o 

From this definition it is easily shown that ba(C,L) 
satisfies the following: 

Proposition 3.4...10: 

ba(C,ø) = 0 

ba(C, UL. TTI1 1 
 ) = Uba i 	]IE (C Li) 

ba(C, L)ba(C,L) 

ba TT, (CoD,L) 	ba(D,ba(C,L)) 	 a 

For CCS-contexts the following holds: 

Proposition 3.4-11: 

ba(C,L) = 	if []/froe(C), Lø 

ba([],L) =LP 

ba(a.C,L) = ba(C,8L/aa) 

ba 
TTI  (C+D,L) = ba(C,L) Uba(D,L) 

ba(C&p,L) = ba(C,D(p)nL) 

baTT,  (C I p,L) = ba(C,fu I (uD(p))nL 	oJ ) 
ba(CrSL) = ba IEJ 

 (C,LPflS*) 

ba(C[J,L) = ba(C, 1(L)) 

where and l  have been extended to sets of strings in 
the obvious ways. 

Proof: Direct from definition 3.49 and proposition 
3.2-6. 	 0 

Example 3.4-12: We want to show: 

[x.(a.b.x)J 	 rfw,l1 
[x.(a.b.x)J 	 + 
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Let C= I  4x.(a.b.x) []]b[w,1. Then it is sufficient to 
prove that: 

ba(C,Act*) FiX.(a.W.b.x + 

So let us calculate ba(C,Act*) using proposition 3.4-11. 

ba(C,Act*) = (vii) 

ba ([x.(a.b.x) 1 []1,[w1l*) = (vi) 

Cu I (u (ab)*P)fl[w,l  * 	= 

[(w,i*.4w,l *)*1 P 

Let M denote the above language. Then the behaviour of M 
is given by the following diagram: 

w 

w 

It is easily verified that R, with: 

RN =[(x.(.w..x) 	 + 

RMF= 	 , 	 + 

+ 

R  = 0 ; LM and L'M' 

is an ]IL-parameterized bisimulation. 	
0 
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3.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this chapter we have studied contexts as objects 

which semantically behaves like action transducers. 

This view has enabled us to define the behaviour of a 

combined process, C[p], from the behaviours of the context 

C and the inner process p. 

As an example a class of CCS-contexts - being certain 

CCS-process expressions with free variables contained in 

- has been described operationally, and it has been 

shown that the behaviour of a CCS-process of the form 

Cp/E11 is exactly that expected of the combined process 

C[p]. 

In section 3.3 it is shown how contexts transform modal 
properties: under certain finiteness conditions (satis-

fied by all CCS-contexts) on the context C, a property 

transformer 'C has been defined such that for any property 
F and process p: 

CpJF 	PIC(F) 

Furthermore for all p,q Pr and AM: 

I(A) q 
44 C[p]C[q] 

which shows how to reduce a parameterized equivalence 

problem involving combined processes to a parameterized 

equivalence problem involving only the inner processes. 

For the environment-parameterized version of --, a 

slightly weaker result has been obtained in section 3.4 
(weaker maybe because environments are less expressive 

than sets of modal properties): for environment systems 

closed under a non-swallowing context system (satisfied 

by all CCS-contexts) there exists an environment trans-

former, wie(C,), such that for any p,qcPr and eCEnv: 
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wie 	(C, e) q 	 Th <C,p>  

where (C,p> 5 <C,q) roughly means that C[p] 
e  Cq with 

C interacting identically with p and q. The transformer 

wie(C,) is simply the map wie 
EE  (C,): e — e[C. 

For environment systems not closed under the context 

system, conditions have been given which ensure the 

existence of an environment transformer, wieE (C, ), such 
that for any p,qcPr and ecEnv, wie(C,e) is the weakest 
(wrt. 9 ) environment such that: 

P  wie(C,e) q<C,p> e 

Our notion of (action) transduction as the semantics 

of contexts has strong similarities to the causality 

relation, -, defined in /San82/: For contexts C,D and 
actions a,b /San82/ defines: 

C -D iff whenever a proof of p-q is given it is 

possible to construct a proof of 

Cp7 - D[q. 
CD iff it is always possible to construct a 

proof of C[p]D[p] for any proces P. 

However, the causality relation in /San82/ is defined and 

investigated only for (a subset of our) CCS-contexts, and 

is used for finding conditions ensuring unique solutions 

	

to equations of the form C[p] p, where 	is the weak 
bisimulation equivalence (see also chapter 5). In 
contrast to this we have been working with a general and 

abstract notion of context (of which CCS-contexts is an 

example). Thus our results hold for any (future) process 

construction as long as the construction can be described 

operationally as an action transducer (=context). 

Normally a process construction, 0, is introduced 

semantically by a (finite) set of inferencerules describing 
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the behaviour of combined processes of the form 0(p) 

(or 0(p1,...,p11) if 0 is an n-ary process construction). 

As such there is no a priori guarantee that 0 can be 

described as a context. 	In fact it is very easy in 

this way to introduce constructions which can not be 

described as contexts; e.g. let the semantics of 0 be 

given by the following rule: 

p -23p' 
	
bcsort(p). 

0(p) 	0(p') 

where sort(p) is the set of all actions occurring in the 

syntax of p. The only possible semantics of 0 as 

a context is 0f-0 and thus we should have 0(p)-3O(p') 

whenever p-p However, this is not true since 0 makes 

certain demands to the syntax (structure) of the inner 

process p. It seems that for a process construction to 

be describable as a context, it must only exploit the 

inner process' ability to produce actions and not its 
structure. 

An interesting future problem would be to find conditions 

on the type of inference rules allowed for a construction 

in order to ensure describability as a context. The 

conditional behaviour rules examined in /Sim85/ seems a 
good candidate for such conditions. It is also interes-

ting to note that a set of MEIJE-SCCS contexts (called 
architectural expressions)is introduced in the above 

paper which is very similar to the CCS-contexts studied 

in section 3.2: an architectural expression is a 

process expression such that every free variable occurs 

at most once and outside the scope of recursive defini-

tions. 

An obvious limitation in our work is that only unary 

contexts have been considered. A natural extension 

would be to consider n-ary contexts as well, where 

intuitively an n-ary context produces an external action 
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by consuming (up to) n inner actions. Thus, the 

operational semantics of a set of n-ary contexts, C, 

could be described by a transduction relation with the 

following functionality: —3.C)<ActXAct0xC. With this 
extension we should be able to describe the + and & 

operator as dyadic contexts with the following operational 

semantics: 

1(a,O) 

& a (a,a)' 

a 	2 
(O,a) 	2 

where: 
PL(a P 

Such an extension is left for future work. 

Since the operational b.éhaviour of contexts is 

described by a transition system of the form 

T= (Con,Act0 >Act0,_) we can apply the general notion 

of bisimulation equivalence, -- , to W . The modal property 

transformer associated with a context suggest another 

equivalence, l'  between contexts: 

where IC  =I iff VFcM.(p! pi0(F)J =fpl pID(F)J. 
Finally, we have an equivalence, 2' between contexts 

based on their extensionality. I.e.: 

C- 2D s 	Vp. Cp] -D[p] 

An interesting (future) problem is to determine the 

relationship between these three equivalences. Provided 

the assumptions for theorem 2.-2 and theorem 	hold 

it is easy to show that-1 =---2. It is also easy to prove 
that 	whereas the inclusion 	- not unexpec- 

tedly - seems hard to prove. Maybe a technique similar to 

the one used for the Main Theorem in section 2.4.2 can be 

used. 
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CHAPTER 4 

I1tiIJUi 	J4iJi1 --s1l1i: 

In this chapter we shall present complete proof 

systems (or inference systems) for the (environment) 

parameterized equivalence problem, 	for various 

combinations of the environment and process systems. 

In section 4.1 a complete proof system for finite envi-

ronments and processes is given, extending the complete 

axiomatization for the corresponding unparameterized 

equivalence problem in /HenNil83/. It is also shown how 

to derive a (relative) complete proof system for language 

environments and finite processes. 

In sections 4.2 and 4.3 two alternative complete proof 

systems for regular environments and processes are presented. 

The first system extends the complete system for the 

corresponding Lnparameterized equivalence problem in 

/Ni182/. The second system is based on a reduction of 

parameterized equivalences involving regular environments 

and processes to corresponding parameterized equivalences, 

where the environments are finite. The reduction defined 

is similar to the results concerning Moore experiments on 

finite automata /M056,Con7l ,Ba166/. 
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For reasons of notational convenience we shall through-

out the remainder of this chapter use a linearised version, 

e p= q, for p; q. The notation suggests that an 

environment acts as an assumption (made about an outer 

context) under which two processes are equivalent. 
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4.1 COMPLETE PROOF SYSTEMS FOR FINITE AND 

DETERMINISTIC BEHAVIOURS 

First let us define the two transition systems of 

finite processes and environments, EP , and EE : Let 
Ift)f= (Pf,Act,—.) where Pf  consists of the following 

terms: 

p ::= 	J a.p  I  p+p' 

and the operational semantics (-5)  is the standard one 
(see section 3.2). Let IEEf  be IEP. extended with a univer-

sal environment U, i.e.: IEE1 = (Ef,Act, =) where 

E  = P  U (U) and ===> = - u((U,a,U) I acAct) 

We recall the complete axiomatization of the unparamete-

rized bisimulation equivalence for EPf  given in /HeriNil83/. 

Theorem 1-1-.l-l: The bisimulation equivalence 	over 
EP  is exactly the congruence induced by the following 

axioms: 

(Al) p+(q+r) = (p+q)+r 

p+q = q+p 

p+p=p 

(AL1) p+  0 = p 

In the proof of the above theorem it is used that any 

process, p, (of 1Pf) can be (provably) brought into sum-

form: an expression p is on sumform iff for some 

a0,...,a111EAct and P0 • • P11_1CPf  p is of the form: 

p = a0.p0+ .... +an l.pn l 

where for all i<n, Pi  is on sumform as well. By  convention 

p=® if n=O. Note that by (Al)-(A3) the above notation 

is unambiguous up to provable equivalence. 

We now present the proof system, =Sffj  for parameterized 

equivalence over EE  and FP 
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Si. U p + (q + r) = (p + q) + r 

 U - p + q = q+p 

 U -p+p=p 

 U -p+=p 

El. ef-  p=p 

e = q 
E2. 

e F- q= p 

e -p=q ef-  q=r 

SUM 

EQUIV 

L1 . 

ef-p= r 

CONG U -p=q 
Cl. 

U - a.p = a.q 

ef-  p= q 
(1O  
\J £_ • 

a.e I- a.p = a.q 

eF- p=q 

e }- r+p = r+q 

e.f 

e F- p = q 

®f - 

 

p=q 

e F-p=q 

C3. 

CONS 

NIL 

CONE 

e+f F p = q 

ANNIHIL 	 ab 

b.e F- a.p = 

( The system S 	) 

We shall write e 'F p 	q if e }- p = q is provable 
in 
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Theorem 4.1-2: (Soundness of S) 

For all ecEf'  and p,qcPf: 

ef- p=q implies ep=q 

Proof: We must show that each axiom of S is valid and 
that each rule of Lff preserves validity. 

For Sl-S4 use soundness of the system in theorem 4.1-1 
and the fact that 	= . For El-E3 appeal to proposi- 
tion 2.2-5. All the rules of CONG are of the general form: 

wie(C,e) - p = q 

e }- C[p] = C[q] 

Hence preservation of validity follows from the general 

parameterized congruence law, theorem 3.4-5 and theorem 
3.4-4. For CONS appeal to theorem 2.4-10. Obviously D 

is a minimal environment. Hence NIL is sound. For COMB 

use lemma 2.4-4. Validity of ANNIHIL is immediate. 	o 

Example 4.1-3: Recall examples 2.4-22 and 2.4-32 where e=a.b.D 
+ a.c., p=a.b.cD+a.c. and 

We want to establish e 	P = q: 

c 'b 
ANN IH IL 

c.D - b.p = 
C3 ,S4 

c.W F- c. (D = b.D+c.cD 
C2 

a.c.D - a.c.D = a.(b.®+c.D) 
C3 

a.c.cP - p+a.c.D = p+a.(b.©+c.(D) 
S3 ,E3,00NS 

a.b.D - p = q 	 a.c.® - p = q 
- 	 COMB 

eFp=q 
13 

As it stands the proof systeym S 
ff  is actually only 

relative complete wrt. true assertions of the form, ef', 
where e and f' are finite environments. However, these 
assertions are easily axiomatized as indicated below: 
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Theorem 4.14: The simulation ordering, ,< , over EE is 

exactly the substitutive preorder induced by the following 
axioms: 

(Al) eU 

 o + (f + g) 	(e + f) + g 
 e + f 	f + e 

(A4). e + e 	e 

 e+® 	e 

 e ~ e + f 

(t1 t2 is an abbreviation for the two rules tt2 and 
-< t1). 

Proof: Validity of the axioms (A2)-(A5) follows from 

theorem -.l-1 and the fact that -c-'. Validity of (Al) 
and (A6) is immediate. By proposition 2.1-9 we know that 

~ is a preorder. 	Lemma 2.43 ensures that 	is substi- 
tutive. 

For completeness assume ef. If f=U then F ef 
follows from (Al). If e=U then also f=U (otherwise ef) 
and hence again - ef by (Al). If neither  nor f is 
U we can find sumforms e+ and f+ such that: 

ee+ 	and 	F ff+ 

where e+= 	and f+b.f 	We prove by induction 

on the size of e that e+<-f+ implies - 

	

eI=O: Then e=® and F-T <f 	follows from (A6) and 
(A5). 

.1e+  >0: Consider the first term of e+, a .e . Then 
a1.e1 f. Thus for some f' f al> f J. and e1 f' 
But f' must be f for some j<m, with b=a1 and by 
induction 

- 
e1 < f. By substitutiveness of ( then 

- a1.e1 a1.f., and hence using (A6) and (A4) 

F a 1* el'< a1.f.+f 	f 	Thus we can obtain 
for all i<n and it follows therefore that }- 
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Now add the axioms and inferencerules for the above 

axiomatization of over M to Sand, we obtain a genuine 

complete proof system, S=ff. 

Theorem 4.1-5: (Completeness of S) 
For all ecEf  and p,qcPf: 

ep=q implies e4p=q 

where 	means provability in the extended system, S
=ff. 

Proof: For e=U, e 	p = q follows immediately since 

is an extension of the system in theorem 4.1-1. Thus 

if I.- p = q follows from (Al)-(A4) of theorem 4.1-1 

together with congruence properties then U .4 p = q. 

Otherwise (e /U), e can be brought on sumform, i.e.: 

}- e e+ 

where e=ck.ek.  Using (Sl)-(S4), EQUIV and CONG with 

e=U we can (provably) transform p and q to sumforms, 

and q+  i.e.: 

U4 p = p 	and 	U - q = 

with and 	 By the transitivity 
rule of EQUIV and CONS clearly: 

e4p=q if  e4p=q 

So if we can establish. e+ ± p+=q+ we are done. The 

proof of this is done by induction on the size of e+. 

Then e+= (D and © - p+ = q+  is immediate from 
NIL. 

I e+I=l: Then  e+=c1.e1 for some c1,e1. If a1 c1  then 
by ANIHIL c1.e1  - a1-p1 = 0 and hence 

C el11  F F p = a2..p2+ ... +an l.pn l by EQUIV. Repeating 
this procedure we can cancel out all terms of p not 

prefixed with a1. Thus we get: 
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c1.e1  p = 

and similarly for q: 

c1.e1  - q = 

where p is of the form Z,c1.p and similarly q is 
of the form 

By soundness c1.e1 	p++ = q++ 	If p++ =(D then also 
q++ = and so from reflexivity we have c1.e1 	= 

Otherwise let c .p' be a term of p. Then - b the very 

definition of parameterized bisimulation - q—q' for 

some q' with e1 = p 1 = cii. But  ci'  must be q for some 
j<m'. By induction hypothesis then: 

(C2) 	c1.e1  -. c1.p = c1.q 

++ (C) 	c1* e1  F q+c1.p = q +c1.q 

(SUM) 	c1.e1 + F q++ +c p  = 

By repeating this procedure for all i<n' we get 
c1.e1 }.+ q+++p++ = q++ and by symmetry 

c1* e1p ++ = q++ and hence c1.e1 	
p+ = q+ 

e>1: Split e up into two smàllersubterms and apply 

the induction hypothesis to them. Use COMB to get the 
result for e+. 	 0 

A proof system, Sf1  for parameterized equivalence for 
finite processes and language environments is given below. 

The system is sound and relative complete wrt. true 

assertions of the form MEL, where M and L are languages 
over Act.. Lfl  is very similar to Lff and the completeness 
proof (which we ommit) is analogous. 

Note: there is obviously no rule corresponding to COMB 
of §ff in S fl*  The two rules, NIL and ANNIHIL, of S, are 
replaced by a single rule, AMNIHIL, in Sf1. 
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SUM 	Si. Act* F- p + (q + r) = (p + q) + r 

 Act* F- p+q = q+p 

 Act*  F p+p = p 

 Act F- p+D = p 

EQUIV El. L -p=p 

L 	= q 
E2. 

L}-  q=p 

Lf-  p=q 	Lq=r 
E . 

LFp= r 

CONG 
	aL/aa I- p = 

Cl. 
L 1- a.p = a.q 

L F-p=q 
C2. 

L j-  r+p = r+q 

CONS 	Mpc  Lp 	LF- p= q 

MF- p= q 

ANNIHIL 	aL/a a = 0 

L Fa.p = 

( The system S fl ) 
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4.2 A COMPLETE PROOF SYSTEM FOR REGULAR BEHAVIOURS 

Let us define the two transition systems of regular 
processes and environments, :ar  and EE r: 'r= 
where P r  consists of the following terms: 

p ::= 0 1 x J a.p  J p + q 

where xcVar and acAct. The operational semantics (-) of 
is the standard one (see section 3.2). However, in 

contrast to the notion of recursion introduced for CCS 
in section 3.2, we shall not insist on the guardedness 
restriction here. 

The system of regular environments, IEEr , is simply 
extended with a universal environment. I.e. 

r (Er,Act, =) where Er Fr U(UJ and 
== - u ((U,a,U)I  aActJ . 	Let P resp. E be the 
set of closed process expressions resp. closed environment 
expressions and let IP and TF be the corresponding 
restricted transition systems. We want to axiomatize the 
parameterized equivalence problem for IP and EE. 
However, it seems necessary to widen the axiomatization 
to allow for general process expressions over RD. For 
this reason we refine the notion of parameterized bisimu-
lation (similar to the refinement of bisimulation in 
/Mil82/) in order to take account of the possibility of 
free variables in a process expression. Let UG(p) be the 
set of unguarded variables in the process expression p. 
We then define: 

Definition 4.2-1: Let R be an E-indexed family of binary 
relations over F.  Then R is a refined parameterized 
bisimulation if R is a parameterized bisimulation and 
whenever PR e  q then UG(p)=UG(q). We write e = p=q 
if there exists a refined parameterized bisimulation, R, 
with pRq. 
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Note, that for closed process expressions the notion of 

refined parameterized bisimulation coincides with that 

of parameterized bisimulation. It is easily shown that 

propositions 2.2-2 - 2.2-6, 2.2-9 extend to refined 

parameterized bisimulation in the obvious ways. We shall 

throughout the remainder of this chapter use the term 

parameterized bisimulation for refined parameterized bisim-

ulation. 

4.2.1 Properties of 	and IEEr• 

Before presenting any proof systems let us state some 

fundamental properties of the derivation relation -3 in 

Since r  is a simple extension of EP r  it is easily 
shown that all these properties hold for the consumption 

relation, ===> , of IE r  as well. 

Let 	p{-T/}, where F = (r1, ... ,rm)  and 

= (xi, ... ,xm),  stand for the simultaneous substitution 

of expressions F for variables 	in the expression p. 

Let p=q if p and q are expressions equal up to renaming 

of bound variables. Then the following is easily shown to 
hold: 

(P1) 	Whenever p(-q/x- a  —r then either 

for some p': 
a p-4p,  and r=p,  [

-
q/x

- 
 

or for some i<m: 

xcTJG(p) and qi  4r 

(22) 	Whenever xUG(p)  and q. -r then: --, pq/x a  —r 

(P3) 	Whenever 	p-p' then for some r: 

p[/-r and 
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If all 	are closed expressions, then = can be replaced 

by simple syntactic equality in (Fl) and (P3),  since no 

renaming of bound variables of pin p[/}  is needed 

in this case. 

From the operational behaviour of px.p it now follows 

that: 

Whenever 1x.p4r then for some p': 

p-hp' 'and r=p'ix.p/x 

Whenever p - p' then for some r: 

x.p-r with r=p'[jix.p/x} 

Again we can replace = with simple equality if p.x.p 

is a closed expression. 

As a slightly stronger result than (P4) and (P5)  it 

can be shown that there is a 1-1 correspondence between 

derivatives of p and derivatives of 4x.p. From this it 

follows by structural induction that EP 
r  is image-finite 

and for all processes p of IPr  the set 

(p'I seAct*.  p- p'J is finite. 

The properties (Pl)-(P5) only determines derivatives of 

processes from 1r  up to =. For this reason the following.. 

concept of parameterized bisimulation up to 11 =11  is often 

useful: (see /Mil83/ for an analogous notion of bisimula-
tion up to rTlT). An E-indexed family of binary relations 

over P r'  R,is a parameterized bisimulation up to T=U 

if and only if ='oRo=' is a parameterized bisimulation, 

where ='e==  for all ecE. If R is a parameterized 

bisimulation up to 11 =11  and PR e  q then by the reflexivity of 

= it follows that p 
'e  q. A necessary and sufficient 

condition for R to be a parameterized bisimulation up 

to 	is that R 	(='oRo=') ( a condition we shall be 

using repeatedly in the following). 
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Finally, we shall need a few basic properties of substi-
tution: 

(P6) 	If no x. 1  is free in p then p{/ 	= P. 

(F?) 	If 	and 	are disjoint then: 

p[/(F/} = p{F/ / , 

4.2.2 The proof system 5N• 

Let us start by recalling the complete proof system, 
here called 	for the unparameterized equivalence 
problem over IPr  given in /Mil82/. 

EQUIV El. p = p 

p= q 
E2. 

q  

p 	q=r 
E. 

p= r 

CONG p  
Cl. 

= 

p  
C2. - 

= 

SUM Sl. p+q = q+p 

S2. p+(q+r) = (p+q)+r 

83. p+p = p 
S4. p+© = p 

REC Rl. = p.y.py/x 	; 	y not free in } x.p 
 4x.p = p{ix.p/x 

 px.(p+x) = 	x.p 

p = q{p/x} 
 ; 	xjUG(q) 

p=x.q 

( The system LM ) 
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We shall write 'M p = q if and only if p= q is provable 

in 	The completeness proof of 	is based on the 
following two important theorems (see /Mil82/): 

Theorem 4.2-2: (Unique Solution of Equations) 

Let 	= (xi•••xm) and y = (y1, ... y) be distinct 
variables, and p = (p1,...,p) expressions with free 
variables in 	in which each x is guarded. Then 

there exist expressions F = (ri,...,rm) - with free 
variables in 7  such that: 

FM i r = p(F/} 	(im) 

Moreover, if the above also holds for expressions 

F' = 	 with free variables in 7, then: 

M r = r. 	 (im) 	 0 

Theorem 4.2-3:-(Equational Characterization in SM) 

For any expression p, with free variables in 5, there 
exist expressions p1,..-,p (hl) with free variables in 
, satisfying h equations: 

mi) 	 ni) 

FM Pi = j=l a.Pf() + j=l g(i,j) 

(i h) 
and moreover: 

P 	 IN 

The complete proof system 	is closely analogous to 

that of Salomaa /Sal66/ for equality of regular sets of 

words. A close comparison of S with Salomaa's system 

is made in /Mil82/. 
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4.2.3 Wie and its properties. 

We are searching for an extension of Miler's system, 

which will be sound and complete wrt. parameterized 

equivalence over IP r  and EE . It turns out that in the 

final extended system most of the rules of SM  are used 

directly with only minor changes. The only two rules 

of S which requires more careful alterations are the 

congruence rule, Cl, and the recursion rule R4. 

We notice that in p{F/}, p acts as an m-ary 
(= (Xl••Xm)) context with r1, ... ,r as inner 

processes. In light of the previous chapters results it 

seems therefore natural to replace Cl with a paramete-

rized congruence law of the form: 

	

e - p=p' 	wie(p,e)F=F' 

e }- p{-!F/J = 

where wie(p,e) is the weakest (wrt. ) m-tuple of 

environments which will make the above rule sound 

(if we make the additional requirement that p and p' 

must interact identically with F and F'). Since our 

results from chapter 3 only applies to unary contexts 

a special treatment is needed. 

The recursion rule, R4, gives conditions which 

ensures that a recursive equation has a unique solution. 

In the extended system, R4, will be replaced by a more 

general rule ensuring unique solutions to recursive 

equations in an environment. This'new rule will also 

be using the wie-construct. 

	

Now for xVar, 1P 	and 
ecEc  we define wiex(p,e) c r  r r 

as follows: 
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1 f wie (p,e) 
= fcI(p,e) 

where I(p,e) = 
	i se Act* . ef & 

(p'. p-p' & xcUG(p'))J 

Note, that since e has only finitely many derivatives, 

I(P,e) is finite. Thus wie(p,e) is indeed expressible 

in E. The intuition behind the set Ix(p,e) is loosely 
that fcIx(p,e) if and only if when executing p{q/x. 

in e it is possible to reach a situation where q may 

be executed in f. With this definition of wie x(p,e) 

it is easily shown that the following algebraic proper- 

ties hold: 

Proposition 4.2-4: 

wie (D,e)® x 

wie (y,e) J® ; if xy 

e ; otherwise 

wie x(p,) 

wie x(p,U)' ; if x is free in 

LO ; otherwise 

wie (p+q,e)wie(p,e) + wie(q,e) 

wie x(p,e +f)wie(p,e) + wiex(p,f) 

wie (a.p , b.e) 
~(D 

wiex(p,e) ; if a=b 
x 	

; otherwise 

wie(y.p , e) wie (p[iy.j/y} , e) 

wie x(p 	 , efty.e/y}) 	o 

Proposition 4.2-5: wie(p,e) is monotonic in e with 
respect to < . 



Lemma 4.2-6: (Derivations Lemma) 

If p-p' and eke'  then wie (P',e')  wie  (P,e). 

Proof: Follows from I(P',e') I(p,e). 	 o 

Lemma 4.2-7: (Substitution Lemma) 

wie (p/} , e) x 

wie (r , wie (p', e) ) 
im 

[+ wie (p,e)1 

Froof: Show, using (Fl)-(P3) and wie(p,e)  wie(q,e) 
if p=q, that: 

I(p/ fl ,e) = 
U i 

X 1 (r. ,wie.(p,e) ) 
im 

[u Ix(p,e) I x/ x D 

Lemma 4.2-8: If xy, wie(Pf)e and wie (q,e)e 
then: 

wie(pfy.q/y}, f)< wie(p,f) + wie(q,e) 

Proof: Let gcI(piy.q/y} , f). I.e. for some scAct*, 

some g and r: 

fg and 	fkt 	-3r with xCUG(r) 

We prove by induction on Isl that g wie (p,f) +wie(q,e). 
By the least upper bound property of summation the 
lemma will then follow. 

Basis, s=c: Then g is f, r=p{y.q/y and xeUG(r). 

Now, xCUG(r) if f either xcUG(p) or yUG(p) and xcUG(q). 
Thus, also xUG(pq/y}). Obviously pq/y 	pq/y 
so we have: 

f < wie (pq/y , f) 

(4.2-7) 	wie(p,f) + wie (,wiey(P,f)) 
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(4.2_5) 	wie(P,f) + wie(q,e) 

JI 

Step, s=as': Then for some h and r': f4hg and 
py.q/y-r'-r. By (Pl)-(P5) either: 

(A) For some r'', p-sr" and 

or 	(B) ycUG(p) and for some 

	

a ,, 	, q—r and r =r 

We will show that in both cases wie (r'',h)e (and 

of course wie y(q,e)e) in order to invoce the induction 
hypothesis. Clearly gcI(r',h). So: 

g wie(r',h) 

wie x (''f iy.q/y,h) r  
(IH) 	< wie (r'',h) + wie(q,e) - 	x 

(4.2-6) 
wie X  (p,f) + wie X  (q,e) ; in (A) 

1wie(q,f) + wie(q,e) ; in (B) 

But in (B) fwiey(Pf) e so by lemma 4.2-5: 

wie(p,f) + wie(q,e) 

in both (A) and (B). It remains to verify that 
wie y(r",h) .e in both (A)'and (B). In (A) we have 
from the Derivation Lemma 4.2-6 that: 

e 

In (B) we have f<, e, since yEUG(p) and wie y(P,f)e. 
Thus by Derivation Lemma 4.2-6 and monotonicity 4.2-5: 

h)<, wie wie y ,, (r ,h)wiey(q,f) 

wie y(q,e)e 	
13 

Corollary 4.2-9: (Recursion Lemma) 
If xr and wie y(qe)e then wie @y.q , e) wie (q,e) 

Proof: Using proposition 4.2-4 (viii) and the Substi-

tution Lemma 4.2-7 we have: 
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wie(py.q , e) 

wie(q{iy.q/y , e) 

wie(q,e) + wiey.q , wie(q,e) ) 

wie(q,e) 

To prove wie(y.q, e) wie(q,e) we apply the previous 

lemma 4.2-8 with p=y and f=e. Obviously then the condi-

tion wiey(Pf)e is fulfilled so we can conclude: 

wie(j.y.q , e) 

wie(yy.q/y3 , e) 

, wie(y,e) + wie(q,e) 

wie(q,e) 

4.2.4 The proof system Srr  and its soundness. 

We can now present the proof system 8rr  for parame-

terized equivalence over T and IFE (see next page). 

As we predicted previously most of the rules of Err 

are carried over from LM  (or even 5ff), with a few 
minor changes. Only the rules Cl and R4 seem to need 

further justifications. In Cl wie(p,e) I- F = F' 
is an abbreviation for the m assertions 

wiex (p,e) - r = r 	(im). 
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UIV El. eF-  p=p 

eFp = q 
E2.' - 

eF q= p 

e F-p=q 	e}-  q=r 
E. -  - 

eFp = r 

CONG e 	-p=p' 	wieF=' 
Cl. -- 

e 

U F- P 	= I)' 
C2. - 

U F- 	ix.p = 

CONS ef 	f -p=q 

e F-p=q 

NIL UG(p) = UG(q) 

®f -p= q 

COMB e F-p=q 	f F-p=q 

e+f F- p=q 

ANNIHIL ab 

b.eHa.p= 

SUM Si. U F- p+q = q+p 

S2. UF-p+(q+r)=(p+q)+r 

S. U F-p±p=p 

S4. Uf-p+®=p 
y not free 

REC Ri. U 	- 	tx.p = 	y.py/x} 	; 	in p. 

 U H 	x.p = px.p/x 

 U 	4x(p+x) = 	x.p 

e H p = q{p/x 	wie (q,e)e 
 X 	 ; x/IIG(q) 

e 	F- p 	= 

( The system S rr 
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We shall write e tR p = q iff e F q = q is provable 
in S rr  using all true assertions of the form e,<f as 

axioms. The following theorem proves the validity of 

Cl. 

Theorem +.2-10: (Substitution Theorem) 

Let 	= (Xl•••Xm) 	= (r1, ... ,rm)  and 

= (r,...,r). If e 	p=p' and wie.(p,e) }= r =r 

for im then: 

Proof: It suffice to prove that the E-indexed family, 

R, with: 

Re = ((p/ 	, p
F r /) I e 	p = p' & 

F Vim. wie (p,e) 	
1 
r. =r. J xi 	 1 

is a parameterized bisimulation up to "=. 

Let (p/ 	, p''/1)cRe• Then UG(p)=UG(p') and for all 

im, UG(r)=UG(r). Hence, UG(p/)=UG(p''/). 

Since p=p' implies UG(p)=UG(p') it follows that 

whenever (pp')c=oReo=  then UG(p)=UG(p'). Now, let 

ef and p/-q. By (P1) either: 

(A) for some p, p-P  and q= p/ 

or (B) for some im, x cUG(p) and 

We must find a matching move in =oRfo= for p''/5 

in both cases. 

(A): Since e -f= p=p', p"-4p' for some p with 
- 	a f 	p=p. By (P) then for some q', p r,  /x-? -4q 

with q'=p'/. In order for (q,q')c=oRfo= it 
suffice to prove (p/ , p'/)eRf. However, this 

will follow if wie.(p+,f) = r1 =r 	for all im. But 
by the Derivation Lemma 4.2_6, wie .(p+,f) 	ie xi (P,e) 
and by assumptions wie (p,e) j= r.= r' for all iQi.. xi 

Thus wie (p ,f) J= r. 1  =r' X4 	 1 
follows. 

+  

Now x 1  .dUG(p) implies e-I •(p,e) and thus ewie •(p,e). 
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, a Thus we have e 	r. 

	

1 	1 	
Hence, for some q', r—q,  

with f q= q' or equivalently f x/ =x'/ 

where 	= (q,...,q) and 	'= (q ...... q'). Since 

wie.(x,f) = 

[0 ; if ii 
Lf ; otherwise 

we have for all jm, wie •(x.1,f) 1= q= q' and hence 

(q,q') = 	
Since e = p=p' also 

xcUG(p). By (F2) therefore p''/i}--q'. The above 

shows that this is the matching derivation. 	 o 

The rule R2+ claims that provided wie(q,e)e, then 

the parameterized recursive equation e = p = q ~p/xj has 

exactly one solution, px.q. The condition wie(q,e)e 

express an invariant property of e wrt. q similar to the 

wellknown loop-invariant for sequential while-programs. 

It is easily shown that without this condition R4 will 

become invalid: 

Example 4.211: Let e=a.b.cP, q=a.x, p0=b.cD+a.b.D 

and p1=a.a.0. Then it is easily shown that: 

e p=qp/x3 i=O,l 

but 	 e V p0=p1 	 0 

From e = p=qWxi and wie(q,e)e it follows by 

repeated use of the Substitution Theorem 4.2_10 and 

CONS that for all ncu: 

e 	p = qn p/x 

where q 1 =q and q n+l =q nq /x. Since x is guarded in 

q we expect qnp/x} to converge to 1x.q and hence 

that e j= p=x.q. This is formally verified in the 

following: 
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Theorem 4.2-12: (Invariant Theorem) 

If xUG(q), e = p=qp/x 	and wie(q,e)e then 

e 1= p=FLx.q 

Proof: From soundness of R2  and CONS it is enough to 

show that if e p0  = qp0/x and e p1  = qp1/x 

then e 	p0  =p1. Thus, let R be the E-indexed family 

given by: 

Rf  = ((p,p) 	r. f 1= p=rp/x 	(i=o,l) & 

wie (r,f)e & x 
xUG(r) J 

We want to show that F is a parameterized bisimulation. 

Since (Popi )FR  e  (choose r=q) we will then have 

e j=  p0  =p1. 

Note, that UG(p) =UG(rp/x) =UG(r) since x is guarded 

in r. Thus UG(p0 ) = UG(p1). 

It remains to prove that RI(R). So let (P,P)CRf, 

f3g and p' 4p". Since f )= p=rp0/x and x is 
guarded in r it follows from (P1) and =- 	that 

r-r' for some r' with g 1= p' =r'{p0/x}. Using (F) 

also rp1/x- 	r'p1/x, and since f p=rp1/x3 
therefore p'-4p" for some p'  with g = p' =r'[p1/x. 
We shall prove that this is a matching move for p. 

From the Derivation Lemma 4.2-6 it follows that 

wie(r',g)wie(r,f)e. Thus using the Substitution 

Theorem 4.2-10: 

g p'=r'[r[p/x1/x 	i=o,l 

or by properties of substitution: 

g = p' =r'tr/xfp1/x1 	i=o,l 

Note, that 	 ) 
wie(r,e) <e, by the Substitution Lemma 4.2-7 and mono-

tonicity. Since obviously x is guarded in r'fr/x 

therefore (P'P')cRg• 	 0 

We can now state the soundness of 
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Theorem 4.2-13: (Soundness of Srr) 

For all ecE and p,qP: 

ep=q implies ep=q 

Proof: We must show that each axiom of S rr  is valid and 
that each rule of 5rr  preserves validity. 

For C2,Sl-S4 and Rl-R3 soundness follows from the 

soundness of S andm =- . For El-E3 appeal to propo-

sition 2.2-5. Cl preserves validity by the previous 

Substitution Theorem 4.2-10. For CONS appeal to theorem 

2.4-10; NIL is valid since ® is obviously a minimal 

environment; and for CONE use lemma 2.4-4. Validity of 

ANNIHIL is immediate. Finally, R4 preserves validity by 

the previous Invariant Theorem 4.2-12. 	 o 

4.2.5 Restricted completeness of Srr• 

In order to obtain a completeness result for Srr  we 
shall extend the Unique Solution Theorem 4.2-2 (used 

in the completeness proof of 	to systems of recursive, 

parameterized equations. Just as theorem 4.2-2 is a 

generalization of the rule R4 of 5M'  so will its extension 

be a generalization of R4 of S 

Theorem 4.2-14: (Unique Solution of Parameterized Equations) 

Let 	R = (x1, ... ,x) and 	(y1, ... ,y11) be distinct 
variables. Let 	112m) be expressions with 

free variables in 	in which each x is guarded. Let 

= (e1,...,em) be (closed) environment expressions such 
that for all i,j.ni, wie xj  (p,e)e.. Then there exist 

expressions 	= (ri, ... ,rm)  with free variables in 
such that: 

e i FR r 	 (im) 

Moreover, r is unique up to provable equivalence, i.e. 
if F' =(ri,.. .,r) with free variables in 	also 
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satisfies the m equations then: 

e i -R  r1. = r. 	 (i.m) 	 o 

The proof of the above theorem is closely analogous to 

the proof of the theorem 4.2-2 in /Mil82/ except for the 

additional difficulties caused by the parameterization 

of the equations. To cope with these special difficul-

ties we shall repeatedly appeal to the properties 

established in sectibn 4.2.3. 

Proof (of theorem 4.2-14): 

The proof is by inducton on m: 

For m=l take rl=FIxl.pl.  Then from P2 and CONS clearly 

e1 	r1  = p1{r1/x1}. Since by assumption, 

wie(p1,e1)ei, if e1 FR r=p1 r/x1 	then by R41  

e1 hR r=px1.P1  and hence e1 1R  r=r1. 

Step: Assume the result holds for m and let 

T 	l''m 	and p
m+1  be expressions with free 

variables in (,xm+i,)  in which each x (im+l) is 

guarded, and let 	= (e1, ... ,em)  and  em+l  be (closed) 

environment expressions such that for all i,jm+1 

wie (p.,e.) e.. W first deal with existence of 

expr ssions r = (r1, ... ,r) and rm+l  such that: 

e. 1R 1 F r. = 1 
	, rm+1/xm+i 	(im+1) 

For this purpose, first set: 

q = xm+1.pm+l 

qi  = 	 (im) 

Obviously each qi  has free variables in 	with 

guarded. In order to appeal to the induction hypothesis 

we prove that Z3 is indeed invariant wrt. Ej., i.e. for 
all i,jm, wie(q,e)e.. We calculate: 

J 	 0 
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wie 1 (q.,e) = 

wie 	
1 	 (4.2-7) Xj  11 

wie Xj 1 (p. ,e) + 	
< (asum,) 

wie x  j(m+iwiex m+l (P,e))J 	(4.2.5 ) 

e.+wie 
Xj (qrn-i-i' e m+i) = 

e. + wie xjxm+im+iern+i) 	(4.2-9) 

e. + wie (p 	e 	 (as sum) x 	rn-i-i'm 

e. 

Now we can apply the induction hypothesis to 

= 	 and 	to obtain expressions 

= (ri,...,rm) such that: 

e i 1R ri = 	 ( im) 

Now take r 1  =q. 1  / 	and rewrite (5) using  (3): 

e. 1 	1 R 	1 r. = p4q +1/x 1 F/f (im) 

which by distinctness of Xm+l  and and (P7) gives: 

e 	R  ri = p[F/, 	 m+j(im) 

which by definition of rrnl  is nothing more than: 

e. 1 	1 R r. = 1 	m+l /xrn+l 	(im) 

Now rm+l  = qm+l 	= (Xm+1•Pm+i)F/ =m+lm+l3 
since xm+l  is neither in x nor free in r. By R2 then 

U R rm+l = prn+lIrm+l"xm+l3 

and since x+i  is not free in 	and em+i,U: 

em+l FR  rm+l 	m+l 	rm+l/xffl+ll 

as required (we are actually using p=q implies 

U R  p=q - which follows from RI). 
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For uniqueness assume that (1) is also satisfied by 

expression 	'= 	 and r +1 with free 

variables in y. Then by (P6) and (P7) (and p=q implies 

U R  p=q): 

em+l FR r1 = p m+l
c  r /x)  

Now Xm+l  is guarded in p m+l 
3'/} and: 

wie 

	

	(p11F'/ 	e m+l ) xm+l m+ 

x 	is 
i m 	l  ' m+l wie 	(rwiex(Pm+iei))J 

not free 
in r + 	wie 

x 	(pm+l,em+l) 	 (im) m+ 1 

wiem+l m+l,em+l 

em+l 

So by the recursion rule R4 we have: 

em+l FR r m+l =  

Again let 	 Since xm+l  is not in x 
and not free in 3 

(l-) 	e)- r' 	= q1111{'/1 m+1 R m+ 

Since W4  ex(p,e) em+l  we can by the congruence 
m+1 

rule Cl replace-' 1  with q 1 r'/x} in the equation for 
J. r 1  . 	I.e.: 

1 1 n- 
e. 	r.1 = 1 	lqm+lir-**/X-?/xm+13  

(im) 

or by (P7): 

e. F r =pilq 	 (im) 1 Ri 

Now let q.1  =pi J'- qm+l /xrn+lj for im. Then: 

e i FR r = q'/ 	(im) 
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We want to apply the induction hypothesis to 	and 

= 

	

	 8o we calculate for i,jm: 

(18) 	wie (q.19e) = 

wie x  (pi LXm+1•Pm+1  , e) 	 (4.2-8) i   
wie (p ,e) + wie (pm+l,em+l) 	(assum) i 	 Xj 

e 

Thus by induction hypothesis we have: 

e 1  . FR  r1 	1 = r. 	(im) 

By 4.2-9 we have wie Xj (qni+1 ,em+1) = wie Xj 	m+ ( x lm+l'm+l 

wie xi(pm+i,em+i)ei.  So we can substitute ' for 

in (14) obtaining: 

em+l FR r 1  = 

and hence by definition of rm+l: 

em+l FR r 1  =r m+l 

which completes the proof. 

S rr  is obviously an extension of Su  in the sense that - 	 - 
if  M p= q then U FR  p =q: for every application of 

a rule or axiom of SM  in the proof of 1M p =q simply 
use the corresponding rule of Srr  with the environment 

e instantiated to U (note that with this instantiation 

the invariant condition in R4 of S rr  becomes trivially 
true). The equational characterization theorem 4.2-
therefore generalizes to Brr  in the following way: 

Theorem 4.2-15: (Equational Characterization in S rr 

For any expression p with free variables in 7, there 
exist expressions 	l'•••'h (hl) with free variables 

in , satisfying h equations: 
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M(i) 	 n(i) 
URpi= 'a 

	

j.Pf(i,j) + Z1Yg(i,j) 	(ih) 

and moreover: 

	

P = P1 	 U] 

Unfortunately we have only been able to prove a restric-

ted completeness result for S rr:  if e p= q and e 

is deterministic then also e 	p= q. We shall in 

the next section show how to extend S rr  to a complete 

proof system. Whether S rr itself is complete or not is 

left as an open problem. 

An environment e is deterministic if e=U or there 

exist environment expression el,...,ek  satisfying k 

equations: 

0(i) 

.çb ii,  eh(i,j) 	
(ik) 

and moreover: 

e - 

such that for all ik and all j,j'o(i) if 

then j=j'. Thus if b.e and are summands of the 

righthand side of the equation for e,  then j=j'. 

Theorem 4.2-16: (Restricted Completeness for S rr 

If e is deterministic and e }= p= p' then e FR P = 

Proof: If e=U then the theorem follows by the complete- 

ness theorem for S , -=- 	and 1M  p=q implies 

U -R  p=q. Otherwise, there exist k equations such 

that: 

o(i) 

	

e. 	 (ik) 

with e-e1  and for all ik, j,j'o(i), if b=b ij ' 
then j=j'. By theorem 4.2-15 there are provable 
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equations U U R P'=Pj and 

M(i) 

R i = 	;a...Pf(..)  + 

'F. m 1 

R 	= 	 + 

n(i) 
(i€) 

n'(i) 

gi'(   j=l  

Now let 	I = [(illi2"3  )I ep.=pJ . 	Then obviously 
For (i1,i2,i)cI define: 

= 	

. =b. . 
1 10  i 2J2 1303 

(f(i1,j1);f'(i2,j2);h(ij3))cI J 

Note, that for all jo(i ), 

Jiii nf(j1j2j)I jm(i) & j2 m'(i2)1 	gives a 
total surjective relationship between: 

lI 	jl  <m(i1'  
) &a. l .

l  b i 3j3J 
and 	j2 I j2<m'(i2) & 

.202 13 3 

(This is a direct consequence of the definition of para-

meterized bisimulation). We now consider the following formal 
equations, one for each (i1,i2,i3)cI: 

(*) 	e.1 	X. . . = 

n il) 
+ 	y j=l g(i1j) 

where the X. . 	are not in y. 
1l121  
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First, we claim that the formal equations are satisfied 

when each X. 
1  112i 	

is instantiated to p. . To see this 
3 	 ' 1 

note that the typical equation becomes: 

ei  F p = 
3 	1 

a.Pf(..) 

(jlj2j3) cJill 
23  

ni) 

+l g(iii) 

which is provable in Srr:  using the already proven 

equation for pil  in U we can use ANNIIIIL and COMB (or 

NIL) to cancel out all terms on the righthand side not 

relevant in e. 13 . By the totality of J 111
2'

. . . 
3 

the result 
of this will give an equation for p which is identical 

to the one above except for a difference in the way 

summands are repeated. 

Second, by the surjectivity of 	 it can be 
11 21  argued that the formal equations are satisfied when each 

X. . . 	is instantiated to Df 	Let us write the 11121312 
equation (*) for (i1i2i3)CI as: 

e 	 = 

We want to appeal to the Unique Solution Theorem 4.2_14 

for this system of parameterized equations. Obviously 

each X...  in RS1 i2i3 is guarded. We must verify that 

for each (i1,i21i3), (i,i,i)cI: 

wie 
i 	

(RS. l' 
. 2 ' 

. 3 , ei) 
j i i'  

By the form of RS. . . 	and the equation for e. 
'l'2'3 	 '3 
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wie 	(Rs. 'l'2'3 , ei) 

eh( 3 ) li0(i3) & 

b. 	.X., ., ., is a summand 
'3 	'1 '2 '3 
of RS. 

111213 

eh( , ) i<o(i3) & 

& ili2i3• a  ill=b  i 
3i 

(f(i1j1) f'(i2,j2) ,h(i3j3)) 

= 

Assume the above set contains e h(i ,J). Then for some 

(j1j23)cJ 	a =b. and (i' 
111213 	' '11 3 	

l"2"3 = 

(f(i1i1),f'(i2i2),h(i3i)). By definition of J, 

b 	=b 	=a 	and hence by determinism, j=j3,  i3j i3j3  ill   
Hence, eh( 3, ) = eh(3,3) = e# . Thus as required: 

wie X. 	(Rs. 	e. ) <e., 
'l'2'3 

111213 13  13  

Thus, uniqueness of solutions to the formal parameterized 

equations (*), follows from the Unique Solution Theorem 
4.214. I.e. for all (i1,i2,i3)cI: 

F 

ebRp. =p 
11 

and especially: 

e1 FR Pl = Pj 
ii 
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4.2.6 The proof system S N r  

In the above proof, the determinism of the environment 

e is absolutely necessary for the condition 

wieX 	(Rs. 	e. ) < e., 	to hold, and hence 
iji 	'1  2 3 ' '3 	'3 

necessary for the subsequent appeal to the unique solution 

theorem .2-14 to be valid. We have not been able to 

generalize the restricted completeness theorem for S 
rr  to 

non-determiiistic environments nor have we been able to 

find any counter-examples for such a generalization. The 

(full) completeness of S rr  is as such an open problem. 

However, as we shall see in this section, Sr  can be 
extended to a fully complete proof system. The extended 

system is based on the fact that any parameterized equi-

valence problem, e = p= q, is equivalent to a 

problem, eD pCqC where eD  is a deterministic version 

of e (obtained by tagging" identically labelled "branches" 

in e) and PC  and  q   are "multiplied" versions of p and q. 

In order to perform the "tagging" and "multiplication" 

operations we shall assume that the action set, Act, 

satisfies the following equation: 

Act = Act  + ActXN 

where N is the set of natural numbers and Act   is some 

set of basic actions (if Act does not satisfy this equation 

already we can always find an extension that does). 

For acAct and icN let a'cAct denote the action inr(a,i). 

For any Sf in we now inductively define the following 

two syntactic operations: 
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DS 	=® 

xS 	=x 

(a.p)5 = 

(pq)S = p   + q   

(x.p)5  = x.(p5) 

ts( D = 

15x =x 

5(a.e) = 	b4"5e ; if for 
sçme iS 
b1  = a 

® 	; otherwise 

D 5(e+f) =t5e + 5f 

= 

= 	; if S=ø 

CU ; otherwise 

Obviously U  is a copying operation and 	() is a 
de-tagging operation (in some sense the inverse of 

An easy induction on size shows that (_)S  and 
distributes over substitution in the following sense: 

(p r/x) = S1S/ 1 

= ef/x1 

Hence, by induction on the number of rules applied, it can 

be shown that the operational behaviours of PS  and 
have the following characterizations: 

Lemma 4.2-17: pSr iff for some icS, bAct and 
q 	r 	a=b 

1,  r= q5  and p - q. 	 D 

Lemma 4.2-18: 'I'8e3f iff for some icS and gcE: 
f=t5g and eg. 	 0 

We then have the following theorem: 

Theorem 4.2--19: '1'5e = p=q iff e 	p5= q5  

Proof: "=": We show that the indexed family, R, with: 

R=[(p5,q5)I 5epqJ 
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is a parameterized bisimulation. Since UG(p)=UG(pS) 

obviously whenever (p5,q5)R then UG(p5)=UG(q5). Now 
let ef and p5-r. Then fov some icS, p' and b: 

bl  a=b', r=p' and p—*p'. Thus e==f and hence 

Since tse 	p= q, qq' with T f p= q' 

for some q'. Thus also q5 b > q'5  which is the matching 
move. 

!T 	u: 	We show that the family, R, with: 

Rf = ((pq)I 	e. t 5e=f & e qSJ 

is a parameterized bisimulation. Since UG(p)=UG(p5) 
obviously IJG(p)=UG(q) whenever (p,q)Rf. Now let 
fg and p-p'. Then for some e,e' and iS; 

1 	 51 Q g= e' and e= 	 — =e'. Since pp' also p ---p', and 
since e 	p5=q5, q8  -r with e' 	p'5=r for some 
r. 	However,r= q'5  for some q' with q-4 q'. This is 
obviously a matching move. 	 0 

To obtain a complete proof system we simply add the 
following (macro) rule, M, to Srr: 

e H p5  = q5  
N 	 S 	N 
- 	5ep=q ' fin 

By the above theorem 4.2-19 this rule is obviously sound. 
Now, let 	denote the extended system and write 
e F-RN p = q iff e H p = q is provable in 	using all rr 
true assertions of the form ef as axioms. We then 

have the following completeness result: 

Theorem 4.2-20: (Completeness of Sr) 
If e H p= q then e F-RN  p= q. 

Proof: For e=U the theorem follows from the restricted 

completeness theorem, 4.2-16, for S rr Otherwise e has 

an equational characterization (using theorem 4.2-3 and 
soundness of LM): 
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o(i) 
e - 	 (ik) 

with e—el. Now, let 	 be expressions satis- 

fying the following derived system of equations: 

et 	 (ik) 1 

and let e+=e.  By the structure of the derived system 
e 	is obviously deterministic. Let S= 11  ...  ,maxo(i)l ik}. 
Then, by the definition of j'() and since e—f implies 

5e 	5f, 	 will satisfy the original 
equations (1). By  uniqueness (theorem 4.2-2 and. soundness 
and completeness of SM)  therefore  e -  't'5e 	for all ik 
and especially e1 —TS  e. Since 	we can therefore 
conclude from theorem 4.2-19 that: 

e 1= p= q 	if 	e 	S = 

Since et is deterministic we can apply the restricted 

completeness theorem, 4.2-16, giving: 

e 	RM PS = q5  

Now, use the new rule N to obtain: 

RN p= q 

and finally, by CONS, since e'15e: 

ebRM p=q 	 0 

Example 4.2-21: Let us illustrate the completeness proof 

above with an example. Let e=ix.'(a.b.x + a.c.D), 

p='x.(a.b.x+a.c.p) and q=x.(a.b.x+a.c4+a.). We 
want to prove e F p= q. Obviously the environment e is 
not deterministic and the restricted completeness proof 
of Lrr  is therefore not applicable. However, let: 

e' =x.(a1.b1.x+ a2.c1.() 
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= x.(a1.(b1.x+b2.x) + a2.(b1.x+b2.x) 

+ a1.(c1.+c2.) + a2.(c1.+c2.) ) 
= x.(a1.(b1.x+b2.x) + a2.(b1.x+b2.x) 

+ a1.(c1.(D+c2 ) + a2.(c1.®~c2.®) 

+ a1.(D + a2.0 ) 

Then it is easily seen that '1'c 2 e' = e, p l2l 

and q f1121= q'. Hence, by theorem 4.2-19, 
e )= p=q iff e' 1= p'= q'. Since e' is obviously 

deterministic, we can apply the restricted completeness 

proof for S rr to e' 	p' = q'. 	 0 

An obvious way of demonstrating full completeness of 

the system 5rr would be to prove that the new rule N is 

a derived rule in 5rr' i.e. to prove that: 

e FR PS = q5 implies I 5e FR P = q 

However, an attempt of proving this by the obvious induc-

tion on the number of rules applied for e F 
R P 

= q  

with a case-analysis on the last rule applied fails on 

the rule E3 of Srr (it does not seem possible to appeal 

to the induction hypothesis in this case). Thus, full 

completeness of 3rr remains open. 

By the definition of e RM p = q it follows that 

is only complete relative to true assertions of the 

form ef ,  , where e,fcE. However, a complete proof system 

for these assertions is easily derived from the proof 

system for—,S and thus a genuine complete proof system 

for parameterized equivalence over IEP and EE can be 

obtained. 
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4.3 AN ALTERNATIVE PROOF SYSTEM FOR 

REGULAR BEHAVIOURS 

In this section we shall present an alternative 

axiomatization of parameterized bisimulation over 

and IE. The proof' system is based on a reduction of 

parameterized equivalences involving regular environments 

and, processes to parameterized equivalences where the 

environment is finite. This reduction corresponds closely 

to the results which hold for Moore expreriments on finite 

automatas (see /M056,Conyl/), and the final proof system 
is analogous to Oalomaa.'s (alternative) proof system, 

F3, for equalities between regular expressions /Sa166/. 

First, we claim that a proof system consisting of 

with all equalities being parameterized with U, and the 

rules GONG, CONS, NIL, COMB and ANNIHIL of S. will give 
a sound and complete proof system for parameterized 
equivalence over RP and IEEf. The completeness proof is 

closely analogous to the proof of theorem 4.1-4 , the 

only difference is that an equational characterization 

instead of a sumform (as in 4.1-4) for the processes has 

to be used. The proof proceeds - as the proof for 4.1-14 - 

by induction on the size of the sumform for the environ-

ment. We leave it to the reader to formally verify the 

details involved. Let S.rf  denote this proof system. 
We shall in the following extend 

5rf  to a complete proof 
system for parameterized equivalence over IF

r  and FF
c  

The extended system is based on the following way of 

approximating a recursive environment expression with 
non-recursive ones: 

Definition 4.3-1: For all nu define the (syntactic) 
function app11: Er_Er  inductively as follows: 

app 0 f = 

and for nO: 
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app  @ = (D 

app nx = x 

app (f + g) 

app(a. g) 

app (x. f) 

= appf + app g  

= 	a. (app 1 g) 

I = app fi n jx 

where for an expression g we define g°  =D and 

gx 	= gg/x} 	
X 

Obviously for any nzw  and any expression f, appf 
is a non-recursive expression, and if f is.  closed so is 
appf . The idea is that appf is a (finite) non-re-

cursive n'th approximation of f with respect to . This 

is formally justified by the following lemmas: 

Lemma 4.3-2: For all esE: appn e .e 

Proof: By induction on the structure of e. For the 

recursion case use that whenever ee' then 

fe/x} fe'/x. 

Lemma 4.3-3: For all ecE: e 	app e 

Proof: By the structure of e. All cases except the 

recursion case is trivial. For e=ix.f we have: 

app ne = app (x.f) = [appnfl 

Let us prove by induction on k that: 

(*) 	x.fapp flk 	for kn 
iX 

The base case, k=O, is trivial. For the induction step 

assume (*) holds for all j<k, and let 4x.f4g. I.e. 

by (P4), for some f', ff' with g=f'{tx.f/x . By 

the structural indution hypothesis we have f<  app  nf 
and thus, since kn, f  app  n f. Hence appnf 	f" 
for some f" with f'f". By (P3) then: 

app 1k = (appnf)f[app f1 1/x} 3 h L nJx 

Lai 
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where h=f"{[appnf] '/x} . We claim that this is a 

matching move. To see this note that f' 1f" and 
by induction hypothesis 	 Since 

f'g and f'g' implies ff'/x g{g'/x we 

conclude: 

gf'x.f/x k-1 f"[app11f1/x h 

Combining lemma 4.3-2  and 4.3-3 we have e' app e 

Due to the possibility of unguarded recursion the stronger 
relationship 	e-J' app e  fails to hold. 

The consequence law, theorem 2.4-10, can be refined 

by introducing indices: 

Lemma 4.3-4: Whenever pq and e'1f then also 

q. 
Proof: An easy induction on n. 

Since r  is image-finite we can conclude the following 
as an easy corollary: 

e q 	V n. p 	q 	Vnw. p appne q 

Hence as a first attempt of extending S 
rf  we might add 

the following infiritary rule: 

app 0ep=q 	apple -p=q .... 	app 11e}-p=q 

ep=q 

However, this rule can be replaced by a finitary one, 

since - as we shall show in the following - only finitely 

many approximations of e needs to be considered. To see 
this, let for S

r  and 	S be the E-indexed 
family of binary relations over P r  defined by: 

1

ISXS ; if eU 
(Su) 	= 	

0 ; otherwise 
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A set SFr  is ---closed iff whenever pcS and p-p' 

then p'S. Similarly, a set UE is 	-closed iff 
whenever ecU and eAe' then e'cU. 

Lemma 4.3-5: If 	is --closed and UE is =-closed 
then for all EC_ r indexed families of binary relations over 
P , H: 

EB (R nSu)nSu 	EB (R)ns 

Proof: Only the "TT-direction is non-trivial. Since 

(S)e=ø for e'U we only need to prove: 

[IB 	e 9 [(RnS)nSu1 

for eCU. Let (p,q)c[(R)ns 	with ecU. It suffice 
to prove (p,q)cI(RnS). So let ef and p43p'. Then 
q-q' with (p',q')cRf  for some q'. Since S is -3-closed 
(p',q')cSxS and since U is =-closed (SU)f=SXS. Thus 
(p',q')c(RnS)f  and hence by symmetry (P,q)cI(RflS). 0 

Lemma 4.3-6: If SgP is -3-closed and UcE is =-closed 
and 	flfl5=  fl+lfl5 then for all man, 	fl 5= 	m 5  = 

- nSU.  

Proof: An easy induction on rn-n using the previous 

lemma 4.3-5. 	 0 

The following theorem is closely analogous to the 

theorem for finite automata which says that any two 

distinguishable states of a finite automata with n.states 

can be distiguished by some experiment of length at most 
n-i (see /M056,00n7i/). 

Theorem 4.3-7: Let fin  	be --closed and U
f.EC 

be =-closed. Then for all (p,q)c&<S and ecU: 

pq 

when N JsHuI - ui. 
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Proof: U=:  obvious. 

"=": Consider the decreasing chain: 

1 	 fl —onsU_nsU .... __nsu  .... -.,nsu 

Let for ecU, Ce(fl) be the number of equivalence classes 
of ( = -J'fl(S  5) and let Ce (c) be the number of 
classes of ( fl S)e  ( 	S  since there can not be more 
classes than there are elements in 5). Let: 

C(n) = 	Ce(fl) ( 	is! 	lsiiui) 
ecU 	 ecU 

then: 

lul = C(o)C(l) < .... (C() < isIiui 

Thus there must be a smallest N such that C(N) = C(N+l) 
and hence n fl5 = n+l 

 fl  S. We therefore have: 

1UHC(o)<C(l)<..... <C(N)!sliu 

and so Jul + N 0(N) 	isHul , implying N IS 'l u! - Jul. 
By the previous lemma 4.3-6 we conclude that. for all 
m 	Is i•JuJ - I ul, 	= 	l5i'lui - iUifl 	fl 	Thus 
for all (p,q)csxs, ecU and m>ISJIU! - liii: 

(p,q)c--(p,q)c(--fls 
e 	 U)e 

44 

c 

	

(p,q)e 	 q) (fffls) 	
e 

	

-m 	 D 

Corollary 4.3-8: Let Sfin P be --c1osed and U f11E 
be =-closed. Then for all (p,q)cSXs and eCU: 

	

p—q 	p- 	q e 	 appNe 

where N 	sI•i - Jul . 	 D 

It follows from this corollary that if we for all 

processes peP and environments ecE can find finite and 

closed sets S and U, with peS and ecU, then we have a 

way of removing recursive environments in parameterized 
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equivalences. But for PCPr  (ecE) the set DER(p) 

fp'I I scAct . pp'J (DER (e) =e'I I scAct*.  ee')) 
has exactly these properties. The following function 

ND: Pr_N  gives an upper bound on DER(p) 

ND(®) = 1 

ND (x) = 1 

ND(a.p) = l+ND(p) 

ND(p +q) = ND(p) +ND(q) 

ND(.ix.p) = ND(p) 

The upper bound forx.p is justified since there is a 

1-1 correspondance between derivatives of ix.p and p. 
We therefore have the following theorem: 

Theorem 4.-9: For p,qep and 

e P p = q 	 appNe p=q 

where N, (ND(p)+ND(q)-l)ND(e). 

Proof: Apply corollary .3-8 with S= DER(p)U DER(q) 
and U=DER(e). Note IS 	ND(p) + ND(q) and UfND(e). o 

Then adding the following finitary rule A to S 
—rf 

obviously results in a sound and complete proof system, 

for parameterized equivalence over 	and 

A 	
appNe 	

N(ND(p)+ND(q)-l).ND(e) 
e F p = q 
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4.4 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this chapter we have offered complete axiomatiza-

tions of parameterized equivalence for various combina-

tions of the process and environment system: the system 

Sff  is a complete proof system for finite behaviours, 

and S rr  and S rf  are (relative) complete proof systems 

for regular behaviours. 

It is left as an open problem to decide whether the 

subsystem Srr  of S r  is complete in itself or not. 

However, for the sake of completeness, instead of 

adding the macro-rule M to S rr'  we could add a class of 

renaming-operators, _[1, and axiomatize parameterized 
equivalence for the extended systems. It should then 

be possible to express the behaviours p5  and TS  as 

renamed versions of p and e, and thus obtain the macro-

rule M as a derived rule from the laws of renaming. 

Obviously several new problems has to be dealt with in 

this approach: 

- The notion of an unguarded variable must be care-

fully revised in order to take account of the 

renamings that can affect the unguarded variable. 

A simple extension of UG by adding the naive rule 

UG(p[J) =UG(p) will fail to make the congurence 

law hold. Instead UG(p) should be a set of pairs, 

(x,), where x is a variable unguarded in p affected 

by the (total) renaming . (Obviously laws for 

combining renaming are required). 

- The new definition of UG requires a revision of 

wie, such that the parameterized congruence law 

(theorem 4.2-10) remains valid. 

- In order for the equational characterization, 

theorem 4.2-15, to extend, the rule R3 of Err  must 

be changed so that unguarded vairables inside a 
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recursion and inside a renaming "context" can be 

removed; e.g. the variable x in 1x.(p+x[]). 

Finally, a whole new class of axiomatizations of parame-

terized equivalence can be obtained from the maximal 

environment construction in section 2.5. 	It is here 

shown that the parameterized equivalence problem: 

e q 

is equivalent to the simulation problem: 

e < /p, 

where /p,q/ is the maximal environment identifying p 

and q. Thus, the problem of axiomatizing parameterized 

equivalence can be solved by an axiomatization of the 

(derived) simulation problems. 
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CHAPTER 5 

PARAMETERIZED WEAK 
BISIMULATION 

The bisimulation equivalence which we have studied so 

far assumes that every action is observable: 'a process 

cannot proceed without being observed. Let us now 

assume that there is a single, distinguished action 

leAct, which is unobservable (Note that according to 

the operational semantics of 008 given in section 3.2, 

communication between processes in parallel gives rise 

to this unobservable action). We want a weakened version, 

, of the bisimulation equivalence, -, which takes this 

into account; i.e. processes which only differ in the 

number of unobservable 1-actions (=delay) between 

observable actions should be. identified. Thus we would 

expect a.Da.l.® to hold. 

The standard way of defining 	(see /Mil80,Mi183/) 
is to apply the existing general notion of bisimulation 

(definition 2.1-15) to a derived observational process 

system 	(Pr,Act 1,_ 0) where 	b 1  =Act - {l} 

and 
--0 (the observational derivation relation) is 

derived from —> by absorbing any finite sequence of 

unobservable 1-actions between observable actions, i.e. 
for 	s= (a0,... ,a 1)Act: 
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p -4 op' 	p(5( 
aO)(l) 	(4 anlXl)*  

A bisimulation over the observational process system IP ° 
is called a weak (or observational) bisimulation and we 

shall write pq whenever (p,q) is contained in some 

weak bisimulation. From proposition 2.1-19 it follows 

that 	is an equivalence relation on Fr. We shall call 

the weak bisimulation equivalence. 

The following easy result from /Mil8/ allows us to 

restrict s to range over sequences of observable actions 

of length at most 1. First, let /I:Act*__Act*1  be the 
homomorphism generated by: =a for a 	1l and ' =c. 

Proposition 5.0-1: RPrxPr is a weak bisimulation 

if and only if, whenever pRq and acAct, then: 

PP 	sq'. q 0 q & p'q' 
.q-q' = 	p'. p4 0 p' & p'Rq' 

Since obviously p-p' implies pp' it follows 

that any bisimulation is also a weak bisimulation, and 
hence that - c . 	 0 

Similarly, we shall call a simulation over IP a 

weak simulation and write pq whenever (p,q) is 

contained in some weak simulation. From proposition 

2.1-9 it follows that < is a preorder on Fr and we shall 

call < the weak simulation ordering. 

The purpose of this chapter is to extend the notion 

of environment parameterization to weak bisimulation 

equivalence, , and preferably in such a way that the 

results obtained in chapters 2 and 3 for the paramete-

rized (strong) bisimulation equivalence extends as well. 

In particular we want to be able to reduce a parameterized 

(weak) equivalence problem of the form, CpJ 5 C[q], 
to a parameterized (weak) equivalence problem involving 



only the inner processes p and q; i.e. we want to 

find an environment, f, (dependent on C and e) such 

that for all processes p and q: 

(*) 	P f  q 	=# 	C[p] e  C[q 

Preferably the described environment, f, is as small 

as possible wrt. the (weak) discrimination ordering 

(induced by the relative strength of the corresponding 

parameterized weak bisimulation equivalences). 

Unfortunately, it will not in general be possible to 

perform the above reduction since 	is not a congruence 

wrt. all (CCS-) contexts (especially not wrt. sum 

contexts, p+fl,  see /Mil80,HenNil83,Mil8/). To see 
this, assume that U is a universal environment (=) 

and that for all environments e, 	. Then, if 

for environments e and contexts C we could describe an 

environment f0 e  satisfying (*), the following would 

hold: 

pq P f  q 
C,U 

C[p] 	a [q] 	C [p] C 

I.e. 	would, in contradiction to what we know, be a 

congruence wrt. all contexts. 

There seems to be two ways out of this problem. One 

is to parameterize the congruence , c , induced by 

instead of parameterizing Z . However, Zc  is highly 

dependent on the context system considered, and it 

therefore seems very unlikely that we will be able to 

achieve any interesting results which will hold for 

arbitrary context systems. Also, there are context 

systems for which c  collapses down to 	(Remember that 

is a congruence wrt. all contexts according to theorem 

3.1-8. Therefore for all context systems 	c)• 

Hence, it seems that a general theory of paramete- 
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rized weak congruence will simply reduce to that of 

parameterized (strong) bisimulation equivalence. 

The other way of overcoming the above problem, which 

is the way we shall follow, is to parameterize 	but 

restrict our attention to contexts which preserve 

In section 5.1 we shall offer (sufficient) conditions 
on contexts, in terms of their operational semantics, 

which will ensure congruence of 

In section 5.2 we define the parameterized weak bisi-

mulation equivalence and show how (some of) the results 

from chapter 2 for the parameterizéd (strong) bisimula-

tion equivalence generalizes. In particular we show that 

the Characterization Theorem 2.4-20 (. = ) generalizes 

to the weak case (i.e. 1< =). 

In section 5.3 we study the relationship between 
(parameterized) strong and weak bisimulation equivalence. 

In particular we show that the inclusion 	generalizes 

to the parameterized versions (i.e. 	e for all e) 

under certain conditions. 

In section 5.4 we investigate how contexts (or more 
precisely: contexts satisfying the conditions of section 

5.1) transform environments in the weak case, thus 

generalizing the results from section 3.4. 

These generalizations are applied in section 5.5, 
where we prove the correctness of a Simple Scheduler 

using the parameterized weak bisimulation equivalence. 
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5.1 CONDITIONS ENSURING PRESERVATION OF 

For the remainder of this section we shall assume 

that EP= (Pr,Act,—) is a process system closed under 

a context system EC= (Con,Act0XAct0,—) with respect 
to a map 	[]: ConxFr—Fr. We are looking for condi- 

tions (on cC and/or R) that will ensure preservation of 

with respect to all contexts of CO. . 

Similarly to the derivation of the observational 

process system IP o  we can derive an observational 

context system cC°= (Con,Act*1xAct*1,0)  by defining 

the observational transduction relation 
H>oConxAct*lxAct*lX Con as: 

C o C,  

s,tAct*. C-*C' & s'=u & t=v 

where u,vcAct*1  and -$> is defined in section 3.1.2. 

As a first attempt towards conditions ensuring 

preservation of Z , assume that the map 	[1:ConxPr—Pr 
also provides a closure of }P°  under 00 	I.e. the 

observational behaviour of a combined process, C[p], 

can be decomposed into and derived from the observational 

behaviours of the context C and the inner process p. 

In particular if C4 C' and p -1  p' then 

C[p] 	C'[p'] . Then, since 	is simply the bisimu1a-. 

tion equivalence over 	we would expect theorem 

3.1-8 to generalize, thus implying that Z is preserved 

by all contexts of EC 

Indeed, with the right formal definition of closure, 

it is not difficult to prove that theorem 3.1-8 does 

generalize. However, requiring 	] to be a closure of 

under OD  in the above sense is too strong a 

requirement since it rules out a large class of contexts 

which in fact do preserve 	: namely, the class of 
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guarding contexts of which the prefix-contexts of CCS 

provide an example. A context C is guarding iff whenever 

CC' (bcAct, ucAct*)  then u=c (i.e. an inner process 

is prevented from executing at once). To see why 	] 
is not in general an observational closure for such 

contexts, consider the (guarding) CCS-context a.b.1 

and the CCS-process l.®. Then a.b.[] 	b.11 and 

1.0--4 © but not a.b.1.0-30  b.D. To accommodate 
for guarding contexts we therefore define the notion of 

observational closure as follows: 

Definition 5.1-1: Let T = (Pr,Act, —) be closed 

under T= (Con,Act0XAct0,F.-) with respect to 
Then, 19P is observationally closed under 	(or r I 
is an observational closure) iff whenever p,qcPr, ;Act 1  

and CcCon either: 

(i) 	C is guarding 

or 	(ii) C[p] - 0 q 

ucAct*1.pFc Pr. C'c Con. 

C}- 0 C' 

p - 	o p' 	& 

q = C'[p'] 	 13 

We can now prove that with this definition of observa- 

tional closure 	will be a congruence: 

Theorem 5.1-2: If EP is observationally closed under 

00 then z is preserved by all contexts of G 

Proof: We prove that the relation: 

R = ((C[p],C[q])I pqJ 

is a weak bisimulation using proposition 5.0-1. So 

let (C[pC[q])cR  and assume C[p 	r (bcAct). There 

are two cases to consider: 
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C is guarding: Then by definition 3.1-1, arid 

p-p' with r=C'[p'] for some O',p' and u. Since 

C is guarding u=c and hence p=p'. Aain by definition 

o[q]o'[q] and hence o[q] 0 o'[q]. Obviously 
(C '[p],  C'  RI) 

C is not guarding: By definition 3.1-1, CF5C' and 

p - p' with r=C'[p'] for some C',p' and u. Thus 
elle 

and p - 	p'. Since pq, q 0 q' with p' q' 
for some q'. Since in this case condition (ii) of defi-

nition 5.1-1 holds, C[q- 0 C'[q'] which obviously 

is a matching move, 	 a 

Although observational closure is a sufficient condi- 

tion for the preservation of 	, it is a condition which 

obviously is difficult to test given particular instances 

of process and context systems. In the following we 

shall therefore try to replace this (impractical) condi-

tion with conditions based on the operational semantics 

of the individual contexts and processes, similar in 

degree of complexity to the guarding condition. 

First, let us from a few examples see which properties 

of contexts can lead to violation of the preservation of 

A context may prevent the inner process from 

executing 1-actions and thus violate preservation 

of ; e.g. let C be the CCS-context EflAct1. 

Then 	 but not C[l.a.cDIjC[a.®1, 
since C[1.a.0 	is deadlocked whereas C[a.D] 

is not. 

By changing 1-actions performed by the inner 

process into observable actions the context 

may violate preservation of . E.g. let C be 

the CCS-context [1[b1  where bcAct 1  and 

b(a)_a if a1 and b(a)=b  otherwise. Then 
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l.®D but not C[l.®]C[j. Actually, if 
is a 1-1 map with (1)cAct 1, then it is easily 

proved that for p[] q[c] to hold we must 

require p—q. Thus, since — 	, 	is not pre- 
served. Note also, that for this context 

collapses down to - 

3. Even if the inner process is allowed to perform 

1-actions without these being made visible, the 

context can by changing during such a 1-transduc- 

tion violate preservation of 	. This is exactly 
what happens in a 008 sum-context, p+J: during 
the 1-transduction p 	 a context change 
occurs (the process p is being discharged). To 

see why this violates preservation of 	, note 
that 	 but not b.®+l.a.®b.®+a., 

since b.® +a.® has no matching move to 

b.D+l.a.- 0 a.O. 

From the above examples it follows that a context may 

violate preservation of Z if it in any way can detect or 

use 1-actions produced by an inner process. To avoid 

such contexts we introduce the following concept of 

idle-preservation: 

Definition 5.1-3: A context C is idle-preserving iff 

for all aAct and C'cCon: 

 C1C a=l 	& 0=0' 

 All C's derivatives are idle-preserving. 

Note, that the "<—`-direction of (i) prevents contexts 

of type 1 from being idle-preserving. Similarly, the 
!f=U direction of (i) prevents contexts of type 2 and 

3 from being idle-preserving. 

To accommodate guarding contexts (which clearly cannot 

be idle-preserving) we define the following notion of 
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asynchrony: 

Definition 5.1_4: A context C is asynchronous iff: 

(1) 	C is guarding or C is idle-preserving 

(ii) All C's derivatives are asynchronous. 

A context system GO is said to be asynchronous iff all 

contexts of EI are asynchronous. 	 o 

Example 5.1-5: Let C be an asynchronous CCS-context. 

Then the following CCS-contexts are easily shown to be 

asynchronous as well: 

Constant contexts; p. 

Identity context; [1 
Prefixin contexts; a.C. 

Parallel contexts; C!p  and  pJC 
Restrict ton contexts; CIS provided leS. 

Renaming contexts; C[1 provided (1)= 1 

The following CCS-contexts are in general not asynchronous: 

Burn contexts; p+C and C+p 

Join contexts; p & C and C & p 	 D 

The importance of asynchony is due to the following 

theorem: 

Theorem 5.1-6: If IEP is closed under M , where X is 

an asynchronous, non-swallowing context system, then EP 

is also observationally closed under OD. 	 o 

We give the proof of theorem 5.1-6 shortly. Let us 
first, using theorem 5.1-2, state the following immediate 
corollary: 

Corollary 5.1-7: If Ep is closed under a non-swallowing 

asynchronous context system X, then Z is preserved by 
all contexts of T . 	 0 
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Thus, it follows from example 5.1-5 that Z is 

preserved by all CCB-contexts except sum- and join-

contexts as well as certain restriction- and renaming-

contexts. 

Even though asynchrony is a sufficient condition for 

to be preserved it is not a necessary one: consider 

the delay-operator 5 from /Mi183/. For a process p, 

op is defined as 5p=px.(l.x+p). As a context we define 

5 =x.(l.x+[']) with the following operational semantics: 

Obviously, S is neither guarding nor idle preserving, 

since oE] violeates the 	It direction of (i) in 

definition 5.1-3. However, it is easily shown that S 

nevertheless does preserve 	(see proposition 8.7 /Mi183/). 
Now, by modifying the operational semantics of 5 slightly 

we can obtain an asynchronous delay-operator q: 

QFQ 	 QF-3Q 

Q[J 	al 

It would be interesting to see if the theory of ASCOS in 

/P'1il83/ could be carried out using Q instead of S 
However, unlike S it seems difficult to express Q as 

a derived operator of CCS/SCCS (though results in 

/8im85/ suggest-that it should be possible). 

By a similar modification of + we can introduce a 
new sum-context, 9, which is asynchronous and thus 

-preserving (unlike +). The operational semantics of 

is given by: 

CC' 	 C1.-C' 

C 49D ~P 	 CeDC'D 
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with two symmetric rules for when B is executing. 

It remains for us to prove theorem 5.1-6: 

Proof (of theorem 5.1-6): We must prove that for all 

contexts C of C either C is guarding or C satisfies 

condition (ii) of definition 5.1-1. So assume C is not 

guarding. Thus, since C is assumed to be asynchronous, 

C must be idle-preserving. Let us prove that C satisfies 

condition (ii) of definition 5.1-1: 

ttlT: Let C[p 0 q. Then for some sr-Act with =v 
C[p.q. If s=C then q=C[p] and obviously C+O C 

and p - 	p. Otherwise, by lemma ..l-3, CC', p-p' 
with q=C'[p' for some C',p' and tAct*.  Then by 

vL definition C Q C' and p - 	p' giving the !r=ll-direc- 
tion. 

71411: Assume C3 C' and p- 	p' . Then by definition 
L ,UO 	 0 

5 , 	 F 	 F , * 

C-C and p—p for some s,t,t cAct where 's '=v and ,- 
t=t'=u. Since C is idle-preserving an easy argument 

shows that if C5' and t=t', then for some s' with 

S.  = also C}--iC'. (Informally this simply means that 

we can insert and remove l-transductions as we want 

when C is idle-preserving). If s'=c then, since C is 

non-swallowing, also t'=c and C=C', p=p'. Thus we have 

immediately C[p] -4 C'[p']=c[pl. If s' Xe  it follows 
from lemma 3.1-3 that CFp1-C'[p'], and hence by defini- 
tion, C[p1-0 C'[p']. 	 ci 
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5.2 PARAMETERIZED WEAK BISIMULATION 

In this section we shall define an environnient-para-

meterized version of the weak bisimulation equivalence, 

We shall show that the results from chapter 2 for 

the parameterized (strong) bisimulation equivalence 

generalizes, and in particular that the Characterization 

Theorem 2.4.-20 generalizes. 

The definition of parameterized weak bisimulation is 

rather obvious: we simply apply the existing general 

definition of parameterized bisimulation (definition 

2.2-1) to the derived observational process system IO 

and a similarly derived observational environment : 
system EEO (Env,Act*1, 	i.e. 	oEnvXAct*1xEnv 

is derived from ==> by absorbing any finite sequence of 

1-moves (similar to the definition of 

Thus an EE-parameterized weak bisimulation over IP 

is simply an IE °- parameterized (strong) bisimulation 

over H°  . We shall write 	whenever (p,q) is 

contained in the e-component of some EE-parameterized 

weak bisimulation. 

With this definition it follows directly from propo-

sitions 2.2-5 and 2.2-6 that ze  is an equivalence 

relation and that 	for all environments e. 

As for parameterized (strong) bisimulation we can in 

the weak case define a .(weak) discrimination ordering, 

on environments based on the relative strength of the 

corresponding parameterized weak bisimulation equivalence. 

Thus: 

e 	 e 

We shall in the following show that 2 is fully characte-
rized by the weak simulation ordering, ., under certain 
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image-finiteness conditions. The inclusion 	. 

follows directly from the generally applicable theorem 

2.4-10. This is in contrast to the Main Theorem 2.4-20 

which, besides image-finiteness, assumes a certain 

structure of the process system ]. In particular 1fF 

must be closed under action-prefixing, where actions 

are assumed to be atomic. Thus the operational semantics 

of a.p is fully described by the axiom a.p-p. However, 

for an observational process system actions are not 

atomic; rather they are strings, of atomic actions. As 

such, the operational semantics of (observational) 

action-prefixing is given by: 

U. p 	p 

and (uv).p-v.p 

where u,vct 1. We can therefore not a priori rely on 

the proof of theorem 2.4-20 to generalize to the weak 

case. Fortunately, as we shall see in the following, 

we can still obtain the desired generalization without 

having to redo the (long) proof of theorem 2.4-20. 

Following /Mi180/ we define a process p to be stable 

iff p.  If p and all p's derivatives are stable then 

we call p rigid. A rigid process system isone whose 

processes are all rigid. Similar definitions are made 

for environment and environment systems. 

Given an environment system lEE = (Env,Act, =) we 

can derive a rigid environment system 	lEE= (lEnv,Act, ==) 
where Env=e I ecEnvj and the consumption relation of 
GE is defined by: 

= C (e,a,)I al P, e40 fJ 

Obviously, this definition makes @IEE rigid. More impor-

tant though is that the observational behaviour of e and 

®e are closely related. 
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Lemma 5.2-1: For all environments e of lEE: e<(e 

and @e <e. (Note, we are using a simple generalization 

of 	similar to definition 2.4-6 in order to allow com- 

parisons of environments from different systems). 

Proof: Prove that the two relations: 

81 = ((e,@f)I efJ 

82 = ((e,e)l ecEnvj 

are (generalized) weak simulations using the fact that 

whenever e = 0 e' then e'-< e. 	 0 

Note, that it is not true (in general) that @e e; 

e.g. e=l.lD+a.D. 

For rigid environments and processes it easily shown 

that weak simulation (bisimulation, parameterized bisim-

ulation) coincide with the corresponding strong notion: 

Lemma 5.2-2: For rigid environments e and f of :EE: 

ef iff ef 

Lemma 5.2-3: For rigid processes p and q of IP and rigid 

environments e of lEE: 

iff 

Based on the previous three lemmas we can now prove the 

desired generalization of theorem 2.4-20. 

Theorem 5.2-4: If EE  is an image-finite environment 

system and IP is closed under action-prefixing and 

finite sums, then for all environments, e and f, of EE:  

ef 	= 	ef 

Proof: Assume ef. Then from lemma 5.2-1 and lemma 

5.2-2 @ef. Since EEO  is image-finite if and only if 
®lEE is image-finite we can apply the Main Theorem 2.4-20 
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obtaining processes p and q such that p- q but 

q. From their constructions (p and q are only 

build from actions which either @f or @e can perform) 

p and q are obviously rigid. Thus, by lemma 5.2-, 

p 	q but p 	q. Since c 	, lemma 5.2-1 finally 
gives us pfq  but 	i.e. ef. 	 13 
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RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN (PARAMETERIZED) 

STRONG AND WEAK BISIMULATION 

We devote this section to a study of the relationship 

between (parameterized) strong and weak bisimulation 

equivalence. As the main result of the section we shall 

show that the already known inclusion 	generalizes 

to the parameterized versions (i.e. 	e for all 

environments e) under certain conditions. Also, we 

shall exhibit conditions under which the notions of 

(parameterized) strong and weak bisimulation equivalence 

will coincide. Finally, a more practical definition of 

parameterized weak bisimulation analogous to the alter-

native definition of weak bisimulation in proposition 

5.0-1 is given. 

In the previous section we demonstrated how to 

reduce weak simulation to strong simulation by. introducing 

the notion of a derived rigid transition system. In 

order to obtain a similar reduction of weak bisimulation 

to strong bisimulation we shall introduce a slightly 

different derivation. 

First, a process system IF = (Fr,Act, -) 	is said 
to have the compression property iff the following holds: 

Whenever aAct 1 and p 
ln a lm>q 

with n,mO then also p-sq. 

Whenever p — q with nO then also 
1 

p -4 q. 

Now, for a process system EP = (Fr,Act, -) define the 
derived process system ]P= (*Fr,Act,—) where 

WPr =-44pI pFrJ and the derivation relation of 41P 
is defined by: 

= [(*p,a,j~q)i p 0 qJ 
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Example 5.3-1: The follewing two diagrams show the 

behaviour of a process p and the derived processp: 

Proposition 5.3-2: For all process systems EP the derived 

system tR has the compression property. 

Proof: Straightforward. 

It is easily shown that the observational behaviours of 

p and p  are closely related: 

Proposition 5.3-3: For all processes p of IF : 

Proof: Show that the relation R = ((p,p)JpcPrJ is 

a (generalized) weak bisimulation (between IF and IF ) 
using the fact that 4p-3 0  4q iff p-- 0 q for 

all sCAct 1. 	 o 

For process systems with the compression property it 

is easily shown that the notions of weak and strong 

bisimulation equivalence coincide: 

Proposition 5.3_24: If IF has the compression property 

then for all processes p and q of IF : pq iff pq 

Proof: Then Tr 	direction is already wellknown. For 

the ""- direction show that the relation 

F ={(pq)! pqJ is a bisimulation using the compres- 

sion property of IF. 	 o 

From lemma 5.3-2, lemma 5.3-3 and 5.3-4 we can now 

immediately extract the desired reduction as a 

corollary: 
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Corollary 5.3-5: For all processes p and q of 

pq 	if 	tp -q 

Let us now try to establish similar results for the 

parameterized versions of weak and strong bisimulation 

equivalence. We start by stating the following obvious 

negative result: it does not in general hold that 

- e - 
c: z e. To 'see this let: 

e = l.a.cD 

p = a.cD 

q = b.D 

then p 	q since neither p nor q can perform a 

1-action. However, p 5 q since e40 , p -- 	but 

q4 0. In order to guarantee the inclusion 
we shall impose restrictions on the operational behaviour 

of the environment e. 

An environment e is (strongly) idle iff e 

(e 4e = f) and all e's derivatives are also (strongly) 

idle. A (strongly) idle environment system is one whose 

environments are all (strongly) idle. Similar definitions 

are made for processes and process systems. Note, that 

our notion of idle differs from that in /Mi183/ where 

a process is idle if it initially can delay arbitrarly. 

Our notion of idleness requires that the process can 

delay arbitrarly throughout all of its execution and is 

as such more closely related to the concept of 

asynchrony in /P'1il83/. 

It is easy to prove that the following implications 

hold, and are strict; i.e. none of the reverse implica-

tions hold. We leave the verification of the implica-
tions to the reader: 



EE /IF is strongly idle 

IEE/W has the compression property = 

'FF/EP is idle 

Proposition 5.3-6: If EEis strongly idle, then for 

all processes p and q and environments e: 

Proof: We show that the Env-indexed family R with 

Re = 	 I PeJ for ecEnv, is a parameterized weak 

bisimulation using the easily established fact that, 

whenever e is strongly idle and eke', then also 

e =e' for all scAct such that t = s. 

We can relax the strong 	idleness condition on BE 

in the lemma above, if we at the same time impose an 

idleness constraint on the process system 

Proposition 5.3-7: If FE and EP are idle, then for all 

processes p and q and environments e: 

Proof: Similar to the proof of lemma 5.3-6. Use the 

fact that if p --  p' and e>0 e' then, by the 

idleness of FE and FE, we can find a tcAct such that 
tt t = s and p —p  and e = e'. 	 o 

By imposing a slightly stronger constraint on the 

process system FE , we can actually make parameterized 

weak and strong bisimulation equivalence coincide (giving 

aparameterized analogue to lemma 5.34). 

Proposition 5.3-8: If FE is idle and FE has the com-

pression property then for all processes p and q and en-

vironments e: 



Proof: 1=TI: follows from lemma 5.3-7 since having the 
compression property implies being idle. 
r?tr: Show that the Env-indexed family R with 

Re = (p,q)I P e J for ecEnv, is a parameterized 

weak bisimulation using the compression property. 	o 

Assuming the environment system EE is idle, it follows 

from lemma 5.3-3, 5.3-2 and lemma 5.3-8 that: 

thus giving us a parameterized generalization of corollary 

5.3-5. From this observation the following alternative 

characterization of e  follows directly (using 

p-*q if 	p- 0 q for scAct*1). 

Definition 5.3-9: Let = be the maximal - Env-indexed 

family of binary relations on Pr such that the following 

holds: whenever p= e  q and eke'  for some acAct 

then: 

p-- 0 p' 	sq'. q- 0 q' & 

q - 0 q' 	p'. p-40p' &-e p=q 

Proposition 5.3-10: Assume FE is idle. Then for all 

processes p and q and environments e: 

The alternative definition of e  is slightly more 

practical than the original one (see section 5.2) since 
we only need to consider single (observable or unob-

servable) "atomic" moves of environments and, for 

processes, moves where the observable contents is of 

length at most 1. However, to get an even simpler de-

finition, analogous to definition 5.0-1, we would like 
to replace the observational moves in the antecedents of 

(i) and (ii) of definition 5.3-9 with single "atomic" 
moves: 
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Definition 5.3-11:  Let 	be the maximal Env-indexed 

family of binary relations over Fr such that the following 

holds: whenever 	q and e=4  e' for some acAct 

then: 

a (i) PP' 	. q- 0 q & p 5 q 

q - 	q' 	p 	p - 0 p' & 	' Th' q' 

a 	. 	 a 	 - Since p-4p implies p- 0 p obviously e 

always holds. However, the reverse inclusion does not 

hold in general even if e is. idle. To see this let 

e,p and q be given by the following diagrams: 

e: p: 

Then 	since neither p nor q can perform a 1-move. 

But it is easily seen that p  q. To ensure the 
inclusion 	e 	e we impose a stronger condition on 

the environment system 

Proposition 5.3-12: If EE is strongly idle then for 

all processes p and q and environments e the following 

are equivalent: 

 

PL 

Pq 

Proof: (2) (3) follows from lemma 5.3-10 and (2) (1) 
follows from the remarks above. For (1)= (2) show, using 

the strong idleness of EE, that 	satisfies conditions 

(i) and (ii) of definition 5.3-9 and therefore that 

= by the maximality of 	. 	 a 

Fe- 

W. 



5.4 CONTEXTS AS OBSERVATIONAL ENVIRONMENT TRANSFORMERS 

In this section we shall investigate how contexts 

transform environments in the weak case, thus genérali-

zing the results from section 3.1+. More specifically 

we shall deal with the following (weak) reduction problem: 

Given a context C, and an (outer) environment, e, 

we want to find an (inner) environment, f, such that 

for all processes p and q the following holds: 

(*) 	p 	q 	C [p] e C [q] 

Preferably, the described (inner) environment, f, 

should be as small as possible with respect to the 

weak discrimination ordering, 

Unfortunately, as we already have demonstrated, since 

in not preserved by all contexts, it will not in general 

be possible to find environments, f, satisfying (*). For 

this reason we shall only deal with the above reduction 

problem for non-swallowing and asynchronous contexts; 

i.ei contexts which from section 5.1 are known to preserve 

As for the corresponding strong reduction problem in 

section 3.4 and for similar reasons, we shall consider 
a modified reduction problem where the condition (*) has 

been replaced by the following stronger condition on f: 

(**) 	p f q 	[C,p] e  [C,q 

where [C,p][C,q] informally meansthat c[p 5 c[q] 
with the context C interacting identically with the two 

processes p and q. We shall call the weakest environment 

with respect to 	satisfying (**) for the weakest inner 

observational environment of e under C, and use the nota-

tion wioe(C,e). 



In the following we shall investigate the two questions: 

"When does wioeE(C,e)  exist ?" and if it does exist: 

"What is the behaviour of wioe(C,e) ?tf. We shall also 

deal with the relationship between wieE(C,e)  and 

wioe(C,e). Obviously the answers to these questions 

will depend upon the environment system, EE, in question. 

For environment systems, EE, closed under a non-swal-

lowing, idle-preserving context system, X, we shall show 

that there exist an environment f such that for all 

processes p and q: 

p f q 	1c,p 5[c,q] 

provided e is strongly idle. In this case f is a suitable 

choise for wioelEE(C,e).  If EE is not closed under T we 

give sufficient conditions which will ensure existence of 

wioe (C,e). 

5.4.1 Wioe for closed environment systems. 

In order to define the parameterized relation 	used 

in (**) we introduce derived observational versions of the 

systems EP-M and EE-L defined in section 3.4.1. 

Definition 5.4-1: Let IEP= (Fr,Act,—) and 

w= (Con,Act0xAct0,F-.). Then we define the process system 
as (ConxPr,ConAct*1xAct*,_0) where for all 

C,C',C"cCon, p,p'cFr and u,vcAct11 - 
	is defined by: 

[C, P] (_ 	[C' ,p'] C 

* 	1', 

s,tcAct . s=v & t=u 
( F ,  

C ,s,t)><C F
,p/ 

where - is the derivation relation of !P-M extended to 
(ConxPr)x(ConxActct*)x(Conxpr) in the obvious way. 
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Definition 5.4-2: Let EE= (Env,Act, ==) and 

= (Con,Act0xAct0 ,—). Then we define the environment 
system EE-To  as (Env,ConxA.ct*xAct*1, =) where for 

o 
all e,e'cEnv, CcCon and u 5vcAct 1, 	is defined by: 

e (Cv,u 	e' 	e 	e' (in 	) 

Eased on these two definitions we then define: 

[c,p] e  [c,ql 

if and only if there is an E-G °-parameterized bisimulation, 
R, over H-ø°  such that ([C,p,[c,q)cR. From the 
definition of _O 

we can prove the following useful 
lemma: 

Lemma .4-3: 

If [C,p 

then C''= C' & C - 	C' & 

If C is non-swallowing and idle-preserving 

and C'-C' & P—"->o  P,  

then [c,p 

Proof: (i) Follows directly from definition of - 
	(ft-°) 

and - (IEP(). 

	

* 	 ''1 (ii) Since C is idle-preserving, we can find s,tcAct , 
St such that C' and pp'. Since C is non-swallowing 

s= 	implies t=. Thus, we always have 

<C,p> (C',s,t)><cp>  and therefore EC,p] (C'vu)[CFP] .0 

Since lemma 5.4-3 (i) always holds, it is obvious that 
if [Cp] e  [C,q 	then C must interact (observationally) 
identically with p and q. It remains to prove that 

[Cp]e [C,q] also implies C[p]cql. 
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Theorem 5.4-4: Let EP be closed under a non-swallowing 

context system T . Then for all contexts, C, processes p 
and q and strongly idle environments e: 

[c,p] 5 [c,q] 	 c[p]c[q] 

Proof: Since e is strongly idle, C[p]c[q] if and 
only if c[p] 5 c[q]. Thus we show that the family, R, 
with: 

Re = (CLp],C[q1)l [c,p1[c,qlJ 	
e strongly 

	

Ze 	' idle 

Re = 0 	; otherwise 

satisfies the closure-condition in definition 5.3-11. 
So let e be strongly idle and (C[p1,C[q])cR5. Assume 
e 	e 	and C[p]r. Since IP is closed under 

C>C', pp' for some C',p' and ucAct* with r=C'[p']. 

By definition of 	then <C,p) (C ,b,U)>(CFpF> and thus 

[c,pJ (C',,)\ [C-,p] . By definition of —° obviously 

e 	,b,u)5, 	Hence, since [c,p][c,ql, 

[C,q 	 with [c',p Ze  [c',q'1 for some q'. 

By definition of 	 for some 
S,tcAct with 'S='E and t=u. Then by definition of

s t 
— 

of 	C(-' and q-q'. Since C is non-swallowing, 
s=e implies t=c, and thus always C[q]-4 c'[q'] and hence rV 

Cq] 0 c'[q'1 , which is a matching move. 	 0 

Theorem 5.4-5: Let R and EE be closed under an 

asynchronous context system CC . Then for all contexts C, 

processes p and q and strongly idle environments e the 
following holds: 

[6,p 5 [c,ql 

If G moreover is non-swallowing and idle-preserving, 
then also: 

1C,p1 5 [c,ql 
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Proof: 

We show that R with: 

Re = j(LC,pj;LC,qj) I 	qJ 	idle 

Re = 0 ; otherwise 

is an IE-IID 	bisimulation. So let e be 

strongly idle and let ([C,p3;[C,q1)eR5. Assume 

e 	',v,  > e 	and [c,p] (C',v,u) [C',p'. By definitions 
St and strong idleness of e, eke', Cl-C' and p-p' 

* 	 '-'I 

for some s,tcAct with s=v and t=u. 

If ttc: then since FE is closed under, e[C 	e'EC
t le
/']  

or eLCI 	e'[c']. Thus, q 0  q' with *
p'  e'[C'] q' 

for some q', i.e. q—q' for some t'Act with 

t'=t=u. Since C is asynchon and tc it is easy to show 
.- ,'., 	s that for some s' with s'=s also Cr-'. Hence 

<C,q 	 and finally [C,q 	
>10 q'] 

which is the matching move. 

If t=c: then p=p' and e'[C']<e[C] (implying e'[C']e[C]). 

Hence also Pe'[cj q. Obviously q-q, so 

<C,q) (CSC<cq>  and thus [c,q] (C'VC)>[cq 

which is the matching move. 

We show that R with: 

R 	=[(P,)I IC. I E. f=e[C] & [C' PI 	[c q] J 
is an E- parameterized weak bisimulation. 
So let (p,q)cR5[ , e[C]  40 f and p - p'. Then for 
some C',e' and vgAct, e-0 e', 	C' with f=e'[C']. 
Since CC is assumed non-swallowing and idle-preserving 

we can apply lemma 5.4- (ii) giving: 

[C' 
PI 

 (C',v,u) 	[C',p' 

Obviously, e (C 

	

	in 	so since rC,p]C,q: 

[C,q (C',v,u)[o',q'] 

with [c',p'] Ze'  [C',q'. By lemma 5.4-3 (i) we then 
conclude that q- 0  q' which is the matching move. 	0 
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Corollary 5.4-6: Let IP and EE be closed under a non-

swallowing and asynchronous context system M. Then for all 

contexts C, processes p and q and strongly idle environ-

ments e the following holds: 

e[C]q 	C[p] e [q] 

Proof: Direct from theorem 5.4-4 and theorem 5.4-5. 	13 

Corollary 5.4-7: If IEE is closed under QIl and cc is 
non-swallowing and idle-preserving then for all contexts 

C and strongly idle environments e, we can define: 

wioe(C,e) = e[C] 

Proof: Direct from theorem 5.4-5 (2). 

Corollary 5.4-7 also gives us information about the 
relationship between wieE(C,e) and wioe(C,e): 

if 0 is non-swallowing and idle-preserving and e is 

strongly idle then wie (C,e)wioe (C,e). 

One thing that might worry the reader slightly, is that 

most of our results for the weak reduction problem requires 

the environment, e, to be strongly idle: a seemingly 

strong requirement. However, any environment can be 

transformed into a -equivalent (and thus -equivalent) 

strongly idle one, for which our results applies: let 

]E be any environment system. Then W(EE) is strongly 

idle (an easy argument shows that if e is rigid then 

e is strongly idle) and from lemmas 5.2-1 and 	it 
follows that ee) for all environments e. 

5.4.2 Wioe for general environment systems. 

In the previous section we dealt with the weak reduction 

problem for environment systems, EE, closed under the 

context system, W 
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In this section we shall give solutions to the problem 

for general strongly idle environment systems (not 

necessarily closed under W). We shall offer (sufficient) 

conditions which will ensure the existence of wioeEE(C,e) 

in such cases. 

So let EE be a (general) strongly idle environment 

system and let T be a non-swallowing, asynchronous context 

system. The weak reduction problem is for a given context 

C and environment e to find an environment f such that: 

(*) 	 p f q 	 C[p]C[q] 

for all processes p and q. Since TE is not (necessarily) 

closed under GI the results from previous section cannot 

be used. However, we can apply the following simple 

strategy: first close JE under GE (definition 3.1-12) 

giving the (closed) extension J. Then from the results 

of the previous section (Corollary 5.4--6) we know that 

(**) 	
e [C] q =1 	C [p] e C q1 

for all processes p and q. If GC moreover is idle- 

preserving, we know in fact that e[C] is wioe 	(C,e) 

Now, assume we can find a smallest environment, f, 

in EE with respect to 	, such that eEC]f. We shall 

use the notation boa (C,e) (best observational approxi- 

mation).for this environment. Since 	, boa(C,e) 

would obviously be a solution to the weak reduction 

problem, i.e.: 

boa(C,e) q 	C[p 5 C [q] 

If moreover T is idle-preserving, and (EE)°  is image-

finite we can from the Generalized NainThebrem (5.24) 
simply take wioe(C,e) to be boa(C,e). 

An easy argument shows that for strongly idle environ-

ments, f, ef if and only if ef (irrespective of 
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whether e is strongly idle or not). Thus, boa(C,e) 

exists if and only if baEE(C,e)  does (see section 3.4.2 
for definition of ba(C,e) ), in which case 

boa(C,e)z--ba(C,e). 

The system of language environments, 11, (see defini-

tion 2.2-11) is obviously not strongly idle and falls as 

such outside the scope of our results. We therefore 
introduce a new system, IL5  , of strongly idle language 
environments consisting of languages over Act 1. 

Definition 5.4-8: Ib= ((Act*1),Act, =>) is the 

environment system, where ==> is the smallest relation 
satisfying for all LAct*1,  and azAct 1: 

L4L 
aL/aaø 	L4DL/aa 

IL 51  is obviously strongly idle. Also ]I, si can be seen  
as a subsystem of IL. Let - :Act*  —Act be defined by: 

= 1*1* ... l*al* 	; nl 

with the natural extension to sets of strings. Then for 
all 	IAct*1,  the behaviour of L in IL si is strong 

equivalent to the behaviour of 7 in IL. 

Lemma 5.4-9: For all environments e and all environments 
L of IL si the following are equivalent: 

 eL 

 eL 

 D(e) 

 

where D(e) = f ucAct*l eJ and cancels all occurren-
ces of 1 in a string. 
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Proof: (i) (ii) follows from the strong idleness of L. 

(ii)4 (iii) Write L:IL5  resp. L:111 for L being viewed 
as an environment of ILsi  resp. M. From the remark 
above the lemma L:IL5 :]L and hence eL:11,5  iff 
eQ:lli. From section 3.14.2 eT:]I is known to hold 
iff D(e) 	= 	. (iii)(iv) follows directly from 

() = L for all Lct*1 and L(--(—  ) for Lct*. 

It is easily seen that for an lli5 environment, N, 

D(M)= N. Thus, it follows as a corollary from the above 
lemma that for all 1L5 .-environments L and N: 

LM 	Lp c N 

Hence, for any IL5 - environment L and context C it 
follows immediately, that: 

boaIL si (C,L) 	D(L[C1) 

Using lemma 3.1-1.0 we have: 

D(L[C]) = (
e s  I scAct 	L[C 	J 

= (Ju'j scAct4  & tcAct. L4 & 

c>J 
fuAct*1  I vcAct*. L 0  & 

t 	fu&ct 1  3vcIJp. C I v  
U4 J 

where + holds since L is strongly idle, and ++ holds 
since L30  iff vcL. Thus we can simply define: 

Definition 5.4-10: 

boaIL(C,L) =  fuAct 1  I vcL. C OJ 	o 
si 

From this definition the following laws can be derived 
easily: 
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Proposition 5.4-11: For CCS-contexts the following holds: 

boa(p,L) = 	; Lø si 

boa([],L) LP 
sl 

boa(1.[],L) = LP 
si 

boa 	(a.CJ,L) = (aL/aa) 	; a1 
Si 

boa(pI[,L) = uAct*1I (u))nL 	03 
si 

boaTT,  ({rs,L) = LP fl S 	; lcS 
si 

boa([][ , = 1(L)
si  

boa 	(C0D,L) . boa(D, boa 	(C,L) ) 

with uT=tr  if C and B are idle-preserving. 

Proof: We only prove the slightly more difficult (v), 

leaving the rest to the reader. From the discussion above 

and proposition 3.2-6 (vi) we have: 

boaTT,  (pIEJ,L) = [c)UI seAct& 
sj_ 	 - 

= (i scAct*.tcLP. tc(sD(p))) 

=I scAct. (sD(p)) n TP 	0) 
* 

= s IscAct . (sB(p)) nLP 	0) 

	

(Act
* 
 1 I (uD(p)) n 	0) 

where + is justified by the equation () = ().o 
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5.5 A SIMPLE SCHEDULER 

In this section we shall prove the correctness of a 

simple scheduler using the parameterized weak bisimulation 

equivalence. 

The scheduling problem we study is 'a simplified version 

of the scheduling problem in /Mi179B,Nil8O/: we simply 

want to design a scheduler S   which will signal a set 

of n agents in rotation starting with the 

agent p1. 

Suppose that Pi  is expecting to be signalled at label 

w1. Then our scheduler should simply satisfy the con-

straint: 

(1) 	 n w1.w2. ... .W.S 

We could of course easily write a CCS-process with the 

above property directly, e.g. the process 4x.w1. ... .w.x 

would suffice. However, we prefer to build S   as a ring 

of n identical cyclic cells with each cell in control of 

one agent. 

The cell controlling 

The cell's behaviour consists of an endless repetition of 

the following: 

Be enabled at a by the preceding 

cell. 

Signal the waiting agent p at w. 

Enable the successor cell at 	. 
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Thus we can simply define: 

(2) 	 C 

The scheduler is now built as a ring from the cells 

with the first cell Cl  being in state (ii) 

(in order for the scheduler to start). 

The scheduler Sn! 	
/w2 

wl 	
/W 

--- 

/ 	 \ 

S n 

In order to define S   we consider the following rectified 

version T of Sn: 

6C- 	
1 Ww 	 w 

T n 

can be defined inductively on n as: 

(3) 
	

T1  = C1' = w1..C1  

T = [T1r6] 1 C[a-6J 1\o ; n2 



where for al...'ak&Actl  and  bl...bkAct 
(a1 b1, ... ,al-b) is the renaming map Act—Act defined 

by: 	 r 
b 	; lik - a=a. 

(al - bl,...,akbk) a = 	; lik,a=ç 

L a 	; otherwise 

(In /Mi180/ the notation bl/al  ... bk/ak  is used for this 
map). Note, since al...akcActl  we have 

(albl, ... ,aki-bk)  1 = 1. Thus the associated renaming 

context is idle-preserving. 

For acAct 1, []\a  is an abbreviation for the CCS-context 

[]1'S-(a,J. Since ics_(a,J, []\a is an idle-preserving 

context. 

For n>l we can then construct S from T 1  and C n 	 n 
as illustrated below: 

W, 	w,-, 	 w -, 	w 

Formally we define: 

S= 	1T n-11" '4' 
raolJ\5\Q  

n 	n-lL-6J nL Q J 

	

Based on this definition of S 	it is possible to prove 

directly, using the weak bisimulation proof technique, that 

the constraint (1) is satisfied. A defect with this direct 

approach is that it is not based on an analysis of any 

subsystems. This defect may not be serious for the present 

simple example, but for larger systems such a strategy would 

suffer a combinatorial explosion. In order for our proof 

techniques to be relevant for large (realistic) examples it 
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is imperative that we can reason about the system in 

terms of its subsystems. For this reason we prefer to 

prove the correctness of S inductively (on n). The overall 

effort in proving the correctness inductively will for 

this simple example actually increase, but it illustrates 

a technique which seems usefull for larger systems. 

Further evidence of this potential usefulness for larger 

systems has recently been given by Robin Milner, who has 

successfully applied the (parameterized bisimulation) 

techniques of this thesis to the Alternating Bit Protocol. 

Unfortunately S n  does not lend itself to such an inductive 

proof since S n-1 	 n is not a substructure of S . An inductive -  
proof seems much more likely to succeed for the rectified 

version T   since obviously T 1  is a substructure of T11. 

But what should we prove (inductively) about T ? Ideally 

we would like to prove T 	w1.w2. ... 	 But 

this is not a valid equivalence: after the occurrence of w1  

T  is free to perform a at any time. In fact the full 
behaviour of T is extremely complicated. However, we 

are only interested in the bahaviour of T   as a component 
of the scheduler S 1, and it seems that in this context 

the behaviour of T   is endeed captured by the above equation. 

In the following we shall prove that there is a strongly. 

idle language environment L such that: 

 

and 

 

where 

('?) 

L w1.w2. ... .w..a.T 	(nl) 

boa]L. (TO ,Act) 	 (n2) n 
Si. 

TO = rr1ra-*Q1 
I 	

ra-61J\6\q 
n 	 n Lyi- qJ 

(n 2) 

From (5) and (6) it follows that T11  and w1* w2* .., 
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are substitutive in TCn+1(TCn+i  is idle-preserving and 

the reduction is therefore valid, see section 5.4.2). 

Thus for n>,2: 

= 

f (w1.w2. 

c [51j'\\Q fly-Q 

.w1..a.Tn - )[aQ1 l 	y5 

C [6iJ\o\Q n 

Using the fixed point rule (R2 in the proof system Srr  of 

chapter 4), the Expansion Theorem (see /Mil80/ theorem 5.8), 

some simple laws for renaming, and the fact that parallel 

CCS-contexts preserve Z (see section 5.1) the following is 

easily established: 

(Wl•W2.....w 	..Q.(T 	
flc-Q1)I 

	

n-1 	n-lLy45J I 

..(c raol)J\5\Q n 	nL Q J 

r -Q1 I w1.w2.....w 	.w n-1 n n_lLft6J 

C [ao1)\5\J n 'y1-Q 

= w • w.....w . S 12 	n n 

This verifies the correctness condition (1). It remains 

to exhibit the strongly idle language environment L and 

prove that it has the two required properties (5) and (6). 

The unparameterized version of (5) fails to hold 

basically because T   can perform a-actions in a very 

undisciplined manner: after each w1-action T will always 

be ready (at least after some 1-moves) to perform an a. 

However, when T   is executed in the context TCn+l  no a 
will occur before the first y and before any new a-action 

can occure T   must perform a first. This information 

about TCn+l  is captured by the following strongly idle 

language environment L (we are using the standard notation 

for regular languages): 
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L =[* 
	_)(* 	

+ •.+  
6Q .(c 	-ay6Q 

where for al...akcActl. 

_al...ak = Act1 _(al...ak,al ... akj 

The behaviour of L is given by the following diagram: 

11 

L 

a Q 

M 
11 

where ,- 	U lJ. From the diagram, and since T 

	

a'jQ6 	- 	 n 

	

cannot perform 	or o actions, it follows that Ta's 
undiciplined usages of a mentioned above are prohibited 

in L. 

Let us first verify (6) using the laws for boa 
TTI 

 si  in 

proposition 5.4-11. Since TCn  is built from idle preser-

ving contexts we can decompose the calculation of 

boa., (TC11,Act 1) into stages. Using proposition 5.4-11 

(vi) Ve have: 

boaTh([]\6\Q,Act*l) = 
si 

since D(C [ a6 1) = (6 .w  .)*p we conclude from pro- n 'y-QJ 	
11 

 

position 5.4-11 (v): 

boa 
Si 	

'° 	j ([1 	
r L a61 	* 

' 	) 

	

=(ucAct*1 I u( 	
* 	* 

6.w .) 	
Q 	

0) n 	-6 
* 	 * 

	

=( 	 * Q)P =N 
_6Q 	-6Q 
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From proposition 5.4-11(vii) it follows that: 

boa,([ 1raQ1 N) 
51 

)N 

+ ).*5Q.(a 	* 

Combining these three calculations we have: 

boaILL 	n (TC 	,Act* 1) 5 .  

+ 	).*5Q.(a +Q ) )* 

LP 

Thus condition (6) is satisfied. Let us now prove that 

(5) is satisfied by induction on n. For n=l we have 

immediately: 

= w1..C1  

w1..(a.w1..Cl) 

w1.j.a.T1  

For the induction step we shall use the following 

property of L. 

(8) boa 	(TD  n,L)  9 LP 
si 

(n2) 

where 

TB 	=([][1 
	

C [a - j] \ 
(n2) 

Now, assume (5) holds for lk<n. Then, using property 

(8) we know that Tn_l  and w 1.....w 	.V.a.T 	are n-1 	n-1 
substitutive (up to L) in TD n . Thus: 
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T =Tl[6 Ic[a6]J\6 

L (w1. .. .wni..a.Tni)[61 

Cn[a  ol J 

[wi. .. "n-l- T.a.(T  n-11I 

	

5.w n 	(C nla  6)J\6 

.. •w 1(a.(T l[ 	6) I 
w.c.(C[a61)J\6) 

Since boa(wi. .. •wni•[]L) = L, 

boa 	(w1. .. .w.[L)=L and L 	we conclude 
si 

further: 

L 	w1  ..... 

The last remaining proof obligation is the verification of 

(8). Again we can use the laws for boa.  from proposi-

tion 5.4-11. However, we prefer this time to appeal 

directly to the definition: 

bao(C,L) = D(L[C]) 
si 

Unfortunately, to determine the behaviour of L[C] directly 

from definition 3.1-9 could prove quite a lengthy process 

since we are required to consider how L can undergo 

strings of actions. However, the process can be shortened 

considerably by the following lemma: 

Lemma 5.5-1: Let EE= (Env,Act, =) be an environment 

system closed under a context system 

13= (Con,Act0xAct0 ,H) with respect to 	Let 

= (EnvXCon,Act, =) be the environment system where 

== 	is the smallest relation satisfying: 

(i) e 	e' & 	= eKC> 	e'<C'> 

ee' & & a'O = e(C)=e'<C') 
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Then for all environments e of lEE and contexts C of EI: 

e[C] 	e<c> 	
0 

Since the behaviour of L4(C>  only requires considering 

single atomic actions of L it should be easier to determine 

than that of L[CJ. A150, since ef implies D(e) = D(f) 

we have: 

boa(C,L) = D(L<C>) 
si 

Now, let TD 	and TD' be the following contexts: 

= [I1[I1 I (w.7.C) [a45I1J\6 

Then the behaviour of TD 	is easily seen to be described 

by the following diagram: 

(b 
where r) C 	

' 	
An arrow labelled '\a) between two 

b contexts C and D indicates CfD. Eased on the diagrams 

for L and TD   we can determine the behaviour of L(TD 

using the above lemma 5.5-1. 
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From this diagram it follows immediately that: 
I_ 

D(L(TD)LP 
II 

and hence that condition (8) is satisfied. 

This example raises the question of what is the more 

advantageous: to use the algebraic laws for boa 	or 
Si 

to appeal directly to the definition of boa.  Obviously 
51 

many more examples must be dealt with before this question 

can be answered. 
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CHAPTER 6 

COMPLEXITY RESULTS & 
PROL06 IMPLEMENTATIONS 

When applying the various notions of bisimulation 

(strong or weak, parameterized or unparameterized) to larger 

examples (see for example /Pr84/) the availability of 

automatic or semiautomatic tools becomes of increasing 

importance for the manageability of the problem. For this 

reason we shall in this chapter investigate the complexity 

and implementation of the various notions of bisimulation 

equivalence. 

The (strong or weak, parameterized or unparameterized) 

equivalence problem is for general CCS-expressions 

undecidable: given the index i of a Turing Machine M i it 

is easy (but tedious) to effectively construct a COS-ex-

pression p such that M i does not halt on input i if and 

only if. p® (pt--  x.l.x if 	 if  

This reduction actually shows that the various equivalences 

are not even recursively enumerable (r.e.) for general 

CCS-expressions. 

From the finitary, complete proof systems in /HeriNil8, 

Mi182/ and their parameterized extensions in chapter 4 it 

follows that, by restricting to finite or regular CCS-

expressions, the unparameterized as well as the parameterized 
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strong equivalence problem becomes r.e. 

However, asa"complexity-bound" this can be improved 

drastically due to a result by Paris Kannellakis and 

Scott Smolka. In /KaSm83/ they show that the parame-

terized strong and weak equivalence problems are both 

polynomial-time decidable for regular CCS-expressions 

(in terms of the size of the expressions). Given the 

highly recursive definition of bisimulation equivalence 

this result is rather surprising. In comparison the 

seemingly much simpler (traditional automata-theoretical) 

string or trace equivalence /Hoa8l/, failure-equivalence 

/Bro83 ,HoBroR8L/ and testing-equivalence /NiHen82 ,Ni85/ 
problems are all PSFACE-complete for regular CCS-processes 

and as such highly intractable (see /GJ79,KaSm8/). In 

section 6.1 we show how to extend this polynomial-time 

complexity result to the corresponding parameterized 

equivalences. 

In section 6.2 we develop and verify the correctness of 

a PROLOG implementation for the strong equivalence problem. 

The implementation, which is easily modified to support 

the other notions of bisimulation equivalence, is a 

theorem prover in the following sense: given two processes 

p and q a procedure will construct a bisimulation (=proof) 

containing the pair (p,q) if p—q. If p'7q the procedure 

will terminate with failure. However, the termination is 

subject to the condition that the processes p and q have 

finite state-transition diagrams. Thus regular expressions 

(e.g. ix.a.x) or finite CCS-expressions over regular 

expressions (e.g. [x.a.x I o1r(a,b) are allowed, whereas 
CCS-expressidns with a parallel, restriction or renaming 

operator occurring within the scope of a fixed-point 

operator will in general lead to non-termination (since 

such expressions have infinitely many derivatives). 

A large subset of CCS and its operational semantics is 
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also implemented in PROLOG. The usefulness of the resulting 

system is demonstrated through several examples including 

the simple scheduler from section 5.5 and the closed shop 
example /San82/. 

Finally, in section 6.3,  we comment on some existing 

alternative (semi-) automatic tools for proving bisimu-

lation equivalences, and we discuss what properties future 

tools might/ought to have. 
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6.1 COMPLEXITY RESULTS 

The polynomial-time results in /KaSm83/ are based on 
the following Generalized Partitioning problem. A par-

titioning of a set S consists of disjoint, nonempty sub-

sets of S called blocks, whose Uflioun is S. 

GENERALIZED PARTITIONING. 

As input is given a finite set B, an initial par-

titioning of S r0 =(B1,...,BJ and k functions with 
f:S—P(S) (lk). 

The problem is to find the coarsest partitioning 

of S such that: 

(1) Ff  is a refinement of I (i.e. each block 

B. is a subset of some B.) 1 	 J 

(ii) For all blocks E, all a,bcE, any function 

f and any block 

f,(a) fl E L  0 	f(b) fl E /0 	0 

Obviously Ff  is unique if it exists. Existence of Ff  

(which is left untreated in /KaSm8/) will follow if, 

for any two partitionings F1  and F2  satisfying (i) and 
(ii), we can find a partitioning F also satisfying (i) and 
(ii) and moreover coarser than both F1  and F2: 

Let F=Fl••FrJ be a set of (not necessarily 

disjoint) blocks such that (i) and (ii) are satisfied 

and U i r F i  . = S. Let = be the smallest equivalence - 
on il,... ,rJ such that i=j if Fi  fl F 	0. Then 

let F be the set of blocks: 

F = 	U. . F.tirJ J 

where [i] is the equivalence class containing 1. Ob- 

viously F is coarser that F  and it is not difficult 
to see that F=  is a partitioning satisfying (i) and 
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(ii). Now let F1  and F2  be the two partitionings 

satisfying (i) and (ii). Then  it follows that 

	

= (r1  U r2) 	will have all the properties required 
above. 

For the following complexity analysis we shall assume 

that each function f, is effectively represented as a 

directed graph with node set S and a vertex from a to 

b 1ff bcf(a). Let m be the number of vertices in the 

graph associated with f (i.e.m = 	51f(a)I). aF 
We shall measure the size of an instance of GENERALIZED 

PARTITIONING as a pair (n,m), where n denotes ISI and 

m is 	l<km (i.e. the total number of vertices in the 

graphs associated with 

The restricted class of GENERALIZED PARTITIONING 

problems, for which the k functions are deterministic 

(i.e. If(a)I =1 for all e and a), constitutes the 
well-studied class of PARTITIONING problems which is 

known to have an O(k.n.logn) solution (see /AHU74/ 

§LLl). The PARTITIONING problem has many applications. 

One important application is the minimalization of the 

number of states in a deterministic finite automata. In 

the following we shall see how the GENERALIZED PARTITIONING 

problem can be applied to solve the (strong) bisimulation 

equivalence problem. 

For any finite process system IP= (Pr,Act, —) 

(1P is finite if and only if Pr and Act are both finite 

sets) let 	be the GENERALIZED PARTITIONING problem 

consisting of the set Pr, the initial partitioning 

	

= PrJ, and 	Act! functions, f :Pr(Pr) for 
a 1P acAct, with 	(' I pp'J. Let Ff  be the 

solution to A . Then the following holds 

Theorem 6.1-1: For all processes p and q of 

p—q if and only if p and q belong to the seine block of 

f 
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Proof: 1tU: We show that the relation 	FrXFr defined 

by: 

p R q 	'p and q belong to the same block 

of r EP . 

is a bisimulation and thus 	Let pRq and p-p'. 

Assume p'E where E is some block of F (such a 

block exists). Thus ø (p'J  f a  (p)flE. . From the HI 
 closure properties of r it follows that f(q)fl E L 0, 
and hence that q-q' for some q'cE. 

uTU: Let Fr/-S be the set of equivalence classes of 

Fr under -. Pr/- is obviously .a. partitioning of Fr and 

it is easy to show that Pr/ 	satisfies (i) and (ii). 

Thus, by definition, F 
RD 
 is coarser than Fr/-- from which 

the T"-direction follows immediately. 	 a 

The obvious solution to the GENERALIZED PARTITIONING 

problem is, starting from To, to repeatedly refine the 

blocks of the partition by the following method. Let B1  
be a.block in the current partitioning, and let fe be one 

of the k functions. Examine f(a)S for all a in B1. 

Now we partition B i so that two elements a and b are put 

in the same block if and only if fja) and fe(b)  intersect 

the same set of blocks. 

r:= 

REPEAT 

change := false 

FOR all blocks B1  of F , all fe 
DO 

	

	- Partition B1  with respect to 

f into hl new blocks 

LBJU 

- if h>l set change := true 

UNTIL change =false 

(figure 6.1-2) 
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Theorem 6.1-: The algorithm in figure 6.1-2 solves the 

GENERALIZED PARTITIONING problem in O(n.(n+m)) time. 

Proof: The partial correctness of the algorithm follows 

fairly easy: at any stage during the execution the initial 

partition F0  is coarser than the current one F . Thus 
F0  is coarser than Ff. Obviously at exit of the outer 
loop r, and hence Ff  satisfies (i) and (ii). To prove 
that the final value of F is endeed the coarsest refine-

ment of F0  satisfying (i) and (ii) use the following 

as a loop-invariant: if F' is any partition satisfying 

(i) and (ii), then F is coarser than F' . For the comple-

xity (and total correctness) we note that the algorithm 

will terminate after at most n iterations of the outer 

ibop since there can at most be n blocks. A slightly 

tricky use of the lexicographic sorting method from 

/AHU74/ makes it possible to perform each iteration in 

O(n+m) time (see /KaSm8/). 	 0 

Corollary 6.1-: Let EP= (Pr , Act ,—) be a finite 

process system and let p and q be processes of 1P. Then 

the strong bisimulation equivalence problem 	'-q can 
be decided in O(n(n+m) + M) time, where n= Fri 

m = I 	I and M is the time required to compute the derived 

GENERALIZED PARTITIONING problem A. 

Proof: Note that for the derived GENERALIZED PARTITIONING 

problem A EP the following holds: 

I 	( I ifa(p)I) = ii 
aAct pcPr 

Thus the result follows directly from theorems 6.1-1 and 

6.l-. 	 0 

Since the regular process system H r 	 - (see section .2) 

is not a finite process system we cannot apply the above 

corollary directly to EP . However, for any pair of 

processes p and q we can find a finite restriction of 

containing p and q and all their derivatives. 
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Let 	= (Pr,Act, —) be a process system and let 

Q be a --closed (see section 4.3)  subset of Pr. Define 

the restricted process system EP rQ as (Q,Act , - ), 

where Act Q =acActJ 3qF-Q. q-J  and 	 fl(QxActQ) 
= —4n(QxActxQ). Since Q is --closed it is easy to 

prove that whenever p,qcQ  then p-Sq in EP if  p- -q in 

PrQ. 

Corollary 6.1-5: Let p and q be closed regular process 

expressions. Then p--q can be decided in 0(n3) time 

where n=ND(p) +ND(q) (see section 4.3). 

Proof: Let Q be the ---closed set DER(p)UDER(q), where 

DER(p) =(p'I I se  Act*  . pp'J. Then pq in IP r  if 
p -'-q in EP r rQ. From section 4.3 we know that 

IDER(p)lND(p), hence  IQkn. Obviously any action which 

can be performed by any derivative of p must appear in 

the expression for p. Since ND(p) is increased for each, 

action occurring in p, ActQ  ND(p) +ND(q) = n. A simple 

bound on 	is obtained from the following: 

QXActQxQ I 

' IQI.IActQHI 

n 

However, a tighter bound can be obtained by noticing that, 

for each derivative r of p, there is a bijection 
from the set f (a,$) I r4s 	to the occurrences of action 
symbols in the expression for p. Thus, for each rDER(p) 

the size of the set [(a,$) I r_sJ can at most be 
ND(p). Using this observation we get: 

IQ
I [(a,$) I rsJ 

re Q 

rcER(p' 	
rsJ I + 

rcER(q' 	
rs J I 

ND(p) + ND(q)2 K, n2  
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Finally, (the effective graph representation of) A 

can be constructed in 0(n ) time (see /KaSm83/ or tFe 

similar chart construction in /Mil82/). Thus it follows 

from corollary 6.1-4 that pq can be decided in 

0(n•(n+n2) + n 2  ) = 0(n3) time. 	 o 

Corollary 6.1-6: Let p and q be closed regular 

expressions. Then pq can be decided in 0(n4) time, 

where n= ND(p) + ND(q). 

Proof: Let Q be the --closed set IDER(p)UDER(q). Then, 

also pq in Er  if  pq in EP r  rQ. From corollary 

5.3-5 we know that pq in r1  if f p- -q in( r rQ) 
By definition of4(EP rQ)  we have, 14VQ = IQ 	n. Since 

the derivation relation, -, of (HrrQ) is a subset 

of 4WQxActQx4Q we have the simple bound, 	n3. 

An effective graph representation of 	 (and hence 

of A( 	rQ) 
can be obtained from the effective 

representtion of EP r  Q using a "transitive &re1exive 

closure" type operation, adding a derivation (p.,a,q) 

to - 	whenever p- 0 q. Constructing 	 from 
RD  N can as such be done 0(n3) time (see /AHTJ74/ for 

"transitive closure" algorithms.) 

Thus it follows from corollary 6.1-4 that 	'j, and 

hence pq can be decided in 0(n.(n+n3) + n3)= 0(n4) 

time. 	 0 

Let 	EE= (Env,Act, =) be ,a finite environment 

system and ]EP= (Pr,Act, —) a finite process system. 
We want to reduce the parameterized strong bisimulation 

equivalence problem over lEE and EP to a GENERALIZED 

PARTITIONING problem, A. 

B 	choosing the initial partition of A FFI)IP  care- 

fully we can obtain such a reduction: A 	consists 

of the set Env>Pr, the initial partition 
rallp = jeJxPr I ecEnvj and lActi functions, 
a EnvXPr—(EnvxPr) for acAct, with: 
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fae,pD = (e' ,p') I e4e' & p-- p'J 

Let 	F' IP be the solution to A HD.  Then the f 	 EE 
following holds: 

Theorem 6.1-7: For all processes p and q of H1  and 
all environments e of 	, 	if and only if (e,p) 

and (eq) belong to the same block of 

Proof: 
Utt: It suffices to show that the Env-indexed family 

R with: 

pRq 	(e,p) and (e,q) belong to the 

same block of 

is a parameterized bisimulation. 

Let pR q, eke' and p-+p'. Assume (e',P')cE, where 

is some block of Ff  ' 	(obviously such a block exists). 

Thus ø I(e' P') 	fa ((e,p))flE.. From the closure 

preperties of Ff  ' it follows that f((e,q)) nEø. a. 
 Thus for some (e ,q )cE, e=e,, 	a and q—q . Since 

is a refinement of the (carefully chosen) 

e''=e'. Thus p' ReF  q'. 

": Let 	be the equivalence relation on EnvxPr 

defined by: 

(e,p)=(f,q) 	e = f & 

and let EnvxPr/= be the equivalence classes of EnvxPr 

under =. EnvxPr/= is obviously a partition of EnvxPr 
EE finer than F ' • 

Now, assume (e,p) and (f,q) belong to the same block 

of EnvxPr/= and (e',p')cfa((e,p))nFj  where F is some 

equivalence class of EnvxPr/=. Thus  e 	e' and p 

By definition of =, e=f and P' -. Thus q-4 q' for 

some q' with ' e' q'. Hence (e',q') = (e',p') and thus 

(e',q')cf((e,q))nF. . By symmetry it follows that 

EnvxPr/= satisfies condition (ii) of the GENERALIZED 
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PARTITIONING problem. Thus, by EP definition, 	r' 	is 
coarser than EnvXPr/= ensuring the 	17-direction. 	o 

If we instead had chosen the perhaps more obvious 

(EnvxPrj as the initial partition for A p, theorem EE I  
6.1-7 would fail to hold. It is not hard to see that 

with this choice, two pairs (e,p) and (e,q) would belong 

to the same block of the final partition just in case 

e&p— e&q (which is a weaker property than 

Corollary 6.1-8: Let FP= (Fr,Act, —) be a finite process 

system and let IE= (Env,Act, =) be a finite environment 

system. Then, for processes p and q of fl)  and environments 

e of lEE, P-5q  can be decided in O(n.(n+m) + N) 

time, where n= llPrl.lEnvI, m=  I—lI=l  and N is the 
time required to compute the derived GENERALIZED PAR-

TITIONING problem 

Proof: If we can solve A 	in O(n.(n+m)) time 

the corollary follows directly from theorem 6.1-7. 

For 	A W,  I RD it is easily seen that: 

Act ( 	
If ((e,p))  I) = I 	I 

(e,p)cEnvxP 

Thus the O(n.(n+m)) complexity bound for A 
FE  I 
 EP follows 

directly from theorem 6.1-. 	 a 

Corollary 6.1-9: Let p and q be closed regular process 

expressions and let e be a closed regular environment 

expression different from U. Then p 	q can be 
decided in 	 time, where n=ND(p)+ND(q) 

and nE_ND(e). 

Proof: The proof is very similar to the proof of 

corollary 6.1-5. Let Q=DER(p)UDER(q) and 

QE=DER(e). Then it is easily seen that P5q  in 
and W, r  (i.e. there is an IFEr_ parameterized bisimula- 

tion R over lErsuch  that (p,q)cR5) iff 	in EP r P 

and W, r rQE. Since EP  rQP  and EE rQE  are finite we can 
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apply the previous corollary 6.1-8. Let IP tQjp 

(QF,Actp, —) and EErE = (QE ,AtE, =E 	Then 

follows from arguments similar to those of corollary 

6.1-5. It only remains to see how fast the GENERALIZED 

PARTITIONING problem A EErQEp 	can be constructed r E' rP 
(or rather an effective graph representation of it). 

Since A TE 	 rQ 
essentially is the "product" of 

r E' r P 
A 	(size (nE,nE) ) and 	Ai~p 	 (size (np,np ) ) 
rE 	 2 it can be constructed in O(n 	n ) time. Thus it 

follows from corollary 6.1-8, that 	e q can be 

decided in O(nFnE(npnE + flp2•fl)+ nF2•n) = 
time. 	 a 

From the results of section 5.3 it follows that 

if and only if 	 ((e) is a strongly 

idle environment equivalent under to e). Thus, using 

a technique similar to the one for the proof of corollary 

6.1-6, we can for regular processes p and q and regular 

environments e obtain a polynomial-time complexity result 

for the parameterized weak bisimulation equivalence pro- 

blem 	e q. (Note, that 	and (EE) can be obtained 

by 	"transitive-&--reflexive closure" type operations). 

More precisely, 	can be decided in O((nF.nE)) 
time, where u p and n are as in corollary 6.1-9. 
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6.2 PROLOG IMPLEMENTATIONS 

In this section we shall develop and verify an alter-

native decision procedure for the strong equivalence 

problem (the procedure is easily modified for other 

notions of bisimulation equivalence). In contrast to 

the polynomial time algorithm (figure 6.1-2) from the 

previous section, which computes the maximal bisimulation, 

the alternative procedure will for a given pair of pro-

cesses try to construct a minimal bisimulation containing 

the pair. The procedure follows very closely the recursive 

definition of bisimulation and may involve backtracking 

in case the processes are non-deterministic. Thus, 

the time complexity of the procedure is essentially 
exponential. 	However, the previous section's polynomial 

time results only hold for regular COB-expressions. By 

allowing parallel compositions of regular process expres-

sions, an (extended) expression may have an exponential 

number of derivatives (in terms of the sizeof the expres-

sion), because of possible nesting of parallel operators. 

Thus the equivalence problem is likely to become hard 

anyway. (As an analogy, the string equivalence problem for 

regular expressions increases in complexity, when the 

intersection operator is added - see /HU79/  exercise  13.32). 
The new alternative procedure is moreover extremely 

easy to implement in PROLOG, as we shall demonstrate in 

the following. 

6.2.1 An operational-based inference system 

for bisimulation. 

Let H= (Pr,Act,—) be a given process system. We 

shall present an inference system for constructing bisimu-

lations over IP based on the derivation relation of. We 

shall prove both soundness and restricted completeness of 

the inference system. Also, we shall later see that the 

inference system can be represented directly in PROLOG. 
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Let 	bisim cPrxFrP(Pr2) 

closure) 

matchl c PrxPrxCFr2)xP(Fr2) 

mathcr ) 

matchl 	PrxFrx(Actr)x(Fr2)>Fr2) 
matchr+ ) 

be the smallest relations closed under the following 

rules (an informal explanation will be given after the 

rules). 

B closure(p,g, 	(p,aj ,C) 
bisim(p,q,C) 

matchl(p,g,B,c) matchr(p,gO,D) 

closure(p,q.)B,D) 

ML matchl(p,g,M,B,C); M=((a,p')lpp'} 
matchl(p,q,B,C) 

MR matchr(p,g,NCD) ; 	JT((aq') lq-q'J 
matchr(p,q,C,D) 

ML matchi(p,q,ø,E,B) 

matchl(p,g,M,B,D) 	
I ; q 

a  q 
matchl(p,q, f(a,p')} UM,B,D) 	(p' ,q')cB 

closure(p',g', {(p',g')?uB,C) 	matchl(p,g,M,C,D) 
matchl F(p,q,  (a,p')}uMB,D) 

q-q' 

MR 	matchr(p,q,ø,B,B) 

matchr(p,g,N,B,D) 	 p-p' 

matchr(p,q,f(a,q')}UN,B,D) ' (p',q')cB 

closure(p',q',(p',q')}uB,C) 	matchr(p,q,N,C,D) 

matchr(p,q,f(a,q')UN,B,D) 

(figure 6.2-1) 
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Now, think of bisim as a (partial) function from 

its first two arguments to its third argument, closure, 

matchl and matchr as (partial) functions from their 

first three arguments to their last argument, and 
matchl+ and matchr+  as (partial) functions from their 

first four arguments to their last argument. Then, 

the intended meaning of the six relations can informally 

be described as follows: 

- Given two processes p and q, bisim will try to 

"build" up a bisimulation C containing (p,q). 

- Given two processes p and q and an approximate 

bisimulation B containing (p,q) ("approximate" in 

the sense that B is not yet knOwn to be closed under 

IB , in particular it is unknown whether (p,q)c(B) 

or not), closure will try to extend B to a genuine 

bisimulation C. 

- Given two processes p and q and an approximate 

bisimulation B containing (p,q), matchl will try 

to extend B to an approximate bisimulation C closed 

under SS (i.e. C is a simulation), whereas matchr 

will try to extend B to an approximate bisimulation 

C closed under 	. 

From the definition of ffi it follows that the approximate 

bisimulation C constructed by matchl must be such that 

for each derivation (a,p') of p (i.e. p-p') q has 

a match in C, i.e. q- q' for some q' with (p',q')cC. 

Obviously we would like to construct C by dealing with 

one derivation of p at a time. For this reason a 

refined version of matchl, matchl +, augmented with a 

fifth argument for keeping track of which of p's deriva-

tives that are left to be dealt with, is introduced. 

- Given two processes p and q, an approximate bisimu- 

lation B  containing (p,q) and a subset N of p's 
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derivations such that q only remains to match those 

of p's derivations which are in M. Then matchl 

will try to extend B to an approximate bisimulation 

closed under 

Similarly a refined version, matchr+,  of matchr is intro-

duced. 

Note, that by letting P4 be,  the set of all of p's 

derivations (P4= ((a,p') p-p'))  we can reduce matchl to 

matchl. This explains the rules ML and MR. 

To see how to realize matchl +, note that when M is 

empty we are done: simply take C to be B. Otherwise, 

let (a,p') be a derivation of p in N. We remove (a,p') 

from N observing the following two cases: 

- Assume q-q' for some q' with (p',q')cB. In 

this case q already has a match in B for the deri-

vation (a,p') and we can simply remove (a,p') 

from M. 

- If q cannot match the derivation (a,p') in B 

we extend B with a pair (p',q') where q-4 q'*  

(it may later be discovered that the chosen a-de-

rivation q' of q is not a match for (a,p'). Thus 

backtracking to this point may be necessary in order 

to replace the chosen q' with another a-derivation 

of q). Obviously, q will then have a match for 

(a,p') in the extended set. However, since the 

final extension C is required to be an approximate 

bisimulation itself, we riclose!!  Buf(p',q')J 

with respect to (p',q') before dealing with the 

remaining derivations of N. 

The above three cases (including N =0) corresponds to 

the three rules of ML. 
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In the following we shall formalize the above informal 

descriptions: we shall prove that the inference system 

is sound in the sense that: 

bisim(p,q,C) 

(p,q)cC 	& 

Thus, if it can be derived form the rules that 

bisim(p,q,C), then we can conclude that p--q. We shall 

also indicate how, under certain finiteness assumptions, 

to prove the following completeness result: 

pq 	C. bisim(p,q,C) 

Obviously, in order to prove the above soundness result 

it will be necessary to prove auxiliary properties about 

the other relations used in the system. Assume that the 

vague notion of an approximate bisimulation of a pair 

(p,q) is given by the following: 

E-(p,q)J(B) 

i.e. lB would be a bisimulation if (p,q)(B) . Then 

according to their informal descriptions closure, 

matchl and matchr ought to satisfy the following proper-

ties/verification conditions: 

closure(p,q,IB,D) 

[(p,q)cB g 
LE(p,q)JM(B)J 

BB & D(D) 
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matchl(p,q,B,C) 

(p,q)B 	& 
LB_((p,q) 	(B) 

rBC & 

C-((p,q)J(c) & 

L(p,q)c (C) 

matchr(p,q,C,D) 

[ (p,q)cC 	& 

C - [(p,q)J g EB (C) 

(CD & 

& 

(p, q) c(D) 

Note, that by thinking of closure, matchl and matchr 

as (partial) functions the above properties are verifi-

cation conditions (or pre- and post-conditions) in the 

sense that the results of the functions are guaranteed to 

have certain properties provided the arguments to the 

functions satisfy certain constraints. 

The six relations bisim,closure,matchl,... is actually 

the fixed-point of the functional associated with the 

inference system figure 6.2-1 (see section 3.2 and /A83/). 

For this reason certain equivalences holds, in particular: 

bisim(p,q,C) 	closure(p,q,(p,q)J,C) 

and 

closure(p,q,B,D) 

C. matchl(p,q,B,C) & matchr(p,q,C,D) 

If the verification condition for closure holds then the 

soundness theorem follows directly from (1) since 

(p,q)c((p,q)J and (p,q)J-f(p,q)Ø(((p,q)J). 

Similarly, if the verification conditions for matchl and 
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matchr hold, then the verification condition for closure 

will follow from (2). However, from the rules of the 

inference system it is obvious that the six relations 

are mutually dependent. Thus, in order to complete the 

soundness proof an (simultaneous) induction proof is 

needed. 

The induction principle associated with the inference 

system is straightforward (see /A83/):  let Bis,Cl,Ml, 
Nr,Nl,Mr be six relations (of the appropriate type) 

also closed under the rules of the inference system. 

Then, by the leastness of bisim,closure,matchl,matchr, 

matchl and matchr it follows that: 

bisim c Bis 	matchr cMr 

closure Cl 	matchl Ml 

matchl 91 Ml 	matchrcMr 

For Cl,Ml,Nr it seems natural first to try the previous 

verification conditions for closure,matchl,matchr. 

Unfortunately, these verification conditions are, though 

true, too weak for the induction proof to go through. In 

order to obtain stronger conditions we shall introduce a 

much more liberal definition of an approximate bisimula-

tion B for a pair (p,q), being simply (p,q)cB. 

We can now reveal the definitions of these stronger 

verification- conditions Bis,Cl,Ml,Mr,Nl and Mr: 

Bis(p,q,C) 4z 

(p,q)cC & 

C gim (C) 

Cl(p,q,B,D) 

(p,q)cB 

rBD & 
LD - (B - f(p,q)J) 	(D) 
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M1(p,q,E,C) 

(p,q)E 

BC & 
C - BI(C) & 
(p, q) 	(C) 

Mr(p,q,C,D) 

(p,q)cC 

rcD & 
D - C(D) 

[(pq) F, 	(D) 

M1(p,q,N,B,C) rA 

(p,q)B 	& 
M(a,p') I pp'J 

	

,q) c29 (E) 	 j 

BcC & 
C-E'.(C) & 
(p,q ) C 	(C) 

Mr(p,q,N,C,D) 

(p,q)CC & 
N(a,q') Iqq'J 
(p,q)C (C) 

rccD & 
D - C(D) & 
(p, q) 	(D) 

where. for M 	(a,p') I ppJ 	is defined by: 

PM  = 	a.p'I pp'  (a,p')NJ 

It is not difficult to show that Cl, Ml and Mr are 
indeed stronger than the previous verification conditions 



closure, matchl and matchr. 

We can now prove that Bis, Cl, Ml, Mr, Ml+  and  Mr+  are 

closed under the rules of the inference system, thus 

implying the following Soundness Theorem: 

Theorem 6.2-2: Bisim(p,q,C) = (p,q)cC & CI(C) 

Proof: We consider each rule in turn: 

Rule B: We must prove: 

Cl(p,q,((p,q)J,C) 	Bis(p,q,C) 

or 

Cl(p,q,((p,q)J,C) (p,q)cC & C(C) 

This follows immediately from the definition of Cl, 

(p,q)c((p,q)J and 

Rule C: We must prove: 

[Ml(p,q,B,C) & Mr(p,q,C,D) 	Cl(p,q,B,D) 

Assuming the antecedent of (1) and the antecedent of the 

conclusion of (1) ( (p,q)cB  ) we must prove: 

1. BD 	& 

2. 	D (B - C (p I  q)J 	FB (D) 

Now, (p,q)cB together with Ml(p,q,B,C) gives: 

1. BC 	& 

C - BI(C) 	& 

(p,q)(C) 

Since B'C also (p,q)cC. Thus, from Mr(p,q,C,D) we can 

conclude: 

(Ll) 	1. C]D 	& 

D - CcI(D) & 

(p,q)c(D) 
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Obviously (3.1) and (4.1) gives (2.1). (2r2) can be 

rewritten as: 

(2.2') 	(D - C) u(C - B)u ((p,q)J(D) 

From (3.2)  and (4.2) and monotonicity of W it only 

remains to demonstrate: 

i(p,q)J 	(D) 

From (3.3) it follows that (p,q)c(D). Thus, from (4.3) 

and 	(D)= 	(D)fl(D) it follows that (p,q)c(D) 

Rule ML: We must prove: 

Ml(p,q,M,B,C) 	Ml(p,q,B,C) 

when M=((a,p') p-p'J.  Since Ml(p,q,M,B,C) and 
Ml(p,q,IB,C) have the seine conclusion it suffice to prove 

that the antecedent of Ml(p,q,B,C) implies the antecedent 

of Ml(p,q,M,B,C), i.e.: 

& 

(p,q)cB 	M 	(a,p') I pp'J 	& 

L ('q) 	(E) 

Only (p,q)c(B) does not follow immediately. However, 

M=ø 	 Thus trivially 	effi 

Rule Mr: Similar to Ml. 

Rule Ml+  1: We must prove: 

Ml(p,q,ø,B,B) 

or equivalently: 

& 

ø(a,p')lpp'J & 

-j 

rEE & 
ø(B) & 

[(p,q) c M (B) 
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which is trivially true since (p,q)c.(B) iff 

(p0,q)c(B) 

Rule Ml+  2: We must prove: 

(0) Ml(p,q,M,B,D) Ml(p,q,((a,p')JuM,B,D) 

when q-q' for some q' with (p',q')cB. Since 
Ml(p,q,M,B,D) and Ml(p,q,((a,')JUM,B,D) have the 

same conclusion it suffiëe to prove that the antecedent 

of Ml(p,q,(a,p')JUM,B,D) implies the antecedent of 
Ml(p,q,M,B,D), i.e.: 

[(p,q)cB 	& 
MU 	(a,p')J 	(a, p') I pp'J 	& 

LNu{(a,p 	, q) e a3 (B) 

[(p,q)EB 	& 

M(a,p')! pp'J 	& 

L(PM' q) c  (E) 

Only (p,q)c(B) does not follow immediately. However, 

+ a.p', and 	 c MUf(a')1 , q)(B) by 
the antecedent. Since q-9q'  and (p ,q')€B also 
(a.p',q)e(IB). Thus (P,)  3(B). 

Rule Ml+  3: We must prove: 

(0)1(p',q',((p',q')UE,c) 

1MCl+(pjqjMICjD) 	 j 

Ml(p,q,MU(a,p')J ,B ID) 

when q - q'. Assume the antecedent of (0), i.e.: 

, (1) 	Cl(p
, 
 ,q , ,jI (p ,q )JUB,C) 

(p',q') UBC 	& 

c((BUp',q')) - 

since (p',q')c(p',q')JUB is trivially true, and: 
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(2) 	Ml(p,q,M,C,D) 

(ant) 	1. (p,q)C 	& 

M((a,p') I pp'J 	& 
(P,q)cB(C) 	 j 

(concl) ri. CD 	& 
2. D - C(D) & 

L3. (p,q)c(D) 

Also assume the antecedent of the conclusion of (0), i.e.: 

(3) 1. (p,q)cB & 

MU (a,p')J ((a,p') I 	 & 

Mu(a,p') , q)c(B) 

From the assumptions we must now prove: 

(Lv) 1. BD & 
B - B(D) 	& 

(p,q)c(D) 

First let us establish (2.ant): (2.ant.1) follows from 

(3.1) and (1.1). (2.ant.2) follows from (3.2). To see 
(2.ant.3), note that p = Mu{(a,p'), + a.p. Using (3.3) 
it suffice to prove that (a.p',q)c(C). However, 

qq' and by (1.1) (p',q')cC. 

So we can now use (2.concl). Let  us now prove (4). 

(4.1) follows from (1.1) and (2.concl.1). For (4.2) note 
that B-B = (D-C)U(C-B)c (B-C) u(c-B') where 

B' = (Bu((p',q')J) - ((p',q')J. By (2.concl.2), (1.2) 
and monotonicity of IB it follows that D - B(D) 

Finally, (4.3)  is identical to (2.concl.3). 

Rules Mr 1,2,3: Similar to Ml 11213. 	 0 

Using the induction principle associated with the 

inference system figure 6.2-1 once more, it is straight-

forward to prove that the following finiteness conditions 
hold: 
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bisim(p,q,C) 	C is finite 

closure(p,q,B,C) 

B is finite = C is finite 

matchl(p,q,B,C) 

B is-finite 	C is finite 

matchl(p,q,M,B,C) 

[N is finite]   
I 	& 	 C is finite 
LB is finite 

With similar finiteness conditions-for matchr and matchr+. 

Since any bisimulation C containing (p,q) must also 

contain a pair for each derivative of p (and similarly a 

pair for each derivative of q), it follows that the 

inference system cannot be complete if the processes p 

and q have infinitely many derivatives. Similarly, from 

the fourth finiteness condition it follows that the processes 

p and q as well as their derivatives must have finitely 

many derivations (i.e. the set 	(a,p') I p - p'J is 
finite) for the inference system to be complete. 

Thus, we can at most hope for completeness for processes 

p and q with finite state-transition diagrams in the 

sense that 	DER(p) and IP rDER(q) are finite tran- 

sition systems. Fortunately the inference system turns 

out to be complete for all such processes. We give an 

outline of the completeness proof in the following, leaving 

the details to the reader. 

As a first attempt we might try proving the following 

inclusions: 

Bis SLbisim 
	

Mr matchr 
Cl closure 
	

Ml matchl 
Ml 9matchl 
	 Mr+ matchr+ 
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However, the verification conditions Bis, Cl, P111,... 

does not satisfy the previous finiteness conditions and 

the above inclusions are therefore not valid. Also, 

viewing bisim, closure, ... as (partial) functions, we 

shall only require the above inclusions to hold when the 

input-arguments satisfy the tipre_conditionsi?  of the relevant 

verification condition. Thus, we shall be content with 

the following weaker type of implications to hold: 

[ANT .C1(p,q,B,C) 

j 
C'C. closure(p,q,B,C') 

To prove the correctness of these implications we define 

for each relation a size function which measures the 

size of the (input) arguments given. The proof is then 

performed by induction on the size of the input-arguments. 

For pcPr we already have DER(P) =(p'! scAct  
Now extend DER to subsets N of ActXPr by 

DER(M) =p'! 	(a,p)CN.ThsAct*. pp'J. Then define the 

following size functions: 

= fDER(p)XDER(q)! 

01(p,q,B,C) 	= !DER(p)XDER(q) - B! + 1 

1(P,q,B,C) 	= !DER(p)XDER(q) - B! + 1 

= DER(M)X]DER(q) - B! 

(p,q,B,C) 	= !DER(p)x]DER(q) - B! + 1 

+(p,q,N,B,C) 	= !DER(p)XDER(N) - B! 

Note, that all the size functions only depends on the 

input-arguments. For 461  B is to be thought of as 

the part of the final bisimulation which have been estab-

lished so far. Thus, DER(p)XDER(q) - B is. the state 

space which remains to be investigated. Note, that 

is independent of its first input-argument p. Ml 
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Instead, the set of derivations M of p which remains to 

be matched by q is used. 

Lemma 6.2-3: 	If p and q have finite state-transition 

diagrams, then for all new 

[Bis(p,q,C) 	
-1 	c'c. bisim(p,q,C') 

[ Bis (p,q,C)nj 

ANT(Cl(p,q,B,C)) & 

Cl(p,q,B,C) 	& 	=3C'C. clQsure(p,q,B,C') 

ANT(Ml(p,q,B,C)) & 

Ml(p,q,B,C) & 

4 1(p,q,B,C) _'~n 

ANT(Mr(p,q,B,C) & 

Nr(p,q,B,C) & 

4(p,q,B,C) n 

= 3C'C. matchl(p,q,B,C') 

C%-C. matchr(p,q,B,C') 

ANT(Ml(p,q,M,B,C)) & 

Ml(p,q,M,B,C) gc 	=C'cC. matchl(p,q,M,B,C') 

q,M,B,C)n 

ANT(Mr(p,q,N,B,C)) & 

Mr(p,q,N,B,C) & 	C'C. matchr(p,q,N,B,C') 

_'
l Mr  

Proof: By induction on n with subinductions on IMI and 
NI for (v) and (vi). ML 3 (and similarly MR 3) only 

needs to be used when q does not have a match for (a,p') 

in B (otherwise ML 2 is applicable). It is therefore 

easy to see that using the inference rules backwards once 

or twice will decrease the size of the input arguments and 

hence make the induction hypothesis applicable. 

From this lemma the following completeness result 
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follows immediately: 

Theorem 6.2-4: If p and q have finite state-transition 

diagrams then: 

p-'q 	2C. bisim(p,q,C) 

Proof: Since p  and q have finite-state transition 

diagrams, 	5(p,q,C) 	for all C. p-q implies that 
Bis(pq,C) holds for some C. Thus, the completeness 

theorem follows from lemma 6.2-3 (i). 	 El 

The inference system in figure 6.2-1 is easily modified 

for weak bisimulation: simply change the sideconditions 

of ML 2 and 3 (and similarly of MR 2 and 3) to: 
I'- a 

q-3oq 

	

(p',g')B 	and 	q 0 q' 

Using proposition 5.0-1 soundness and (restricted) 

completeness can be proved for the modified system. Simi-

larly, the inference system 6.2-1 can be extended to 

parameterized strong and weak bisimulation. 

The inference system 6.2-1 can also be represented 

almost directly in PROLOG (see /CM81/), thus giving an 

(operational based) implementation for constructing 

bisimulations. Each of the six relations (bisim, closure, 

matchl, ... ) is represented as a PROLOG predicate and 

each rule of the inference system is represented as a 

Horn Clause with sideconditions (of ML and MR) being 

included as part of the premisses. Sets and set-operations 

are represented as lists and operations on such. 
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bisim(P,Q,C) :- closure(F,Q,[[F,Q]] ,C). 

closure(P,Q,B,D) :- 

matchl(P,Q,B,C), matchr(P,Q,C,D). 

matchl(P,Q,B,C) 

derset(P,M), matchl(P,Q,M,B,C). 

matchr(P,Q,C,D) :- 

derset(Q,N), matchr(P,Q,N,C,D). 

matchl(P,Q,[] ,B,B). 

matchl(P,Q,[[A,F'1IM,B,D) :- 

der(Q,A,Q'), in([P',Q'J,B),  !, 

matchl(P,Q,M,B,D). 

matchl(P,Q,[[A,P']lM],B,D) :- 

der(Q,A,Q'), closure(F',Q,[FP',Q']lB,C), 

matchl(P,Q,M,C ,D). 

matchr(F,Q, C],B,B). 

matchr(F,Q,[[A,Q'lN],B,D) :- 

der(P,A,P'), in(EP',Q',B), !, 

matchr(P,Q,N,,D). 

matchr(F,Q,[[A,Q']N],B,D) :- 

der(P,A,F'), closure(P',Q',[LP',Q'B,c), 

matchr(P,Q,N,C,D). 	(figure 6.2-5) 

The cut symbol (!) in the second clause for mathcl+ 

(and similar matchr) optimizes the implementation slightly, 

in that it only allows the third clause for matchl 

(and similarly for matchr+)  to be used in case q does 

not have a match for (a,p') in B. 

To complete the implementation clauses for the predi-

cates derset and der must be given such that: 

derset(p,M) 	'M'= f(a,p') 

and 	der(p,a,p') 	p-3p' 

where 'M' is the set represented by M. derset is easily 
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derived from der and in the next section we shall show 

how to represent (a large subset of) CCS and its opera-

tional semantics in PROLOG. 

Due to the particular order (leftmost-depthfirst) in 

which PROLOG tries to satisfy goals, non-termination may 

occur. For example, by prefixing the clauses of figure 

6.2-5 with the trivial clause: 

bisim(P,Q,C) :- bisim(F,Q,C). 

no goals involving the predicate bisim will terminate. 

Thus, our previous soundness and completeness theorems 

only demonstrate partial correctness of the PROLOG program 

figure 6.2-5. In order to obtain total correctness it 

must be proved that the PROLOG program always terminates 

given a goal of the form bisim(p,q,C), where p and q 

are processes with finite state-transition diagrams. 

However, given two such processes it is clear that the 

space of subgoals which is relevant for the goal 

bisim(p,q,C) is finite. Moreover, the clauses of the 

PROLOG program define an acyclic dependency between 

these subgoals (acyclic because the previously defined 

size functions decrease when the rules or clauses are 

used backwards). Thus, the leftmost-depthfirst search 

strategy used by PROLOG will always lead to termination. 

A more formal proof of termination may be obtained by 

employing the methods of /Fran84/. 

6.2.2 CCS in PROLOG. 

It is straightforward to represent (a subset of) CCS 

and its operational semantics in PROLOG. To each CCS 

process construction we simply introduce a corresponding 

PROLOG-operator. For obvious reasons we cannot always 

get the desired standard notation, so here is the PROLOG 

representation of CCS: 
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Standard 
Construction PROLOG Notation 

Inaction nil 

Prefix a;p a.p 

Summation p+q p+q 

Parallel p/q p' 	q 

Renaming p-[a:=b] paI-b1 

Restriction p\[a,b] 

Variable var(x) x 

Recursion fix (var (x) , p) 

To represent the notion of complimentary actions in 

PROLOG two prefix operators in and out are introduced. 

Thus, an action is of the form: 

action ::= atom I in(atom) I out(atom) 

A special action is the atom tau, which represents the 

unobservable action 1. 

In the "Prefix"-rule a can be any action, whereas 

in the "Renaming" and "Restriction" rules the variables 

a and b must be atoms. The operational semantics 

will automatically extend the Renaming/Restriction to 

all prefixes of the atoms. 

Recursion variables must be prefixed with the operator 

var in order to distinguish them from actions. 

Parantheses are used to make parsing unambiguous; 

however, to avoid excessive use of parantheses the follo-

wing operator precedence has been introduced: 

Prefix> Restriction > Renaming> Summation >Parallel 

Often large systems will have many occurrences of 

some subcomponent (e.g. a memory consisting of many 

identical cells). To avoid having to write out in full 
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the expression for this subcomponent for each occurrence, 

a let-construct for declaring abbreviations is 

available, e.g.: 

- 	iet(medium, in(a);out(b);nil). 

in(a) - 	medium 	> out(b) 

An already declared abbreviation can be used in the de-

claration of new ones; e.g.: 

let (del aym e d, 

(medium-[b:=cJ / 

medium-[a:=c])\[a,b] ). 

in(a) 	medium 	medium 	out (b) 

We shall later see that medium and delaymed are weak 

bisimulation equivalent. 

The derivation relation - for the above subset of 

CCS is represented as a PROLOG predicate der with a 

one-to-one correspondence between the inference rules 

for - and the PROLOG clauses for der; e.g.: 

Inference rule 	PROLOG. clause 

a.p -3p 	 der(A;P , A , F). 

pr 	 der(P+Q,A,R) :- der(F,A,R). 
p+q -r 

px./xl 	g 	der(fix(var(X),P),A,Q) :- 
x.pq 	 subst(fix(var(X),P),var(X),F,R), 

der(R,A,Q). 
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where subst is an auxiliary PROLOG predicate such that 

subst(S,var(X),U,V) holds iff V=U{S/var(X)1.  By the 

way: it seems that many Structured 2perational Semantics 

(see /Pl8l/) have a direct implementation in PROLOG. The 

operational semantics of CCS is of course just an especi-

ally simple SOS. 

6.2.3 Using the system. 

Combining the representation of CCS in PROLOG from 

the previous section with the PROLOG-program for con-

structing (weak) bisimulations from section 6.2.1 results 

in a system for proving (weak) bisimulation equivalences 

between CCS processes. We shall demonstrate the use-

fulness of the system for weak bisimulation through 

three examples. 

First, consider the two processes medium and delaymed 

declared in the previous section. 

?- bisim(medi.um,delaymed). 

1 	medium 
delaymed 	[2,4] 

2 	out(b);nil 
(nil-[b:cJ/out(b);nil-[a:c])\[a,b] 	[3] 

3 	nil 
(nil-[b:c]/nhl-[a:c])\[a,b] 	[I 

4 	out (b);nil 
(out(b);nil-[b:c]/medium-[a:=c])\[a,b] 	[3,2] 

yes 

We see that the goal bisim(medium,delaymed) succeeds, 

and hence that mediumde1aymed. The resulting bisimu-

lation contains four (numbered) pairs of processes, 

(medium,delaymed) being one of them. The list of numbers 
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following each pair indicates its successorpairs and 

is handy if one wants to check that the set of pairs 

really constitutes a bisimulation. 

As our next example we consider the Simple Scheduler 

from section 5.5. We declare abbreviations for an indi-

vidual cell, the scheduler of size 3 and its specifica-
tion: 

?- let(celi, fix(var(x), in(a);w;out(b);var(x)) ). 

?- Iet(sch, 	( w;out(b);cell-[a:c1]-[b:c2]-[W:W1] / 
cell-[a: c2]-[b :c3]-[w: w2] / 
cell-{a:c3]-[b:c1]-[w: =w3] 

\[w1,w2,w3] 	). 

?- let(spec, fix(var(x), wl;w2;w3;var(x)) ). 

?- bisim(spec,sch). 

spec 
sch 

w2;w3;spéc 
(cell-[a: c1 ] - [b : =c2 ]-[W: w11 / 
w;out(b) ;cell-[a:c2]-[b:c3]-[w:W2] / 
cell-[a:c3]-[b:c1]-[w:w3])\[w1,W2,W3] 

w3; spec 
(cell-[a: c1 ]- [b : c2]- [w: w1] / 
cell-ta: c2]-[b: c3]-Ew:w2] / 
w;out(b) ;cell-Ea:c3]-[b:c1 ]jW:W3])\[W1,W2,W31 

spec 
(cell-[a: c1  ] -[b : c21 -1w: w1] / 
cell-{a: c2] -[b : c31-(w: w2] / 
out(b);cell-[a:c3]-[b:C1][W:W3])\[W1 ,W2 ,W3] 

w3; spec 
(cell-ta: =cl]-['o: =c2] -1W: w1] / 
out(b) ;cell-[a:c2]-[b:C3][W:W2] / 
cell-[a:=c31-[b:=cl]-[w:w3fl\[wl,w2,w3j 

w2 ;w3 ; spec 
(out(b) ;cell-[a:C1 	Eb:C2)-[W:W1] / 
cell-[a:=c2]-fb:c3] -[W: w2] / 
cell-{a:=c3]-[b:c1]-[w:w3])\{wl,W2,W3] 

yes 
I ?- 
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The goal bisim(spec,sch) succeeds and hence spec sch 

as expected. Note, that the three abbreviations are also 

used in the display of the final bisimulation. 

The final example we consider, in a slightly simplified 

version, comes from a set of Lecture Notes used by Robin 

Milner to accompany a course on GOB and involves the 

representation of a workshop comprising two men, a mallet 

and a hammer. In our simplified version a man can use 

either a hammer or a mallet to perform a job. 	and 
ph  represent the actions of getting and putting a hammer, 

likewise gm and pm for mallet. 

?- let(man, 
fix(var(x), irijob;(in(gh);out(ph);outjob;var(x) + 

in(gm);out(pm);outjob;var(x)) 

The behaviour of the hammer and mallet are extremely 

simple: 

?- let(hammer, 
fix(var(x), out(gh);in(ph);var(x)) ). 

?- let(mallet, 
fix(var(x), out(gm);in(pm);var(x)) ). 

The two men together with the tools, the hammer and the 

mallet, is put together to form a GLOSEDSHOP as follows: 

?- let(ciosedshop, 
man / man / hammer / mallet )\[injob,outjob] ). 
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1 

HAM - 	 qh 

----'. 
( 
-

NA N 	 MAN ) 

(,,.MALL 	
prn_-qm 

gm 

Luticib> 

The specification for closedshop is given by the following 

process donothing: 

?- let (one, 
fix(var(x), injob;outjob;var(x) + 

outjob;injob;var(x) ) 
?- let(donothi.ng, 

injob;one ). 

The following shows that the goal 

bisim(donothing,closedshop) succeeds producing a biimu-

lation containing 23 pairs. Thus we can endeed conclude 

that donothingclosedshop. A "handmade" proof of the 

closedshop example (in its full version) can be found in 

/San82/. 

I ?- bisim(donothing,closedshOp). 

1 	donothing 
closedshop 	[2,6,16] 

2 	one 
(outjob;man / 
man / 
hammer / 

	

mallet)\[Injob,outjob] 	[3,1, 15] 
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3 	outjob;one 
(outjob;man / 
outjob;man / 
hammer / 
mallet)\[injob,outjob] 	[2,4] 

	

4 	one 
(man / 
outjob;man / 
hammer / 
mallet)\[injob,outjob] 	[3,1,5] 

	

5 	outjob;one 
(in(gh);out(ph);outjob;man+in(gm);out(pm);outjob;man / 
outjob;man / 
hammer / 
mallet)\[injob,outjob] 	[4,6,21,12] 

	

6 	one 
(in(gh);out(ph);outjob;man+in(gm);out(pm);outjob;man / 
man / 
hammer / 
mallet)\[injob,outjob] 	[3,1,7,22,13] 

	

7 	outjob;one 
(in(gh);out(ph);outjob;man+in(gm);out(pm);outjob;man / 
in(gh);out(ph);outjob;man+in(gm);out(pm);outjob;man / 
hammer / 
mallet)\[injob,outjob] 	[4,8,18,23, 14] 

	

8 	outjob;one 
(in(gh);out(ph);outjob;man+in(gm);out(pm);outjob;man / 
out(ph) ;outjob;man / 
in(ph);hammer / 
mallet)\[injob,outjob] 	[4,5,9] 

	

9 	outjob;one 
(out(pm) ;outjob;man / 
out(ph) ;outjob;man / 
in(ph);hammer / 
in(pm) ;mallet)\[Injob,outjob] 	[4,10,12] 

	

10 	outjob;one 
(outjob;man / 
out(ph);outjob;mari / 
in(ph);hammer / 
mallet)\[injob,outjob] 	[4,11,3] 

	

11 	one 
(man / 
out(ph);outjob;man / 
in(ph);hammer / 
mallet)\[injob,outjob] 	[3,1,8,4] 
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12 	outjob;one 
(out(pm) ;outjob;mari / 
outjob;man / 
hammer / 
in(pm) ;mallet)\[injob,outjob] 	[4,13,3] 

13 	one 
(out(pm) ;outjob;man / 
man / 
hammer / 
in(pm);mallet)\[Injob,outjob] 	[3,1,14,2] 

14 	outjob;one 
(out(pm) ;outjob;man / 
in(gh) ;out(ph) ;outjob;man+i.n(gm) ;out(pm) ;outjob;man / 
hammer / 
in.(pm);mallet)\[mnjob,outjob] 	[4,15,9] 

15 	outjob;one 
(outjob;man / 
In(gh);out(ph);outjob;man+in(gm);out(pm);outjob;man / 
hammer / 
malJ.et)\[injob,outjob] 	[4,16,10,20] 

16 	one 
(man / 
in(gh);out(ph);outjob;man+in(gm);out(pm);outjob;man / 
hammer / 
mallet)\[i.njob,outjob] 	[3,1,7,11,17] 

17 	one 
(man! 
out(pm);outjob;man / 
hammer / 
i.n(pm);mallet)\[injob,outjob) 	[3,1,18,4] 

18 	outjob;one 
(in(gh);out(ph);outjob;man+j.n(gm);out(pm);outjob;man I 
out(pm) ;outjob;man / 
hammer / 
in(pm);mallet)\[injob,outjob] 	[4,5,19] 

19 	outjob;one 
(out(ph) ;outjob;man / 
out(pm) ;outjob;man / 
in(ph);hammer / 
ln(pm);mallet)\[injob,outjob] 	[4,20,21] 

20 	outjob;one 
(outjob;man / 
out(pm) ;outjob;man / 
hammer / 
in(pm) ;mallet)\[Injob,oUtjOb] 	[4,17,3] 
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21 	outjob;one 
(out(ph);outjob;man / 
outjob;man / 
in(ph);hammer / 
mallet) \ [ i.njob, outjob] 	(4,22,3] 

22 	one 
(out(ph) ;outjob;man / 
man / 
in(ph);hammer / 
mallet)\[injob,outjob] 	[3,1,23,2) 

23 	outjob;one 
(out(ph);outjob;man / 
in(gh) ;out(ph) ;outjob;man+ln(gm) ;out(pm) ;outjob;man / 
in(ph);hammer / 
mallet)\[i.njob,outjob] 	[4,15,19] 
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6.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS, FUTURE AND RELATED WORK 

In the previous section 6.1 of this chapter we have 

shown that the various notions (parameterized/unparamete-

rized, strong/weak) of bisimulation equivalence are all 

polynomial time decidable for processes with finite 

state-transition diagrams. Eased on an alternative 

decision procedure, a PROLOG-system for constructing 

(parameterized/unparameterized, strong/weak) bisimulations 

for finite CCS expressions over regular expressions has 

been implemented (and verified) in section 6.2. This 

alternative decision procedure is related to a similar 

algorithm presented in /San 82/: both algorithms will, given 
two processes p and q, try to construct a minimal bisimula-

tion containing the pair (p,q). However, the algorithm 

in /San82/ is significantly less general than ours: besides 

the necessary condition of p and q having finite state-

transition diagrams, the process p must be rigid and 

deterministic (see /5an82,Mi180/) and the process q must 

be non-divergent in the sense that none of its derivatives 

can perform an infinite sequence of 1-actions. Also, 

neither a correctness proof nor an implementation is pro-

vided in /San82/. 

Though the PROLOG-system presented in section 6.2 is 

rather simple it serves the purpose of demonstrating the 

achievability and potential uses of automatic tools. 

However, lots of work remains to be done in developing more 

satisfactory future tools. One main disadvantage of the 

PROLOG-ystem presented is that it only allows processes 

with finite state-transition diagrams. In any realistic 

example this assumption is likely to be violated: Often 

process expressions are indexed or parameterized with 

elements from some infinite set (the natural numbers in 

the Simple Scheduler example in section 5.5, natural 
numbers and sets of natural numbers in the scheduling 

example of /Mil80/ chapter 3). In order to deal with 
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such expressions the system must be able to prove proper-

ties about the parameters used. Depending on the parame-

ters used and the complexity of properties the system is 

required to deal with, it may well turn out that the 

equivalence problem for indexed/parameterized process 

expressions becomes undecidable. Thus, for future systems, 

it might be more relevant to think in terms of checking 

and guiding equivalence proofs (a la LCF /GMW79/) instead 
of automatically producing such proofs. 

A small, first system of this type has been developed in 

PROLOG by K.V.S. Frasad, /Pr?/. His system is quite 

similar to ours except that it instead of constructing 

bisimulations will check whether a given (by the user) 

binary relation on processes constitutes a (weak) bisimu-

lation. Being essentially a proof checker (viewing a 

bisimulation as a proof) the system is able to deal with 

certain types of parameterized expressions. Parts of 

the correctness proof of a simple fault tolerant system 
/Pr84/ have been checked by the system. 

Another proof checking system has been developed in 

Lisp by Nick Traub /Tr83/.  In contrast to Frasad's and 

our systems, which both are based on the operational 

semantics of COB, Traüb's system allows the user to mani-

pulate (CIRCAL) expressions using algebraic laws (for 

CIRCAL see /N82/). 

Maybe future systems should support both equivalence 

proofs obtained by applying algebraic laws and equiva-

lence proofs obtained by exhibiting appropriate bisimula-

tions. 

So far we have concentrated on systems for proving 

(weak) equivalences between processes. However, in order 

for a system to assist in (weak) parameterized equivalence 

proofs and support the associated proof methodology 
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developed in this thesis, it seems necessary for the system 

also to know about the following: 

- Contexts (and their operational semantics) 

- Blow contexts transform environments. 

It seems quite feasible to extend our PROLOG-system 

with such "information".  

Finally, we will mention the possibility of having 

systems for verifying or assisting in verifying partial 

properties of processes, specifically modal properties 

of processes. Such a system could be either operational-

ly based (i.e. using directly the definition of the 

satisfaction relation) or based on the proof systems which 

exist for various subsets of CCS, SCCS /St83,St85,W85,W85B/. 
However, it seems that the (socalled Hennessy-Milner) 

Modal Logic (see section 2.1.3) which is currently being 

used is, from a pragmatic point of view, not expressive 

enough. For instance will the satisfaction of any modal 

formula from this logic only depend on a (certain) finite 

part of the processes. Though, it seems that this 

deficiency can be remedied by adding recursion to the 
modal logic (a la Dexter Kozen's L'-calculus /Ko82/), 
more work is needed in finding a practically satisfactory 
logic 
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CHAPTER 7 

A thorough investigation of a parmeterizd version of 

bisimulation equivalence has been presented in this thesis. 

The paiameterized version proposed has been shown to enjoy 

a large number of pleasant properties and we are therefore 

confident that the version is indeed a natural one. It 

is hoped that the results proved in this thesis will 

provide a useful repertoire of techniques for making 

hierarchic verification of concurrent systems an easier 

task. The Simple Scheduler example considered demonstrates 

the intended use of the results presented. We believe 

that the techniques introduced will be especially useful 

for larger examples, where obviously the need for hierar-

chic decomposition is greater. Evidence of this potential 

usefulness for larger systems has recently been given 

by Robin Milner, who has indicated how to apply the 

techniques of this thesis to the Alternating Bit Protocol. 

More specifically, the main achievements of this thesis 

are: 

1. We have defined' a parameterized version of bisimulation 

equivalence with so-called environments used as para-

meters. The resulting parameterized equivalence is 
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shown to have all the properties expected in chapter 

1. As Main Theorems a characterization of the 

discrimination ordering between environments, and a 

maximal environment construction has been presented. 

Also, a modal characterization, of parameterized 

bisimulation equivalence is given. 

Results showing how contexts transform modal formulas 

and environments have been given. These results 

constitute the main tools provided by this thesis for 

hierarchic verification of concurrent systems. In 

order to facilitate the above investigation an abstract 

(and new) semantic account of contexts as action 

transducers has been introduced. Besides being of 

independent interest, this semantic account has made 

our results general in the sense that they are 

applicable to (almost) all process constructions. 

The results from 1 and 2 have been extended to a 

similarly parameterized version of the (perhabs more 

interesting) weak bisimulation equivalence, 	. The 

main obstacle in performing this extension has been 

that 	is not preserved by all contexts. However, 

based on the semantic description of contexts as action 

transducers, conditions insuring the preservation of 

have been given. These conditions ought also to 

be of independent interest. The intended use of the 

(extended) results in verification has been illustrated 

through an example. 

Complete axiomatizations for parameterized bisimulation 

equivalence have been given for finite and regular 

processes and environments. 

We have shown that parameterized bisimulation equiva-

lence is polynomial time decidable for regular processes 

and environments, thus generalizing the existing poly-

nomial time complexity result for (unparameterized) 

bisimulation equivalence. 
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6. Finally, a PROLOG system for constructing bisimulations 

over CCS expressions has been implemented, verified and 

demonstrated. 

There are at least three main areas in which future 

work can be done. Having developed a theory of parame-

terized bisimulation equivalence it is imperative that 

we test it extensively through practical applications. 

Only this will enable us to determine whether the deve-

loped theory is succesfull in shortening correctness 

proofs. The Simple Scheduler considered in this thesis 

and the Alternating Bit Protocol investigated by Robin 

Milner indicate the potential usefulness of the theory 

but much more practical experience is obviously needed 

before any final judgement can be made. The Alternating 

Bit Protocol is a member (the simplest) of a whole class 

of protocols known as Sliding Window Protocols. These 

protocols therefore seem natural next candidates for our 

proof techniques. The process of gaining more practical 

experience would also help us in finding more advantageous 

ways of utilizing our results in correctness proofs and 

might even create a demand for results slightly different 

from those provided by this thesis. From the maximal 

environment construction and the weakest inner environment 

construction we know that the parameterized equivalence: 

(*) 	 C[p] 	C[q] 

can be reduced to the simulation problem: 

(**) 	 wie(C,e) /p,q/ 

Using the algebraic laws presented in this thesis we might 

be able to calculate wie(C,e) and /p,q/. However, 

the calculation of /p,q/ will depend on all of p's and 

q's behaviours regardless of whatever restrictions C may 

impose on p and q. Similarly, the calculation of 

wie(C,e) is based on the full behaviour of C with no 
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considerations of the restrictions the processes p and 

q may impose on C. Obviously, we would like to deduce 

the simulation in (**) without an explicit calculation of 

wie(C,e) and /p,q/. By replacing (**) with a parame-

terized equivalence p-fq  where f is an environment 

satisfying wie(C,e)f, the calculation of. /p,q/ can 

be avoided. However, this still leaves the problem of 

deciding wie(C,e)f without calculating wie(C,e). 

Our experience with the Simple Scheduler as well as the 

Alternating Bit Protocol suggests that this may easierly 

be done by appealing directly to the operational seman-

tics of wie(C,e) (i.e. e[C])  instead of using the alge-

braic laws for wie(C,e). However, this remains to be 

confirmed by more examples. 

Through more examples we may also find that certain 

types of environments are more useful than others. Judged 

by the few examples already investigated it seems that 

language environments are especially convenient and 

frequent. Also, it seems that the type of language 

environments we encounter in our correctness proofs are 

themselves special: they are almost universal language 

environments except for a few restrictions on certain 

key actions; e.g. the action a most occur before any 

b action and between any two a actions there are at 

least one occurrence of b. In order to emphasis these 

(key) restrictions it may well be more convenient to 

adopt some other notation for language environments than 

the regular expression notation used in this thesis. We 

expect some Liniar Temporal Logic may prove useful for 

this purpose. However, irrepsective of what notation used, 

it is crusial to maintain an operational semantics of 

environments in order for the parameterized bisimulation 

technique to be at our disposal. 

During the process of gaining more practical experience 
by applying our techniques to larger examples, the 
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availability of computer assistance will become essential. 

This is another area for future work. Our PROLOG system 

provides a first such automatic tool but lots of work 

remains to be done in order to develop more satisfactory 

tools. At present the PROLOG system will simply terminate 

with failure when given two processes, p and q, not 

equivalent. This is rather uninformative. Obviously 

the user would like to be given a reason for why the 

processes are not equivalent so that proper alterations of 

either process can be done. From the modal characteri-

zation of bisimulation equivalence we know that there 

exist some modal formula F such that pF and qVF 

in case p and q are in.equivalent. We may view F as 

a reason for or an explanation of why p and q are not 

equivalent. It seems possible to extend the GENERALIZED 

PARTITIONING algorithm from section 6.1 so that it returns 

a modal formula F with pF and qF when pq 

Throughout the execution each block E of the 

current partitioning is associated with a modal 

formula F. such that pJ=F  for all p in E and 

pVF whenever p is not in B. When (and if) the 

two processes p and q under consideration are sepera-

ted into two different blocks B and B (which 

will happen if p,/q) we may simply return either of 

the modal formulas F i and -7F . The single block 

of the initial partitioning is associated with the 

modal formula Tr. When, duririg execution, a block 

of the current partitioning is split into two 

blocks 	and 	with respect to some function 

and some block B 	(i.e. qcE iff f(q)flEj ø 

and B'= B. -Br) we associate with B 	and E' 

the modal formulas F = 	 and 

This will maintain the invariant 

property of the modal formulas. 

Obviously, we are also interested in developing tools which 

can assist in parameterized equivalence proofs and support 

the associated proof methodology developed in this thesis. 
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It seems necessary for such a tool to know about contexts 

- and their operational semantics and how to derive the 

operational behaviour of a combined environment e[C] 

from those of e and C. It is quite feasible to extend 

our PROLOG system with such "information". 

The motivation for context dependent equivalences is 

a general one and not only applicable to bisimulation 

equivalence. Thus, a third area for future work is 

concerned about extending the results of this thesis to 

other equivalences, especially the equivalences mentioned 

in chapter 1 (failure and testing equivalence). It seems 

natural to try and maintain the use of environments as 

parameters. The various alternative (and recursive) 

defintions of failure and testing equivalence given in 

/Ni85/ ought to be a useful guide for how precisely to 

define their parameterized versions. Other possibilitie.s 

for future research include an extension of the Main 

Theorem 2.4-20 to image-infinite environments. 

In conclusion, it has become clear that, while this. 

thesis provides a thorough investigation of a parameterized 

bisimulation equivalence and indicates its use in correctness 

proofs, there is still future work to be done in applying 

the techniques and results of this thesis, in developing 

tools for computer aided verification and in extending 

the results of this thesis to other equivalences. 
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